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Abstract 

ATM networks are intended to provide a "one-size-fits-all" solution to a variety of 

data communication needs, from low speed, delay-insensitive to high-speed, delay

intolerant. The basic ATM protocol certainly delivers traffic within this broad range, 

but it does not address the quality of service requirements associated with the various 

type of traffic. 

The ATMSWITCH is designed to use two different mechanisms to provide the 

quality of service for the various type of traffic. It treats the cells according to their 

connected virtual ch:rnnel type and services them as predefined scheme. 

The ATMSWITCH architecture is a shared-memory and output buffer strategy 

switch. The switch has heen designed much of buffer location and identification can 

occur in parallel with the 12ns read/write cycle time required to buffer the cell data. 

The problem is essentially one of design circuitry so that buffer location and 

identification are as short as possible. 

The present project has therelore heen intended to measure the number of clock 

cycles required to perform the huller maintenance activities, and to determine whether 

the logic speed required to lit this numher of clock cycles into the 12ns window is 

feasible using current technology. The simulated result and timing analysis shows that 

10 clock cycles are required during 12ns buffer read and write time. and a reasonable 

clock speed is l.2ns per clock cycle. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the past, separate telecommunications networks have been specially designed for 

different services. For instance, the public switched telephone network has been 

developed for conversational speech; data networks for computer communications; and 

broadcast networks for television. While these networks are very capable of supporting 

their intended services, they are generally not well suited for other services that are 

inherently different in such network requirements as bandwidth, holding times, end-to

end delays, and error rates. 

The idea of a single uhiquitous network providing all services in an integrated manner 

has existed for some time. In a sense, this notion was suggested by AT&T's first 

president, Theodore Vail. in his vision or "one policy. one system, universal service·· 

[Boettinger, 1983], and it has heen recently restated [Mayo. 1985]. Implementation has 

been hindered hy the lack or the necessary technology and public demand from 

multimedia applications. which involve the processing and exchange of information in 

the various media of text, audio. and images. In addition, research in high-speed 

switching, fibre optics, and new protocols have demonstrated the technical feasibility of 

integrated services networks. 

Research in the past 1·ew years has led to the concept of A TM as a possible means to 

realising an integrated services network. The ATM will represent a dramatic change in 

the evolution of the public switched telephone network. It combines characteristics of 

both conventional packet switching and circuit switching. Not only does ATM imply a 

major change in the network facilities, hut for the first time, the network will he designed 

to provide much more than POTS (Plain Old Telephone Services). 

In order to explain how the ATM approach combines both circuit and packet switching 

techniques to provide all services in an integrated manner. I will first introduce public 

telephone network and packet-switched data networks. The second part of this chapter 

will introduces ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) and ATM based public 

switched network that derived from ISDN and promote to B-ISDN. The later pa11 of this 

chapter will introduce ATM SWITCH that was simulated in this research project. 



1.1. Circuit Switching 

In traditional analogue circuit switching. a call is set up on the basis that it receives a path 

(fro m source to destination) that is its "property' ' for the duration of the call. I.e. the 

whole of the bandwidth of the circuit is available to the calling parties for the whole of 

the call. In a digital circuit-switched system. the whole bit-rate of the line is assigned to a 

call for only a single time slot per rrame. This is called time division multiplexing. 

Direction of transm ission 

Duration of frame 

One frame contains 8 time slots, 
each time slot contains 8 bits 

Time 

Figure 1.1 : An example or time division , position, multiplexing 

During the time period or a frame. the transmitting party will generate a fixed number of 

bits of digital data (!"or example. eight hits to represent the level of an analogue telephony 

signal) and these bits will he grouped together in the time slot assigned in every frame for 

the duration of the call, to that call (Figure 1.1 ). So the time slot is identified by its 

position in the frame. he nce use or the name "pos ition multiplexing· ·. although this term 

is not used as much as time division multiplexing. 

When a connection is set up. a route is found through the network and that route remains 

fixed for the duration of the connection. The route will probably traverse a number of 

switching nodes and req uire the use or a similar numher of transmission links to provide 

a circuit from source to destination . The time slot position used by a call is likely to be 

different on each link. The switches which interconnect the transmiss ion links perform 

the time slot interchange (as well as the space switching) necessary to provide the 
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"through-connection'' (e.g. link M, time slot 2 switches to link N, time slot 6 in Figure 

1.2). 

Link M 

..... 0 

TIME SLOT 
INTERCHANGE 

Link N 

Figure 1.2 Time slot interchange 

Time 

7 

In digital circuit switched telephone networks, frames have a repetition rate of 8000 

frames per second (and so a duration or J 25 µs), and as there are always eight bits (one 

byte) per time slot. each channel has a hit-rate or 64 Khit/s. With N time slots in each 

frame, the bit-rate of the line is Nx M Khit/s. In practice, extra time slots or bits are added 

for control and synchronisation functions. So for example, the widely used 30 channel 

system has two extra time slots. g1vmg a total or 32 time slots, and thus a bit-rate or 

(30+2)x64 = 2048 Khit/s. 

The time division mull iplexing concept can he applied recursively by considering a 24 or 

30 channel system as a single '"channel" ' , each frame of which occupies one time slot per 

frame of a higher orc.kr multiplexing system. This is the underlying principle in the SDH 

(Synchronous Digital Hierarchy). :111d an introduction to SDH can he found in [Griffiths, 

1992]. 

The main performance issue for the user of a circuit switched network is whether, when a 

call is requested, there is a circuit availahle to the required destination. Once a circuit is 

established, the user has available a constant hit-rate with a fixed end-to-end delay. There 

is no error detection or coITection provided hy the network on the circuit - that is the 

responsibility of the terminals at either end, if it is required. Nor is there any per circuit 

overhead -- the whole hit-rate or the circuit is available for user information. 

1.2. Packet switching 



To see how ATM has evolved from hoth circuit switched and packet switched networks, 

it is helpful to consider a "generic·· packet switching network. I.e. one intended to 

represent the main characteristics or racket switching, rather than any particular packet 

switching system. 

Instead of being organized into eight-hit time slots which repeat at regular intervals, data 

in a packet switched network is organized into packets comprising many bytes of user 

data (bytes are also known as octets. in order to divorce them from any association with 

an eight-bit coding scheme). Packets can vary in size depending on how much data there 

is to send, usually up to some predetermined limit (for example, 4096 octets). Each 

packet is then sent from switching node to switching node as group of contiguous bits 

fully occupying the link hit-rate for the duration of the packet. If the re is no packet to 

send, then nothing is sent on the link . When a packet is ready, and the link is idle, then 

the packet can be sent immediately. Ir the link is busy (another packet is currently being 

transmitted), then the packet must wait in a huller until the previous one has completed 

transmission (Figure l.3). 

Direction of transmission 

!) ~La bel I Information I ~ +-•••-t•••• _La_b_e .... l I ___ _.I 
t 

Link Overhead 

'. . 
Link overhead added to 
beg inning and end of packet 
that is being transmitted 

Packet 
waiting 
in Buffer 

Figure 1.3: An example of Packet Switching 

Each packet has a label to identify it as helonging to a particular communication (The 

word "communication·· has the same notion as the word "call" in the circuit switching. 

The "communication·· is usually used in the data communication term.) . Thus packets 

from different sources and to different destinations can be multiplexed over the same link 

by being transmitted one ai'ter the other. This is also called label multiplexing [Pitts, 
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1996]. The label is used at each node to select an outgoing link, routing the packet across 

the network. The outgoing link selected may he predetermined at the set-up of the 

connection, or it may he varied according to traffic conditions (e.g. take the least busy 

route). The former method ensures that packets aITive in the order in which they were 

sent, whereas the latter method requires the destination to be able to resequence out-of

order packets (in the event that the delays on alternative routes are different) . 

Whichever routing method is used. the packets destined for a particular link must be 

queued in the node prior to transmission. It is this queuing which introduces variable 

delay to the packets . A system or acknowledgment ensures that corrupted packets are not 

lost but are retransmitted . This is done on a link-by-link hasis, rather than end-to-end, and 

contributes further to the variation in de lay. There is quite a significant per packet 

overhead required for the error control and ;_icknowledgment mechanisms, in addition to 

the label. This overhe;_id reduces the effective hit-rate available for the transfer of user 

information. The packet plus link overhead is often (co nfusingly) called a .. frame". ote 

that it is not the same as a fram e in circuit switching. 

A simple packet-sw it ched ne two rk may continue to accept packets without assessmg 

whether it can cope with the extra traffic o r no t. Thus it appears to be non-blocking, in 

contrast to a circuit switched network which re_jects (hlocks) a connection request if there 

is no circuit available. The dkct or this non-blocking operation is that packets 

experience greater and greater deb y across the network, as the load on the network 

increases. As the load approaches the network capacity, the node buffers become full, 

and further incoming packets cannot he stored. This triggers retransmission of those 

packets which only worsens the situ;_it ion by increasing the load: the successful 

throughput of packets decreases significantly. 

In order to maintain throughput. congestion control techniques, particularly flow control, 

are used. Their aim is to limit the rate at which sources offer packets to the network. The 

flow control can he exercised on a link-hy-link, or end-to-end basis. Thus a connection 

cannot be guaranteed any particular hit-rate : it is allowed to send packets to the network 

as and when it needs to, but if the network is congested then the network exerts control 

by restricting this rate of flow. 

The main perfonn;_ince issues ror a user or a packet switched network are the delay 

experienced on any connection and the throughput. The network operator aims to 

maximize throughput and limit the delay. even in the presence of congestion. Once a 

connection is established. the user is ahk to send information on demand. The network 
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provides error control through re-transmission of packets on a link-by-link basis. 

Capacity is not dedicated to the connection, hut shared on a dynamic basis with other 

connections. The capacity availahle to the user is reduced by the per packet overheads 

required for label multiplexing, llow and error control. 

1.3. Statistical Multiplexing and The Jitter Problem 

Packet switching is also called statistical multiplexing. ATM is actually based upon a 

statistical multiplexing technique called cell relay switching [Clark, 1996] . Statistical 

multiplexing is a means or multiplying the effec tive capacity of a transmission line or 

network, by taking advantage or var iat inns in traffic intensity associated with different 

calls. 

For example, when speech connections are statistically multiplexed, the si lent periods can 

be suppressed and not sent over the line. Meanwhile the words from other conversations 

can be carried in the gaps. 

The majo r benefit of statis tical multiplexing is that the useful carrying capacity of the line 

is maximized by avoiding the unnecessary transmission of redundant information (i.e. 

pauses). The first practical reali zations or s tatis tical multiplexing were data networking 

protocols. In particular, statis tical multiplexing forms the basis of data packet sw itching. 

It is the principle upon which mM· s SNA (sys tems network architecture) and ITU-Ts 

X.25 recommendation are hased. As such, statistical multiplexing is widely in use within 

computer data ne tworks . 

Today's public voice networks, 111 contrast to data networks, have not used statistical 

multiplexing. Instead. voice and telephone networks have historically been based upon 

circuit switching, the allocation o r a path across the network on a fully dedicated point

to-point basis for the duration or the call. The strength of circuit switching is the 

guaranteed throughput and delay perrormance of the resulting connection. This is critical 

in order that acceptable voice quality can he achieved (in the subjective opinion of 

telephone users ). A telephone call connected in a circuit-switched manner is like an 

empty pipe between two telephone users. Whatever one speaker says into the pipe comes 

out at the other end in an identical format -- hut only one pair of callers can use the pipe 

during any particular call. 
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Historically, telephone networks have no t used statistical multiplexing techniques 

because of the problem of achieving acceptahle speech quality. There were attempts to 

'packet switch' vo ice across data networks, hut the problem was that individual words or 

parts of words take different times to propagate through a packet network , so that the 

listener hears a rather broken form or the orig inal signal. The effect is caused by a 

phenomenon called jitter. The more _jitter (variable propagation delay) experienced by a 

telephone connection. the worse the perceived quality of the connection. 

Jitter in data networks is relatively unimportant. So long as the average delay is not great, 

computer users do not notice whether some typed characters appear imperceptibly faster 

or slower than others . As a result, telephone systems have remained circuit switch based , 

because of the quality prohlems. The consequence has been the evolution of two entirely 

separate networking worlds -- voice and data. Transmiss ion lines cannot easily and 

efficiently be shared hetween voice and data. und dynamic allocation of hundwidth -- one 

instant to voice, the next moment to dat:1 -- has no t been poss ible. 

1.4. ISDN and A TM 

A number of attemp ts have heen made to develop technologies capable of handling 

equally well both voice and dat:l over the same network. The two most noteworth y 

technologies in this cutegory arc ISD N (integrated services digital network) and, now, 

ATM (Asynchronous Tran.,Jcr Mode). 

ISDN is a technology based upo n circuit switching within digital telephone networks. 

The digital nature of the ne twork is ex ploi ted for the use of data transmission. And to 

make integrated data and voice carriage possihle, the signaling within the network 

(between the exchanges in the network and from the calling handset to the first exchange) 

is very advanced -- for superior to the simple pulsing technique used in order analogue 

telephone networks . Unfortunately, ISDN as a data transport medium is limited in its 

efficiency and lkxihilit y due to its circuit switched nature. 

While ISDN will revamp customer expectations of telephone services (w ith new features 

like caller identification before answer and ring back when free), ISDN in its basic form 

(narrowband ISDN) is unlikely to form the hasis of advanced integrated voice and data 

networks. 
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In contrast, because ATM (which is a form of so-called broadband ISDN or B-ISDN) has 

evolved from the statistical multiplexing technique inherent in packet switched data 

networks , it is likely to have more success as an integrated voice, data and video transpon 

medium. The developers of ATM have simply concentrated on improving the packet 

switching technique to limit the jitter on speech, video and other delay sensitive 

applications. The resulting technique is called cell relay switching, or simply cell relay 

[Clark, 1996]. 

1.5. The Problems to be Solved hy Cell Relay 

The normal stat istical multiplexing o r data connections 1s carried out by packet 

switching. Packets or data are created hy eac h of the sources, and interleaved as 

appropriate by the statist ical multiplexor. as illustrated in Figure 1.4: 

Source A 

Source B 

Source C 

Separate 
Source Circuit 

Statistical 
Multiplexor 

Transmission 
Lines 

Demulti 
plexor 

0 +0 +0 
overh ead (%) = --------x 100% 

0 

Re-sorted arrival 
Signals 

~~-- A 

B 

C 

Figure 1.4: Statistical multiplexi ng headers and overhead 

The interleaving is usually carried out on a simple FIFO queue basis (first in -- first out). 

Packets received from the sending sources are stored at the back of the queue. 

Meanwhile, packets at the front or the queue arc he ing tr:.1nsmitted along the link . 

A typical data packet contains between l and 256 characters (between 8 and 2048 hits), 

and the line speed is typically 9600 hit/s. The propagation delay at a time when two 

sources try to send si multaneously (due to the extra waiting time) may therefore be up to 

200 ms (2048/9600 s) longer than when there is no simultaneous transmission. In other 

words, there may he up to 200 ms of _jitter. This is unacceptable for speech transmission. 

But before discussing how cell relay circumvents this problem, we should cover one 
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other important aspect of statistical multiplexing -- an aspect which constrains the 

maximum achievable line usage efficiency. 

In order to allow the demultiplexor to sort out the vanous packets belonging to the 

different logical connections, and forward them to the coITect destinations (A to A, B to 

B, C to C etc.) there needs to he a lahel attached to each packet to say to which logical 

connection (i.e. telephone conversation or data communications session) it belongs. This 

label is contained in the header, which is an addition to the front of the packet and has a 

function like the envelope of a letter. The header (Figure 1.4) is crucial to the technique 

of statistical multiplexing, but has the disadvantage that it adds to the information which 

must be carried by the transmission line hetween multiplexor and demultiplexor. At the 

demultiplexor, the header is removed so it does not disturb the receiver, but meanwhile it 

has generated an overhead load for the transmission line. It is thus impossible using 

statistical multiplexing techniques to archive 100 per cent loading of a transmission line 

with raw user information. Some or the capacity has to be given up to carry the overhead. 

The major challenges for ATM developers have therefore been to minimize the _jitter 

experienced by speech. video. and other delay-sensitive applications while 

simultaneously optimizing line efficiency hy minimizing network overhead. As we shall 

see, these demands contend with nne :mother. 

1.6. The Technique of Cell Relay 

Cell relay is a form or statistical multiplexing similar in many ways to packet switching, 

except that the packets ure instcud called cells. Each or the cells is or a 1·ixed rather than a 

variable size. 

The fixed cell size defined hy ATM stundards is 48 octets (bytes) plus a 5 octets header 

(i.e. 53 octets in all -- see Figure 1.5). The transmission line speeds currently foreseen to 

be used are either 155. 622 or l 2(Hl Mhit/s. We can therefore immediately draw certain 

conclusions about ATM pcrrnrmancc: 

• the overhead is at least 5 hytcs in 53 hytes, i.e. > 9 per cent; 

• the duration or a cell is at most 53 x X hits/155 Mhit/s = 2.74µs. (0.360µs at 1200 

Mbit/s). 
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48 octets (byte) information field or cell payload 

Figure 1 .5: A TM 5>-byte cell format 

Since the cell duration is relatively short. provided a priority scheme is applied to allow 

cells from delay-sensitive signal sources (e.g. speech. video. etc.) to have access to the 

next cell slot, then the jitter (variation in signal propagation delay) can be kept very low -

- not zero as is possible with circuit switching. but at least low enough to give a 

subjectively acceptahle quality for telephone listeners or video watchers. Jitter-insensitive 

traffic sources (e.g. data communication channels) can he made to wait for the allocation 

of the next free or low priority slot. 

Although the cell size and priority scheme can solve the jitter problem in principle. the 

jitter still could occur when the cell p;.iss the not well-designed switch. So the architecture 

of an ATM switch is also :.1 key to ensure the quality of time sensitive channel 

transmission. 

1.7. ATM Switch 

The cell header c;.irries information sufficient to allow the ATM network to determine to 

which connection (and thus to which dcst inat ion port and end-user) each cell should be 

delivered. We could draw a comparison with a postal service and imagine each of the 

cells to be a letter with 48 characters ol" ini"orrnation contained in an envelope on which a 

5-digit postcode appears. You simply drop your letters (cells) in the right order and they 

come out in the same order at the other end. though maybe slightly jittered in time. Just 

as a postal service has numerous vans. lorries and personnel to carry different letters over 

different stretches. and sorting offices to direct the letters along their individual paths. so 

an ATM network can comprise a mesh of transmission links and switches to direct 

individual cells hy inspecting the address contained in the header (Figure l .6). 
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ATM Network 

Source 1 

I ::~:::::::::::122 I : :::::I 22 J- --· : 

l_ ·-I s~~TMCH l----·---

Destination port 22 

-· I : :~: :: I 22 I 

Figure 1.6: Switching in an ATM network 

The ATM "switch· ' acts in much the same way as a postal sorter. On its incoming side is 

a FIFO buffer, like a pile or leuers. At the front or the buffer (like the top letter in the 

pile) is the cell which has heen waiting longest Lo he switched. New cells arriving are 

added to the back of the huller. The switching process invo lves looking at each cell in 

turn, and determining from the ;.iddress held in the he;.ider which ou tgo ing line should he 

taken. The cell is then added to the FIFO output buffer which is queuing cells waiting to 

he transmitted on this line. The cell then proceeds LO the next exchange. 

ATM will provide tlexihility in handwidth allocation and will allow a network to carry 

heterogeneous services ranging rrom narrowband to wideband services requiring real 

time. However, the c hallenge is to huild rast ATM switches able to match the high speeds 

of the input links and the high perrormance req uirements imposed. 

In 1990, Tobagi descrihed a large numher 0 1· switching architectures [Tobagi, 1990]. All 

the approaches point to the need or a very high speed hardware switch because of the 

high transfer rates involved; on the other hand, due to the statistical multiplexing, 

buffering is also required in order to avoid cell loss whenever there are multiple input 

cells arriving simultaneously on dirferent input ports and destined for the same output. 

Only one cell at a time can he transmitted over an output link ; the rest must he 

temporarily stored in a huffer for later transmission . 

An attractive ATM architecture is using shared memory [Hluchy_i, 1988] to implement 

output buffering and therefore to attain the he.st throughput /delay/cell loss performance. 
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In shared-memory type switches that operate without blocking, all input and output ports 

have access to a shared-memory module ahle to write up to N incoming cells and to read 

out N outgoing cells in a switching time cycle, so that, as in output-buffered switches, 

throughput is not reduced by output port contention, and an optimal throughput/delay 

performance is achieved. But in this architecture, we still need to consider how to design 

the buffer scheme. how to make jitter low enough when the voice or video cells pass 

through the switch. 

1.8. ATMS\VITCH Architecture 

ATM networks arc intended to provide a "one-size-fits-all" solution to a variety of data 

communication needs. from low speed. delay-insensitive to high-speed, delay-intolerant. 

The basic ATM protocol certainly delivers traffic within this broad range, but it does not 

address the quality of service requirements associated with the various type of traffic. In 

particular, its statistical multiplexing nature is inherently antagonistic towards constant

delay traffic such as real-time video. 

The ATMSWITCH is proposed hy Lyons ct al in (1996. 1997). The ATMSWITCH uses 

two different mechanisms to provide the quality or service for the various type of traffic. 

It treats the cells according to their connected virtual channel type and service them as 

predefined scheme. The ATMSWITCH ensures that the jitter can be minimized when the 

CBR/VBR channers cell transmission in the ATM network. 

The ATMSWITCH architecture is a shared-memory and output buffer strategy switch. 

On the size the limitations or this type or switch come from the memory control logic 

(which must be ahle to handle N incoming and N outgoing cells in each time slot). and 

the memory bandwidth that must he at least the sum or the bandwidths or the incoming 

and the outgoing lines. The memory handwidth depends on the word length, which in 

turn is limited to the cell size (5~ octets = 424h). Therefore, for a given memory cycle 

time (or memory access time) the numhcr or links N is defined by the following relation 

(for single ported memories): 

c;e/1/ength(h) 
N = -------------

2 x c;yc/erime x /ink.,peed(/, Is) 

Thus a switch incorporating I 2ns memory can theoretically support up to 14 1.2 Gbps 

links. However, this theoretical result docs not allow for the other operations which the 
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switch must perform each time a cell is served - circuit identification, insertion into the 

buffer, and subsequent extraction from the buffer and assembly into a new cell. Because 

the buffer structures are comparatively complex in the ATMSWITCH architecture, these 

operations may consume a significant amount of time. It is therefore imponant to pack 

them into the minimum amount or time so that the maximum possible throughput can be 

achieved. The architecture or the ATMSWTTCH has been designed so that much of this 

administrative business can occur in parallel with the 12ns read/write cycle time required 

to buffer the cell data. The prohlcrn is essentially one of design circuitry so that buffer 

location and identil"ication and cell assembly are as short as possible and so that the time 

required for channel identification + hu ffer insertion is no greater than l 2ns, and so that 

the time required for buffer extraction and cell assembly is no greater than 12ns. This is 

illustrated in Figure 1.7. 

12ns 12ns 

Write Cycle Read Cycle cache memory timing 

Write Operations I·.···· Read Operat ions switch timing 

prepara tion 
for wri te 

pre pa rat ion 
for read 

Figure 1.7: Cache Memory and Switch Timing 

The buffer location and identil"ication. and cell assembly operations are minimal 

complexity - they can he completed in a single clock cycle. Maintenance of the buffers, 

on the other hand. is quite complex and it was therefore important to minimize the 

amount of time involved . 

The present pro_iect has thererorc been intended to measure the number of clock cycles 

required to perform the buffer maintenance activities, and to determine whether the logic 

speed required to fit this number or clock. cycles into the 12ns window is feasible using 

current technology. 

Previous work on the ATMSWJTCH has focused on a high-level aspects of the 

architecture. A detailed logic-level design was not available at the start of this project, 

and consequently. a large part or the project was the construction of a VHDL (Very High 
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Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language) definition or the circuit, so 

that the number of clock cycles involved could he accurately determined. 

An interesting spin-off from the pro_iecL has been the design of an improved architecture 

using interleaved memory, which has the potential to improve the speed of the switch still 

further. 
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Chapter 2 

ATM Protocol Stack 

2.1. ATM Concept [Pitts, 1996] 

In ATM, asynchronous does not refer to physical transmission , which will in fact be 

synchronous in B-ISDN (e.g. , SONET/SDH). Asynchronous refers tc the manner in 

which bandwidth is allocated among connections and users. Bandwidth is divided into 

time slots of fixed length. These time slots are allocated for user information as needed 

and therefore do not have predetermined temporal positions (within a periodic frame, for 

example). Instead of identified with explicit prefix labels. Transfer mode is a term 

intended to signify that it is a multiplexing and switching technique. 

The ATM concept is defined by a number of principles: 

• All information is carried in the form of fixed-length data units called cells, which 

consists of a herder and an information field (sometimes called payload). 

• A TM is connection-oriented, and cells in the same virtual connection maintain their 

sequential order. 

• Traffic sources may generate cells as needed-i.e., without predetermined temporal 

positions-and therefore cells have explicit labels (a field in the header) for connection 

identification. 

• The main function of the cell header is identification of cells belonging to the same 

virtual connection. 

• The identifier labels have only local significance (they are not explicit address) and 

are translated at each switch. 

• The information fields are carried transparently; for instance, no error control 1s 

performed on the information fields. 

• Cell streams are asynchronous time-division multiplexed. 

As a multiplexing technique, ATM is potentially capable of more efficient utilization of 

transmission facilities compared to synchronous TDM. In synchronous TDM, a periodic 

frame consisting of short time slots (usually byte size) is defined on a transmission link, 

and connections sharing the link are reserved fixed time slot positions in each frame. It is 

apparent that bandwidth will be wasted if the traffic is burst and contains idle periods. 



This inefficiency can be prevented in asynchronous TDM where time slots are allotted to 

connections as needed. However, a prefix label is needed for each time slot to identify the 

connection, As a consequence, the time slots are larger than bytes so that the labels 

consume a smaller fraction of the total bandwidth . Also, processing is required for each 

time slot, and buffering is required to resolve contention. ATM is an example of this 

labeled asynchronous TOM technique in that identifier labels in the cell header have only 

local , and not end-to-end, significance. As a multiplexing technique, ATM is motivated 

by the potential for efficient utilization. 

As a switching technique compared to STM (or multirate circuit switching), the main 

advantage of ATM is that it avoids the necessity of peak rate allocation as STM. Another 

difference is that A TM involves network processing of cells , whereas STM carries traffic 

transparently through the network. This is a disadvantage in terms of processing burden 

but allows greater network control over routing, error control, flow control , copying, and 

priorities. Considering priorities , for example, each cell can be assigned delay and loss 

priorities. By means of priorities, the network can exercise control over the preferential 

treatment of one traffic class relative to another class at the levels of virtual connections 

or individual cells. Thus , as a switching technique, ATM may be motivated by the 

capability for granular and flexible control of network traffic. 

There are basically two undesirable consequences of the asynchronous nature of ATM . 

Since network resources are not reserved, congestion is possible when an excessive 

amount of traffic contends for limited buffer resources, making it necessary to lose cells. 

Another consequence is variable cell delays through the network caused mainly by 

random queuing delays at each switch and multiplexer. Hence the concept of QoS 

(Quality of Service), means that B-ISDN will provide multiple QoS classes of virtual 

connections to support a range of traffic types with different QoS requirements. Support 

of multiple traffic classes and protection of their QoS , which simultaneously maximising 

statistical sharing and utilization of network resources, is the most difficult challenge in 

the implementation of ATM. 

2.2. The Protocol Reference Model 

Just as the OSI layered protocol model describes communication between two computers 

over a network, according to the B-ISDN reference model, [Prycker, 1993], the ATM 

protocol model describes how two end systems communicate via ATM switches. As 
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shown in Figure 2.1 the key layers that need explanation are the ATM Adaptation, ATM, 

and Physical layers . 

Control plane User plane 

Higher layers Higher layers 

ATM adaptation layer 

ATM layer 

Physical layer Management 

Layer 
Management 

Figure 2.1 The A TM protocol reference model 

The A TM Adaptation layer (AAL). A user transmits a data packet designed for another 

user. The ATM adaptation layer provides services to the higher layers that support classes 

of service for transported data. It major concern, through, is the segmentation and 

reassembly of data. It takes this data and splits it up to multiple 48-byte cells. 

The ATM layer. The ATM layer is responsible for providing the appropriate routing 

information for cells in the form of VPVVCI values, which are part of the control 

information found in a cell ' s five-byte header. The VPVVCI values (local to a specific 

switch) ensure that the cell will exit the correct switch output port. The A TM layer is also 

responsible for ensuring that cells are ordered (stay in the correct order). This layer 

passes control over the cells to the physical layer at a switch's output port. 

The physical layer. The physical layer is primarily responsible for transmitting and 

receiving data. Then it groups these cells in payload envelopes, adds routing information, 

and transmits them. The process is reversed at the other end of the network when the 

destination node begins the process of translating the cells back into data. 

The part of the layered architecture used for end-to-end or user-to-user data transfer is 

known as U plane (User plane). The control plane defines higher-level protocols used to 

support ATM signaling, and the M plane (Management plane) provides control of an 

ATM node and consists of two parts : plane management and layer management. The 
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plane management function manages all other planes and the layer management function 

is responsible for managing each or the ATM layers. 

2.2.1. The physical Layer 

The physical layer defines the physic a 1 interfaces and framing protocols associated with 

ATM. This layer is segmented into two sublayers: the TC (Transmission Convergence) 

sublayer and the PMD (Physical Medium Dependent) sublayer. The reason for suhlayers 

in this ATM architecture is to decouple the transmission from the physical medium to 

permit a variety or physical media. 

The TC concerns itself with adaptation to the transmission system, defined as the 

reception of cells from the ATM layer and their packaging into appropriate format for 

transmission over the PMD. The TC also handles cell delineation is the extraction of cells 

from the bit stream received from the PMD. The function of cell-rate decoupling is to 

insert/suppress idle cells to or rrom the payload in order to provide a continuous flow of 

cells. Finally, the TC generate and veriries the HEC (Header E1rnr Check). It calculates 

the HEC from the hits received and checks it against the HEC value of the received cell. 

If there's a match on consecutive cells. then the TC assumes correct cell boundaries. If 

there's no match for many successive cells. the TC knows that the correct cell delineation 

isn't yet found. 

2.2.2. The A TM Layer and A TM cells 

The ATM layer perrorms four hasic runctions. It multiplexes and demultiplexes cells of 

different connections. Multiplexing refers to the process of talking several different data 

streams and consolidating them into a fast-llow data stream. At the other end of the 

communication path, demultiplexing reverses the process and directs the Jata hack to its 

appropriate data stream anu towards its ultimate Jestination. These connections are 

identified by their VCI (Virtual Channel Identifier) and VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) 

values. The ATM layer also translates VCI and /or VP] values at the switches or cross 

connections, if required. It ·s responsihle ror extracting/inserting the header before or after 

the cell is delivered 10 or from the ATM adaptation layer. Finally, this la yer implements a 

flow control mechanism at the UNI (User-Network Interface) hy using the GFC (General 

Flow Control) bits or the header. 

2.2.3. The ATM Cell Header 
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According to the paper [Schatt, 199~] , the ATM cell header fields is shown in Figure 2.2 

The four-bit GFC fiels is used only across the UNI to control traffic flow and prevent 

overload conditions. This fields isn't defined across the NNI (Network-Network 

Interface), and the corresponding hits are used for an expanded VPI field. 

Across the UNI 

Generic flow control Generic flow control 

Virtual path identifier Virtual channel identifier 2 

Virtual channel identif ier 3 Bytes 

Virtual channel identifier I Payload type indicator I Cell loss priority 4 

Header error control 5 

Across the NNI 

Virtual path identifier 

Virtual path iden tifier I Virtual channel identifier 2 

Virtual channel identifier 3 Bytes 

Virtual channel iden tifier I Payload type indicator I Cell loss priority 4 

Header error control 5 

Figure 2.2: ATM cell header rorrna ts across the UNI and N I 

Two of the fields in the cell header will he discussed here. The virtual path identifier field 

is used to identify virtual paths. Consisting or eight hits across the UNI and 12 bits across 

the NNI, the field isn ·r defined hy either the CCITT or ATM Forums. The virtual channel 

identifier field is 16 hits long. End devices assign a value to the VPI and VCI fields when 

requesting a connection to an end system. 

The PTI (Payload T ype kkntil.ica tio n) rield consists or three bits and is used to identify 

the payload type carried in the cell. as well as to identify control procedures. The ATM 

Forum designates the setting or one hit to indicate congestion, a second bit for network 

management, and a third bit to indicate an error condition. 

The CLP (Cell Loss Priority) field is a single hit that indicates a cell's loss of priority. 

This bit is set to l when a cell can be cl iscarded due to congestion; if a switch experiences 

congestion. it will drop cells with this bit set. This results in giving priority to certain 

types of cells carrying certain types or traffic. such as video in congested networks. 
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The HEC (Header Error Check) is an eight-bit cyclic redundancy code that's calculated 

over all fields in the A TM header. This type of error checking can is very important in 

A TM operations because an error in the VPI/VCI could corrupt the data flow of their 

circuits. 

2.2.4. General A TM operation 

A TM requires that a connection be made between two end points before information can 

be exchanged. An end point on a network sends a signal across the UNI to the network 

requesting a connection to another point. The network sends this request to its destination 

point, where it's interpreted. If this node accepts the request for a connection , a virtual 

channel is established across the network. Two end or switching points can be lined via a 

virtual channel link. The VPI and YCI fields of the A TM cell header contain the routing 

information that's required. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates how this process works. End point A requests connection to point B. 

The ATM network assigns value P to the YCI of A, and value Q to point B. Node A will 

use P for outgoing information, and B will use Q for incoming information. Lookup 

tables are set up throughout the network. The same process is followed for the reverse 

direction. The first switching node that receives a cell from A will consult its lookup table 

to find out where the cell should be switched to and what value the outgoing VCI should 

be assigned to. This process is repeated until it arrives at B. 

VCI/VPI = D 

Virtual channel connection 

VCI/VPI = E VCI/VPI = M 

Switching 
nodes 

VCI/VPI = P 

Look-up table 

VCI/VPI in D 

Port in E 

Port out M 

Figure 2.3: An ATM virtual channel connection. 
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How does the ATM layer function when the ATM node is an end system? The AAL layer 

provides it with information. When the ATM layer exchanges a cell stream with the 

physical layer, it inserts this information as well as the required parameters in the header 

fields, including the crucial VPI/VCI values . If it has no information to transmit, it fills 

the information field with idle cells. The A TM layer is also responsible for controlling 

the quality of service for each circuit, a value that ' s negotiated when circuits are 

established. Among the parameters that are negotiated are the peak and average data 

rates, the acceptable delay , and the loss rate. 

The A TM layer's operation is even less complicated for a switch. The A TM layer under 

this circumstance receives an A TM cell on one port and uses the VPI/VCI value to 

determine to which port to forward the cell. It then forwards the cell to the appropriate 

port, changes the VPI/VCI to reflect the cell ' s routing, and transmits the cell to the 

physical layer of that port. 

2.2.5. The Four Classes of A TM Traffic 

A major advantage of A TM network is its ability to handle a variety of different types of 

traffic. According to the paper [Schatt, 1993], current specifications define four different 

classes of traffic listed in Table 2.1 . 

Table 2.1 Classes of A TM Traffic 

Class of service Old class of Description 

Service 

CBR Class A Constant bit rate (CBR), connection-oriented, 

synchronous traffic( uncompressed voice or 

video); supports peak cell rate traffic 

VBR-RT Class B Variable bit rate (VBR) real-time, connection-

oriented, synchronous traffic(live video 

transmissions); supports peak cell-rate traffic, 

sustained cell-rate traffic, and maximum burst-

size traffic 

VBR-NRT Class B Variable bit rate non-real-time traffic (video 

playback, multimedia); supports peak cell-rate 

traffic, sustained cell-rate traffic, and maximum 

burst-size traffic 
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ABR Class C Variahk hit rate, connection-oriemed, 

asynchronous traffic (wide area X.25, frame 

relay over ATM); supports peak cell-rate traffic 

and maximum burst-size traffic 

UBR Class D Connectionless packet data (Lan traffic, wide 

area SMDS traffic, etc.) 

Under CBR, a ne twork applicatio n estahlishes a CBR connection and negotiates what 's 

known as a PCR (Peak Cell Rate). the maximum data rate the connection will support 

without losing data. Traffic is then transmitted at that rate. The ideal type of traffic for 

CBR service is real-time voice and video traffic since hoth require constant data streams 

and cannot tolerate lost data. 

VBR (Variable Bit Rate) service requires negotiation not only for the PCR but also the 

SCR (Sustained Cell Rate), which refers to the average throughput rate the application is 

permitted. Part or the VBR negotia ti o n actually consists of determining how long 

transmission will stay at the PCR rate (known as the hurst tolerance) . In other words, 

under VBR the traffic can soar as the average rate hy dropping traffic flow to a lower rate 

for the time needed to achieve the SCR. VBR users have a guaranteed quality of service 

regarding cell loss and handwidth availahility as long as the traffic meets the criteria 

negotiated. 

ABR (Available Bit Rate) addresses many or the concerns that have troubled network 

managers about VBR and provides rcliahk delivery of burst traffic . It uses excess 

bandwidth and network management algorithms to evaluate network congestion and 

eliminate cell loss . ABR provides a guaranteed quality of service concerning bandwidth 

availability and cell loss. It does not guaramec against cell delay, so non-real time LAN 

applications are ideal for ABR. 

UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate) lends new meaning to the term service. It has no specified 

bit rate and no quality-of-service guarantees. In fact, the only assurance is that UBR will 

make its best effort to deliver cells. Thc.rc.'s no tlow control, so if traffic hecomes very 

heavy then cells will he lost once hullers arc rull. Think of this service as what you·ct 

expect when you send a letter to someone in China. It might get there, hut then again it 

might not. 
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2.3. ATM Networking 

According to the paper [Pitts, 1996], an ATM network may be considered a collection of 

ATM network elements (sw itches, crossconnects, multiplexers, concentrators) 

interconnected by transmission facilities which together provide the information transpo11 

functions of the ATM layer and physical layer. In addition, the ATM network supports 

the relevant call contro l and network management runctions . 

2.3.1. ATM-Layer Cell Transport 

The primary responsihility of an AT -1 network is the cell transport functions of the ATM 

layer. The ATM layer receives 4R-hytes data units from the AAL or ATM-Layer 

management. These are encapsuL1ted with header information into cells. The ATM layer 

provides end-to-end sequential connection-oriented transport of the cells according to the 

protocol information in their heade rs . The transport o r user cells with an agreed quality of 

service and throughput is often ca lied the ATM bearer service. The handling of cells 

containing network information de pe nds on the particular cell type and its function. 

The transport of cells in the ATM la yer involves: 

• Cell encapsulation and decapsu lat ion: 

• Insertion and extraction of idle (unassigned) cells: 

• Cell header processi ng (inc luding VPI/VCJ translation) : 

• Cell forwarding (routing :1nd huffering) : 

• Multiplexing and concentration: 

• Generic flow control at the UNI. 

2.3.2. Virtual Channels and Virtual Paths 

Let's take a more detailed look at the cell header. The label consists of two components: 

the virtual channel identifier and the virtual p:1lh identifier. These identifiers do not have 

end-to-end (user-to-user) signiricance: they identify a particular virtual channel or virtual 

path on the link over which the cell is heing transmitted . When the cell arrives at the next 

node, the VCI and the VPJ are used to look up in the routing table to which outgoing port 

the cell shou ld be switched and what new VCJ and VPI values the cell should have. The 

routing table values are est:1hlished at the set-up of a connection, and remain constant for 

the duration of the connection. so the cells always take the same route through the 

network, and the "cell sequence integrity'' or the connection is maintained. 



But surely only one label is needed to achieve this cell routing mechanism, and that 

would also make the routing tahles simpler: so why have two types of identifier? The 

reason is for the llexihility gained in handling connections. The basic equivalent to a 

circuit switched or packet switched connect ion in A TM is the virtual channel links, i.e. it 

groups a number of VC links in parallel. This idea enables direct " logicar ' routes to be 

established between two switching nodes that are not connected by a direct physical link. 

In setting up a VCC (Virtual Chunncl Connection). the cross-connect is effectively 

invisible; it does not need to know ahout VCls and is therefore not involved in the 

process. If there was only one type n r identirier in the ATM cell header, then either direct 

physical links would be need ed hetween each pair of switching nodes to create a mesh 

network, or another switching node would he required at the hub of the star network. This 

hub switching node would then ha ve to he involved in every connection set-up on the 

network. 

Thus the VP concept hrings signiricant benefits by enabling flexible logical network 

structures to be created to suit the needs of the expected traffic flows. It is also much 

simpler to change the log ical network structure than the physical structure. This can be 

done to reflect, for example. time-or-day changes in demand to different destinations. 

In some respects the VP/VC concepts are rather similar to having a two level time 

division multip lexi ng hierarchy in a circuit switched network. It has extra advantages in 

that it is not bound by any particulur rraming structure. and so the capacity used by the 

VPs and VCs can he allocated in a very lkxihlc manner. 

2.3.3. Multiplexors, Switches and Cross-Connects 

Nodes in a network handling ATM cells have to merge traffic streams from different 

sources and route them to dillerent destinations via switch paths and transmission links. 

This process involves the temporary storage of cells in finite sized buffers, the actual 

pattern of cell arrivals causing queues to grow and diminish in size. This is similar in 

principle to queuing in packet switched networks. although the speed of operation is 

significantly higher (typically 1.55.52. 622 Mhit/s in ATM compared with 64kbits/s for 

packet-switched networks). 

A major difference. however. is the ract that there is no link-by-link acknowledgment and 

error control on the whole cell. The cell header is protected by an eight bit HEC field . 

This is used to correct single-hit errors. and detect and discard cells with multiple errors. 
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But there is no protection ror the inrorrnation field and no prov1s1on for cell 

retransmission over the link -- ir this is required it must be performed end-to-end by the 

terminals. 

Thus the main job of multiplexors, switches and cross-connects rs provide temporary 

storage for cells in transit, and routing to the correct output port. 

2.3.4. Controlling the Connections 

I have mentioned that one of the main prohlems in packet switching is the large variation 

in delay suffered hy packets. AT 11 also queues cells in nodes across the network, 

introducing variahle delays. How can this he tolerated if an ATM network is supposed to 

cater for all types or telecommunication - hoth interactive and non-interactive? Voice 

services, for example. cannot tolerate large and variahle delays, along with rate reduction 

if the network is congested. 

To establish connections (whether virtual paths or virtual channels), ATM operates in a 

similar way to circuit switching. Upon receiving a connection request, the network has to 

access whether or not it can handle the connection. in addition to what has already been 

accepted on the network. This process is rather more complicated than for circuit 

switching, because some or the connection requests will be from variable bit-rate 

services. Consequent ly, the instantaneous hit-rate req uired by such services will be 

varying in a random manner over time. as indeed will he the capacity available because 

some of the existing connections will also he VBR! So if a request arrives for a time 

varying amount or capacity, and the capacity available is also varying with time, it is no 

longer a trivial prohlem to determine whether the connection should he accepted. 

In practice such a system will work in the rollowing way: the user declares values for 

some parameters which clescrihe the traffic hehaviour of the requested connection, as 

well as the loss and delay perrormance required; the network will then use these traffic 

and performance values to come to an accept/reject decision and inform the user. If the 

connection is accepted, the network has to ensure that the connection corresponds to the 

declared traffic values. This whole process is aimed at preventing congestion in the 

network and ensuring that perrormance requirements of each connection are met. 

The traffic and performance values agreed hy the user and the network form a traffic 

contract. The mechanism which makes the accept/reject decision is called CAC 

(Connection Admission Control). and this resides in the switching nodes in an ATM 
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network. A mechanism is also necessary to ensure subscriber compliance with the traffic 

contract. i.e. the user should not exceed the peak (or mean. or whatever) cell rate that was 

agreed for the connection. This mechanism is called UPC (Usage Parameter Control) and 

is situated on entry to the network . If the user does exceed the traffic contract, then the 

UPC mechanism takes action to protect the network from the effects of this excess. e.g. 

discarding some of the cells from the non-compliant connection. 

CAC and UPC are the two most important traffic control mechanisms in ATM. In order 

to design algorithms for these mechanisms. we need to understand the characteristics of 

ATM traffic sources. and the effects these sources have when they are multiplexed 

through buffers in the network. in Lerms o r the delay and loss suffered hy cells. How we 

design the algorithm is very closely related to how large we make the buffers, and 

whether and priority mechanisms ure proposed. Buffer dimens ioning and priority 

mechanisms depend on how we intend to handle the different services and their 

performance requirements. 

2.3.5. A TM Switching 

In general ATM sw itching systems are network e leme nts that support the cell transport. 

connection control, and management functions or ATM networks as above. While 

standards specify the AT!Vl-byer and physical byer runctions of ATM networks. they do 

not specify their implementation at Lhe switch level. Therefore. the ATM switch 

architecture is a challenge for switch researcher to integrate the complexity ATM 

network function s and broadband traffic services on an ATM switch. In next chapter. 

several typical types of ATM swiLch architecture will he discussed in detail. 
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Chapter 3 

ATM Switch Architecture Overview 

A large number of switching architectures has been proposed, [Tobagi, 1990], [Ahmadi, 

1989], [Awdeh, 1993], [Jacob. 1993]. [Listanti, 1989], [Newman, 1990]. All the 

approaches point to the need of a very high speed hardware switch because of the high 

transfer rates involved; on the other hand, due to the statistical multiplexing , buffering is 

also required in order to avoid cell loss whenever there are multiple input cells arriving 

simultaneously on different input ports and destined for the same output. Only one cell at 

a time can be transmitted over an outpu t link ; the rest must be temporarily stored in a 

buffer for later transmission. 

In this chapter, the architecture or various approaches to ATM switch design will be 

introduced, including ATMSWITCH (ATM Switch With Integrated Trigger and 

Chandelier Hardware) architecture [Lyons. 1997], which is the subject of this thesis . The 

chandelier is a dynamic data structure implemented in hardware, which buffers cells for 

UBR and ABR channels. The Trigger is a scheduling mechanism which shares some of 

the chandelier data structures. and provides for the regular forwarding of cells belonging 

to CBR and VBR channels. 

3.1. ATM Switch Definition and Functionality 

According to the paper [Tohagi. 19901. An ATM switch is a box with N inputs and N 

outputs which routes the cells arriving on its inputs to their requested outputs. For 

simplicity in presentation. we hegin with the assumption that all lines have the same 

transmission capacity, all cells are of the same size, and that the arrival times of cell at 

the various input lines are time-synchronized . We thus consider the time axis to be slotted 

with the slot size equal to the transmission Lime of a cell on a line, and consider the 

operation of the switch Lo be synchronous. We also assume for now that each cell is 

destined for a single output port. However. there is no coordination among arriving cells 

as far as their destination reques ts are concerned. and thus more than one cell arriving in 

the same slot may he destined to the same output. Such an event is referred to as output 

conflict. Due to output conflicts, buffering of cells within the switch must be provided. 



Thus an ATM switch is a hox which provides two functions: routing (or. equivalently, 

switching) and buffering. 

Tobagi describes an ideal switch as one which is work-conserving, "An ideal switch is 

one of that can route all cells from their input lines to their requested output lines without 

loss and with minimum transit delay possihle, while preserving the order in which they 

have arrived to the switch''. This description seems sufficient at first glance, but it is a 

little naive. In particular, it fails LO take into .iccount the particular requirements of CBR 

channels, which should not he given .iutom.itic access to any available time-slot if it 

becomes available when there .ire no cells queued for other channels. If this were to 

occur, the ultimate destin.ition or the CBR channel could be overrun with cells. 

Accordingly, the idea switch should he work-conserving (i.e., at any slot t, if there is at 

least one cell which h.id arrived at the switch and which is destined to output port j, then 

such a cell must he transmitted out on output line _i). The switch should also have 

sufficient buffering cap.icity that the huller size is sufficiently large to reduce the 

prohahility of cell loss to less th.in some acceptable ratio. i.e. 10-8_ (Note that, for a work

conserving switch. if cells .irriving in each slot present no output conflicts, then vi.nually 

no buffering would he required.) 

"While the functionality required of an ATM switch is practically the same as that 
required of packet switches used tr.idition.ill y in computer networks, the challenge here is 
to design switches th.it meet the speeds required.' ' The definition about functionality of 
switch is given hy Chen [Chen. 199.'i]. The functionality required is practically the same 
as for computer is to miss an import.int point about the constant time-relationship which 
must he maintained hetween the devices .it the ends or the network connection in many 

data transfer situations. The required switch function must provide various transmissio n 
scheme regarding the time requin.xl 1·or dillerent type of cells. 

Several architectural designs h.ive emerged in the recent years. These may be classified 

into three categories; namely: the sh.ired-memory type. the shared-medium type, and the 

space-division type. Each or these categories presents features and attributes of its own. 

In all three cases, however, the technology used in implementing the switch places 

certain limitations on the size or the switch and line speeds; thus to build large switches, 

many modules .ire interconnected in .1 multistage configuration, which provides multiple 

paths from the inputs to the outputs. thus offering the concurrency required to handle the 

large size. 

An important factor .ilTecting the performance of an ATM switch is the traffic pattern 

according to which cells arrive at its inputs . The traffic pattern is determined by (1) the 
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process which describes the arrival or cells at the inputs of the switch, and (2) the 

destination request distribution for arriving cells. The simplest traffic pattern of interest is 

one whereby the process describing the arrival of cells at an input lines is a Bernouilli 

process with parameter p, independent from all other input lines, and whereby the 

requested output port for a cell is uniformly chosen among all output ports, independently 

for all arriving cells. Such a trallic pattern is rere rred to as the independent uniform 

traffic pattern. Other traffic patterns may actually arise which exhibit dependencies in the 

cell arrival processes as well as in the distribution of output ports requested. For example, 

cells may arrival at an input line in the form of bursts of random lengths, with all cells in 

a burst destined to the same output port. The traffic pattern in this case is defined in terms 

of the distributions of burst lengths. or the gap between consecutive bursts, and of the 

requested output port for each burst traffic pattern. Yet another example of a dependent 

traffic pattern may he found in applications that produce cells at regular intervals. 

Besides the basic switching operation that is performed by a switch, two other functions 

are required. The l"irst is multicast operation. Depending on the application being 

serviced, it may be necessary for a cell originating at a source node in the network to be 

destined to more than one destination. This could be accomplished by creating multiple 

copies of the cell at the source node. eJch destined to one of the desired destinations, and 

routing the copies independently. Alternatively. multicast routing may be achieved by 

requiring the switches in the network to have the capability to replicate a packet at 

several of their o utput ports . according to ini"orma tion provided for that purpose, thus 

reaching the multiple destination from a si ngle cell originating at the source. This mode 

of operation results in lower traffic throughput the netwo rk but at the expense of higher 

complexity in switch design . The second runction that may he required of a switch is the 

priority function. Tt consists or the ability to differentiate among cells according to 

priority information provided in them. and to give preferential treatment to higher priority 

cells. Multicast and priority functions are achieved in the various architectures by various 

means. 

In order to describe more detailed ATM switch architecture, I give following descriptions 

that will he used in rest or the thesis. 

3.2. Performance Measure 

The performance or an ATM switch is usually evaluated based on three measures: 

throughput, delay. and cell loss prohahility. Throughput (TP) is defined as the average 
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number of cells which are st1<.:cessfully delivered by the switch per time slot per input 

line. Maximum throughput (TP11 ,nx) is the value of TP under maximum-load conditions. 

While TPmax is an important performance measure, it will not be directly felt by network 

users. On the other hand, the end-to-end delay, which includes the delay of individual 

switching nodes , will be experienced hy network users. The reason is that users are only 

sensitive with time re lated signals. such as voice and video signal. Switch delay (D) is 

defined as the average time (in time slots) a cell spends from the time it arrives at an 

input polt, till the time it is successrully delivered on its requested output line. D includes 

the time spent in any input. internal. and/or outrrnt buffers. Cell loss probability (P10sJ is 

defined as the fraction of cells los t within the switch. Cell loss might occur as a result of 

blocking and/or bul°l"er overflows. Because cell re-transmission takes place on an end-to

end basis in ATM networks, and hccause of the high speeds involved in these networks, 

Pioss is considered as very important performance measure. 

3.3. Traffic Model 

Here, we refer to the traffic as seen hy the input ports of the switch. According to the 

paper [Awdeh. 19941. the traffic model is described by two random process. The first is 

the process that governs the arrival or cells in eac h time slot. The second process 

describes the distrihution port s. lt is clear that input traffic can follow an infinite number 

of models . In the following. we descrihc three of the most frequently used traffic models 

for the performance eva luation of ATM switches. 

Uniform traffic 

In this model, cells arrive at the input ports nf the sw itch according to independent and 

identically distributed Bernoulli processes, each with parameter p ((J<p::;J ). In other 

words, at an input port in a given time slot. a cell arrives with probability p. and there is 

no arriving cell with prohahility 1-JJ. Thus, p represents the input load or the arrival rate 

to each input port of the switch. An incoming cell chooses its destination uniformly 

among all N output ports, and independently from all other requests; i.e., it chooses a 

particular output port with prohahility /IN. This traffic model is sometimes referred to as 

the independent uniform tr..iffic model !Tohagi, 1990], or simply the random traffic 

model. Asserting the assumption or unii"ormiLy for real-life situations may lead to 

optimistic evaluation or perrormancc measures. However, a large number of studies on 

the performance evaluation or ATM switches assume uniform traffic. The main reasons 

behind this trend are as follows: 
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• This assumption makes the analytical evaluation of the switch more tractable, 

specially if the switch is or the hlocking type and/or employs a complex buffering 

strategy. 

• A distribution/randomization ne twork can he used at the front end of the switch to 

randomize incoming traffic. 

• It was observed that the traffic arriving at the sw itching nodes is less burst than the 

traffic arriving at user access nodes, due to the inherent smoothing that takes place 

when burst cell streams are queued and then released at a given rate (the link services 

rate) to the network [Friesen. 1993) . Furthermore, it was shown that subsequent 

stages of switching cause the traffic Lo hecome even less burst [Descloux, 1991], 

making the unii'orm traffic assumption closer LO reality. 

Burst traffic 

Future B-ISDN 1s expected to support virtually all existing and emergrng services 

including voice, video and data. Strong coJTelation ma y exist among cells originating 

from the same source. giving rise to hursL traffic. A hursL source generates cells at a peak 

or a near-peak rate for very short duration. and remains almost inactive in between. 

Several models ha ve heen proposed to descrihe such burst sources [Bae, 1991). One 

popular and simple model is the On/Oil model, where the source alternates between a 

busy (also called on. ;_ictive, or sik.nt ) period. The probability that the active period lasts 

for a duration of i time slots is given hy R(i ) = o( 1-ot'. i 2 I; it is assumed that a burst 

contains at least one time slot. 

Hot-spot traffic 

Hot-spot traffic rerers to a situation where many input ports prefer to communicate with 

one output port (the hot-spot). This kind 01· traffic may arise in many real-life application 

[Yoon, 1988]. It occurs, 1·o r example. when muny callers compete to call a popular 

location in a telephone network . Another exumple is a locul area network consisting or 
many diskless computer systems und ;_i single file server. In the model introduced in 

[Pfister, 1985], a single hot-spot or higher access rate is superimposed on a background 

of uniform traffic. The cell arrival process is the same as for the uniform traffic case. If 

we let h be the fraction or cells directed at the hot-spot, then p, the arrival rate to an input 

po1t, can be expressed asp= ph+p( 1-h ). In other words. hp cells are directed at the hot

spot, and p(l-h) cells are uniformly distrihutec.l over all output pons. Also, the average 

number of cells which request the hot-spot rer time slot is phN + p( 1-h ). 
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3.4. Buffering Strategies 

Due to the statistical nature of the traffic. hullering in any packet switch is unavoidable. 

This is true because even with an output-non-blocking switch (which can clear all 

incoming cells to the output side oi" the switch before a new time slot begins), two or 

more cells may address the same output port within the same time slot. In such a 

situation, given the assumption that input and output lines operate at the same speed, each 

output line can serve only one cell per time slot; other cells must he buffered. This is 

called output buffering since the hullers will he physically located at the output side of 

the switch. 

With a switch that is ahle to deliver a maximum or one cell to each output port in any 

given time slot, output huffering is not needed . In such switches, buffers can be placed al 

the input ports (ca lled input hullering). within the switching fabric at poss ible points of 

contention (called input-internal hu ffering). On the other hand, if the switch can deliver 

more than one cell (hut not all possihle cells) to each output port simultaneously, then it 

also needs output huffering. In this sec tio n, we review and compare two extreme 

strategies of external hu ffering. namely. input buffering and output buffering. 

3.4.1. Output Buffering 

Here, we assume an ourpur-nonhlocking switch (Fig . 3.1) where all arriving cells in a 

given time slot are cleared to the output side (i.e., are switched) before the beginning of 

the next time slot, even if all N inputs have cells c.kstined to the same output port. This 

can be achieved by, for example. speeding up any switching fabric by a factor of N. 

However, only one cell can he served hy an output line in each time slot and other cells 

with the same output request have to huffered, if space is available. The system is stable, 

since the average utili:1.ation or an output line is the same as that of an input line. 

Input 
Lines 

N 

I I I 1--. 
Output 
Lines 

··+ ---.1111--.N 

Figure 3.1: A generic no nhlocki ng ou tput buffering swi tch 
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The average queueing delay Q when N = 00 and Bour = 00 is the same as that of an M/D/1 

queue [Eckberg, 1988] : 

Q = p O~p<I 
2(1- p) 

3.4.2. Input buffering 

In an input buffering switch (Fig. 3.2), an arriving cell enters a first-in first-out (FIFO) 

buffer located at its port of entry , if space is available. In each time slot, the switch 

resolves contentions prior to switching. If all head-of-line (HOL) cells are destined to 

distinct output ports, then all of them are admitted and switched to their desired output 

lines. However, if K HOL cells ( 1 < K S N) are destined to a particular output port, only 

one cell is chosen, according to some selection policy, to be switched and other cells wait 

to participate in the next time slot selection process. 
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Figure 3.2: A generic input buffering switch 

Several selection policies (also called contention resolution mechanisms or HOL 

arbitration resolution mechanisms or HOL arbitration schemes) have been proposed. It 

should be emphasized here that while the selection policy among contending HOL cells 

can be non-FIFO, the service discipline within each input buffer is still assumed to be 

FIFO. 

The following equation [Hui , 1987] describes the relationship between the average 

queuing delay Q and the arrival rate p (for N = 00 , Bin= 00 , and random selection): 

Q = C2 - p)(l - p) -1; 0 Sp< 2-./2; 
(2-../2 - p)(2 +Ji - p) 
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The throughput is given by the following equation : 

3.5. ATM Switch Architecture 

Tobagi has described a number of architectures which have been proposed for ATM 

switches [Tobagi. 1990]. All the approaches point to the need for very high speed 

hardware in the switch because of the high transfer rates involved. The architectures may 

be classified into three categories : the shared-memory type , the shared-medium type and 

the space-division type. In the following section I will introduce each of them. 

3.5.1. Shared-Memory A TM Switches 

Shared-memory ATM switch is actually a great conceptual resemblance that they bear to 

traditional packet switches used in conventional wide-area computer networks , and to 

synchronous time division switches based on the time-slot interchange mechanism used 

in circuit switched networks . The switch consists of a single dual-ported memory shared 

by all input and output lines . Cells arriving on all input lines are multiplexed into a single 

stream which is fed to the common memory for storage ; internally to the memory , cells 

are organized into separate output queues , one for each output line. Simultaneously, an 

output stream of cells is formed by retrieving cells from the output queues sequentially , 

one per queue; the output stream is then demultiplexed, and cells are transmitted on the 

output lines. 

In this type of architecture, two mam design constraints must be satisfied. First, the 

processing time required to determine where to enqueue the cells and issue the proper 

control signals for that purpose should be sufficiently small to keep up with the flow of 

incoming cells. That is, there must be a central controller capable of processing 

sequentially N incoming cells and selecting N outgoing cells in each slot. The second and 

most important design constraint pertains to the shared memory. I focus here on memory 

access time and bandwidth requirements. Clearly, the memory bandwidth should be 

sufficiently large to accommodate simultaneously all input and output traffic. If N is 

number of ports and V is the port speed, then the memory bandwidth must be 2NV. For 

example, for a 16-line switch with line speeds of l.2Gb/s , the memory bandwidth should 
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be at least 38.4Gb/s. Given the limitation on memory access speeds, the required memory 

bandwidth is achieved by the means or a parallel memory organization. 

On the other hand, given that the size o r cells is limited. there is a limit on how many 

memory banks may be used in parallel. and there is a point at which the memory access 

time becomes the bottleneck. In the limit, the memory must be accessed N times per slot 

for enqueuing cells, and N times per slot for dequeuing cells. Thus, the size of a 

switching module (number of lines and line speeds) is determined by available memory 

speeds and achievable processing speeds. Given the line speeds and switch sizes being 

contemplated, it is clear that the implementation of such switches must be hardware

based using LSI (Large-Scale Integrated ) circuits, and thus the design problem consists of 

identifying and building the va rious LSI circuits needed . Furthermore, given the high

speed nature or the required circuitry. it is important to limit the number of chips 

involved (and this includes memory chips). so as to keep the hoard-level design 

manageable within the imposed constraints . 

3.5.2. Shared-Medium Switches 

In shared-medium type switches. all cells arriving o n the input lines are synchronously 

multiplexed onto a common hi gh-speed medium. typically a parallel bus. of bandwidth 

equa l to N times the r:Jte or a single input lines (see Figure 3.3). 

Input 
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N 

Time Division Bus 

FIFO 

FIFO 

Output 
Lines 

N 

Figure 3.3: Basic structure or a shared-bus type architecture 

Each output line is connected to the bus via an interrace consisting of an address filter 

and an output FIFO buffer. Such an interrace is capable of receiving all cells transmitted 

on the bus. Depending on the cell·s virtual circuit number (or its output address), the 

address filter in each interrace dctL'.rmincs whether or not the cell observed on the bus is 



to be written into the FIFO buffer. Thus. simibrly to the shared-memory type, the shared

medium type switch is based on multiplexing all incoming cells into a single stream, and 

then demultiplexing the single stream into individual streams, one for each output line. 

The pathes through which all cells flow here is the basically done by the address filters in 

the output interfaces. Conceptually. this approach is also similar to the architecture used 

in circuit switches based on a TOM bus. with the exception again that here each cell must 

processed on the fly to determine where it must he routed, rather than based on 

prerecorded information established during the circuit setup phase, and each output 

interface must be capable of receiving cells at the aggregate rate of N cells per slot. 

The distinction between this type and the shared-memory type is that in this architecture 

there is complete partitioning of the memory among the output queues, and thus the latter 

can be organized as FIFOs. An example or such a switch architecture can be found in the 

Atom (ATM output buffer modu Jar) switch proposed and being designed by NEC 

[Suzuki, 1989]. 

Similarly to the shared-memory architecture. an essential issue in realizing the shared-bus 

architecture is how to implement the high-speed hus and buffer memories. all of which 

must operate at the aggregate speed of NV. where Vis the port speed. The solution to this 

problem is also very similar to that introduced for the shared-memory architecture. Given 

typical limitations on memory access speeds and LSI chip sizes (gate count and pin 

count), the throughput of designed ATM switch is thus de termined. 

3.5.3. Space-Division Switches 

By contrast with the shared-memory and shared-bus architectures, where traffic from all 

input lines is multiplexed into a single stream or bandwidth equal to N times the 

bandwidth of a single line, in a space-division switch, multiple concurrent paths are 

established from the inputs to the outputs. each with the same data rate as an individual 

line. As a result, no memory component in the switching fabric has to run at a speed 

higher than 2V, the line speed. Another distinctive feature is that the control of the switch 

need not be centralized. hut may he distributed throughout the switching fabric. 

This type of architecture. however. docs present problems of its own. Depending on the 

particular internal fabric used. and the resources available therein to establish the paths, it 

may be impossible for all requin.xl paths to he set simultaneously. This characteristic, 

commonly referred to as internal blocking, limits the throughput of the switch, and thus 

becomes a central issue un<.lerlying space-division switches. 
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A related issue is huffering. In fohrics exhihiting internal blocking, it is not possible to 

buffer cells at the outputs, as is pnssihle in switches or the shared-memory and shared

bus type. Instead , buffers must k located at the places where potential conflicts among 

paths may occur. or upstream of them. Ultimately, buffers may be placed at the input of 

the switch. The placement of hurrers has an important effect on the performance of a 

space-division switch. as well as on its hardware implementation. 

According to the paper [Tobagi, 1990], space-division switches have taken many forms, 

The typical space-division switch can he represented hy crossbar fabrics. shown Figure 

3.4. To best present and discuss the L1hrics. it is useful to consider the following simple 

abstract model of a switch. The model prescrihes that for each input line i there is a router 

(that is, demultiplexor) which routes its cells to N separate bins, numerheded (i, 1) to (i, 

N), one bin for each output port. At the output side, we consider that for each line j there 

is a concentrator (m ultiplexor) which connects all bins (i, j), i=l, 2, ... , N, to output line j 

and which, in each time slot. selects one cell. if any, from these output bins for 

transmission on output line _j. Thus the model switch consists of N routers, N 

concentrators, and N2 hullers. The various rahrics proposed differ hy the ways the routers 

and concentrators are implemented. and hy the locatio ns or the buffers. 

Inputs 

2 

Outputs 

3 4 

Figure 3.4: Crossh;.ir switching fabric 

The ATM switch architecwres descrihed ahove, all focused on internal structure or 
switch for routing a ee l I from input port to the desired output port. None of them consider 
any approach to the QoS (Quality or Service) required hy different types or data traffic. 
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The QoS guarantees should be provided in ATM networks by the use of the proper traffic 
scheduling algorithms in the ATM switches, [Verma, 1997]. Implementation of the 
algorithm must usually be implemented in hardware to satisfy the speed requirements. 
This part of design should be considered as part or ATM switch architecture. But, none of 
above proposed architecture addressed on this prohlem. 

In recently years. several papers have discussed how to provide QoS guarantees in ATM 
network by using a scheduling algorithm in the switches. [Bennett, 1996], [Zhang, 1995), 
[Stiliadis, 1996), lGeorgiadis, 19961. !Fenwick. 1997]. The main idea of proposed 
algorithm is using the traffic schedulers to provide network-level QoS to application by 
isolating their traffic from other. A scheduler defined in these papers is regarded as a 
queuing system consisting of a server providing service to a set or customers. The 
customers queue packets for service, which arc chosen hy the scheduler for transmission 
based on a service discipline defined hy the scheduling algorithm. The service discipline 
must be designed to meet the desired QoS requirements of individual customers. 

Several service disciplines are introduced in these literature for bandwidth allocation and 
scheduling in output-huffered switches. These algorithms can be classified based on 
several criteria. One classification 01· a scheduler is hased on the type of guarantees to 
individual sessions. but do not provide explicit delay guarantees. In most of these 
schedulers. however. the handwidth guarantee results in an implicit end-to-end delay 
guarantee, [Stiliadis. 1996), but the later cannot he controlled independent of the former. 
Other schedulers provide independent control or handwidth and delay bounds, but at the 
expense of increased complexity. IGeorgiadis. 1996] . In the paper. [Verma, 1997), FFQ 
(Frame-Based Fair Queuing) :rnd SPFQ (Starting Potential-Based Fair Queuing) 1s 
introduced, but the article _just descrihe a general methodology for the design of 
scheduling algorithm. 

In next section, the ATMSWITCH architecture will he introduced, [Lyons et. al 1996. 
I 997). It addressed on hasic ATM service amt provided a solution to the prohlem of 
conflicting requirements of different sorts or data trai"fic. 

3.6. Trigger Mechanism and Chandelier Structure based A TM Switch 
Architecture 

In this section, a trigger mechanism and chandelier structure based switch architecture 

will be introduced. The architecture was proposed by Lyons in 1996. ATM networks are 

intended to provide a "one-si:1.e-i"its-all" solution to a variety of data communication 

needs, from low speed. delay-insensitive to high-speed, delay-intolerant. The basic ATM 

protocol certainly delivers traffic within this hroad range, but it does not address the 

quality of service requirements associated with the various type of traffic . In particular. 

its statistical multiplexing. nature is inherently antagonistic towards constant-delay traffic 



such as real-time video. The ATMSWITCH is a shared-buffer type of architecture which 

uses two different mechanisms for selecting cells to output according to their type. The 

trigger mechanism solves the jitter prohlem of CBR/VBR channels, by forwarding cells 

from these channds at a constant intervals. The chandelier mechanism allocates 

bandwidth to ABR/UBR channels in a more opponunistic manner, consistent with the 

conventional ATM approach, hut uses a separate queue for each channel, to minimize 

interference between high-throughput and shon response-time channels. The trigger 

mechanism has higher-priority access to the output port than the chandelier, but if a 

channel which uses the trigger mechanism has no cell queued for output when it is due to 

be triggered, access to the output port reverts to the chandelier. Hence the bursty traffic 

characteristic of VBR channels docs not result in wasted bandwidth. The architecture can 

be classified as a shared-buffer type or switch architecture in which l already described 

on last section. The used huller strategy is output huller. 

3.6.1. Architecture Description 

In 1996, Lyons, McGregor and Moretti proposed an Associative Chandelier structure 

[Lyons , 1996] hased ATM switch architecture. It can perform almost all functions of 

ATM layer, such as routing a cell rrom input rort onto assigned output port., buffering a 

cell, and outputting cells in correct serial order. It also allow priority services among 

different cell queues . Lyons el al. desciihed a detail circuit level structure that can 

achieve 1.2 Gh ATM transmission speed. The architecture uses a round robin as a 

multiplexor to get a cell from selected input port at each time slot. A CAM (Content 

Addressable Memory) known as Mar Memory was used as a look up table to handle all 

information about virtual path/channel. cell input port and output port, channel type, cell 

queue information. The cell huller is implemented hy a fast cache memory which can 

read or write a cell within a l 2ns time cycle. The cell huffer memory was shared by all 

output ports. The design used another component that was called cell queue link to 

maintain the cell queue pointer. The novel reature or this structure is chandelier structure. 

It put outgoing cell onto a queue belonging to the channel and connected the queue 

header as a round rohin. During each output time cycle, the output port will remove a cell 

from the first item or the selected queue and put it onto output buffer. This architecture is 

very suitable for ABR, UBR classes or service, hut it have _jitter problem with CBR and 

VBR channels. 

In 1997, Lyons proposed adding a new Trigger mechanism [Lyons, 1997] into the 

associative chandelier to provide the regular cell-forwarding behaviour necessary for 

CBR and VBR channels. The trigger mechanism adds a counter into ATM switch and 
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stores an ITV (initial trigger value) and a mask value (the relationship between the mask 

value and the bandwidth requirement or the channel is described later) for each channel. 

On each output cycle. the counter value is increased and if, masked, it matches a 

channel's ITV, then that channel is due for output. If no channel is selected for output by 

the trigger, access to the output port defaults to the round robin chandelier. 

The trigger mechanis m sc hedules reg ular o utput fro m CBR/VBR channels. So it can 

solve the problem of time sensitive channel CBR and VBR trans miss io n within ATM 

network. 

3.6.2. Associative Chandelier Structure 

Lyons, McGregor and Moret ti's ( 1996) hard ware Associative Chandelier 1s a 

development of an ear lier, sortware buffe ring sys tem used in MasseyNet, a packet

switching LAN (Lyo ns and McGregor. 19~6. I 990). In 1996, Lyo ns. McGregor and 

Moretti proposed the associate chandelier. an updated vers ion for use in ATM systems. 

The new version or chandelier was des igned !'or imple111e ntation in hardware to achieve 

the speeds characteristic of ATM net works. One of the main features of the architecture 

was an associative memory or CAM (Coment-Addressable Memory) which was used fo r 

matching incoming cells' channel idcntirication information so that the cell could be 

buffered in the correct queue. To su pport this . the associative memory stored the 

channe l' s input port number and channel numher. The channel's output port number and 

channe l number are ident ica I 1·or a II cells in a particular que ue, and the storage 

require ment for the sys tem c.111 therdore he minimized by storing the 111 also in the 

channel header in the associat ive memory. This memory therefore co nt ai ned all the ro ute

mapping information ror al l channels w ith links th ro ugh the switch. and is conseque ntl y 

called Map Memo ry. 

The chandelier comprises two data structures. The first data structure is implemented in 

Map Memory and a circular list o r channel identifiers. Only channels which currently 

have data buffe red in the switch ha ve an e ntry in the circular list. When a channel's 

buffer becomes empty. its e ntry is removed l'rom the circular list, but no t disposed of 

completely. The consequence 0 1· this is th:1t traversal times for the circular list are 

minimized - there is not need to deal with channels which do not have data buffered in 

the switch. The assoc iative addressing on the other hand allows rapid identification of the 

entry corresponding to an incoming cell's channel. Thus when new data arrives for that 

channel, the entry can quickly he linked into the circular lis t again. 
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The second data structure is a set or FIFOs, implemented in two interrelated hardware 

modules; 12ns cache memory chips contains cell data fields . The links between the FIFO 

elements are maimained in a separate. higher speed memory, variously referred to as link 

memory and CQLinks (for cell queue links). The link memory must run faster than the 

data buffer because. although map memory contains pointers to both the head and the tail 

of the FIFO it is still necessary to access thi s memory more than once when updating the 

links. 

Each entry in the first data structure. the circular list, points at the FIFO containing cells 

buffered for its channel. A round rohin server travels around the circular list, visiting each 

channel in turn, and outputting one cell from its FIFO during the visit. If the FIFO 

becomes empty, the channers header entry is removed from the circular list. Thus only 

channels which currently have cells hulkred in the switch contribute to the service time 

for the circular queue. Figure 1.) shows these two data structures and empty channel 

header. 

, •.••.• ································~·~·t~~~····~·~~~ ···~ ····························~ 

Circular List { (I +--- Channel Header 

Cell Que ue +--- Single Cell 

Figure 3.5 : Two Data Structures or Chandelier 

In above picture, a cell arriving from an input port will be appended at the end of its 

channel's cell queue. At each outgoing slot. the round robin server moves to the next 

channel header in the circular list :..111d the cell pointed Lo by this channel header will be 

sent to the output port. 
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Since the number of active channels varies. the size of chandelier and hence the service 

rate for channels with cells queued in the chandelier, will vary. This will be experienced 

as jitter at the destination. So the chandelier structure will suit ABR and UBR channels, 

but have problems with CBR/VBR channels. which are not tolerant of jitter. In order to 

overcome the jitter problem. Lyons proposed a Trigger Mechanism [Lyons, 1997] that 

combines with the .issociative ch.indelier structure to support all class of services of ATM 

switch. 

3.6.3. Trigger Mechanism 

The general idea or the trigger mechanism is to schedule regular output slots for a 

CBR/VBR channel. Thus .i hurst or cells .irriving .it the switch from an outside source 

will be forwarded at regubr intervals - which reduces the probability of buffer overrun in 

subsequent nodes - and some or the Cl~lls in the hurst will be buffered in the first node 

while they wait for their schedubl service. Due to all cells of one CBR/VBR channel 

pass the switch .11 a constant time. the delay within these cells almost s.1me. The jitter thus 

can he ignored. 

The ATM switch should therero re regubrly trigger output for a given CBR/VBR 

channel, and the trigger frequency must he ahle to he set according to the agreed 

bitrate(the maximum hitrate. in the case or VBR ch.innels) of the channel. So we need a 

special device that is ahlc to trigger each channel in terms of their speed. 

As described in Lyons ( I <J<J7). a regularly incremented counter was proposed to provide a 

time base to support this mechanism. Each CBR/VBR channel is associated with a unique 

set of equally-spaced v.ilues in the counter's range and will be triggered whenever the 

counter value equ.ils one of these trigger values. The sp.icing between triggers will be 

inversely proportional to the channel's speed. so that high-speed channels will be 

triggered frequently. low-speed channels less frequently. Allocating suitable trigger 

values in a dynamic environment. where channels of different speeds are being set up and 

destroyed. is not completely trivial. and will he discussed later. 

Figure 3.6 shows the counter as a pointer that rotates through a set or values. 0 to 211 - I ( n 

is 4 in this case). shown on the inner ring. Some or the values are trigger values for 

particular channels. These are indicated hy arrows to the channel header from the sectors 

on the outer ring adjacent to the trigger values. Thus the left channel is due to be 

triggered, because the counter value is I. It will also he triggered when the counter value 

is 9, and the right channel would he triggered when the counter value is 2, 6. 10. or 14. It 
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should be emphasized that this is a simplified model showing the functio nality of the 

trigger mechanism; it is not an accurate representation of its implementation. 

,;;!3 ~ 14 t$>:o,~ . • : -~ • '.,-Z '·~_=. : _. 
::.,.,.,,::·_ .. ___ "\. . . I -~. . ·. 

l 
Figure 3.6: Counter value and trigger value 

If a channel is triggered. hut its huller queue is currently empty (as would often be the 

case for VBR channels). then access to the output port will default to the ABR/UBR 

channels with data buffered in the chandelier. Similarly, if the current counter value is not 

a trigger for a CBR/YBR channel. then output will also be able to come from the 

chandelier. 

Figure 3.7 shows the trigger mechanism and chandelier structure selecting a cell onto 

output port. In this diagram, the counter number is three and it equal to a trigger value of 

a CBR/VBR channel. So at this particular time, the outgoing cell will be selected from 

this channel. In the next chapter. I will detailed Jescribe how the trigger mechanism can 

make CBR/VBR cell stay at switch as constanL time and then is triggered onto output 

port. 

0 4 5 6 7 .... 

• • T I • ! 
',,., / "-'v,' '-/ 

____ -,,,' 
Trigger Mechanism Ch an delier 

Fi gure 3.7: Trigger Mechanism and Chandelier 
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3.6.4. Speed Achievable of Trigger Mechanism and Chandelier Based Switch 

In above sections, I introduced some basic A TM switch concepts and reviewed three 

typical switch architectures. Lyons ATMSWITCH architecture, incorporating the trigger 

and the chandelier was described later in this chapter. According to classification of ATM 

switch, the trigger and chandelier structure based switch is shared-memory and output 

buffer strategy switch . The limitations of this type of switch on the size come from the 

memory control logic (which must be able to handle N incoming and N outgoing cell s in 

each time slot), and the memory bandwidth that must be at least the sum of the 

bandwidths of the incoming and the outgoing lines. The memory bandwidth depends on 

the word length , which in turn is limited to the cell size ( 48 octets = 384b ), therefore for a 

given memory cycle time (or memory access time) the number of links N must satisfy the 

following relation (for single ported memories): 

l 
. eelllength(b ) 

eye etzme = ---------
2 x N x linkspeed (b I s) 

(3 .1 ) 

Above equation shows a clear limitation in the maximum achievable size of a shared

memory type switch . 

In ATMSWITCH architecture the cell queues are stored in a separate memory 

implemented using 12ns cache memory. We can use the above equation to estimate the 

maximum of throughput of switch. For example, if the read and write times for the cell 

buffer are 12ns and the speed of the input and output lines is 1.2 Gbps. The memory 

could therefore achieve: 

Total Throughput = 424/(24* 10-9
) bps = 17.6667Gbps; 

Switch Size = 17 .6667Gbps/1.2Gbps = 14 Lines ; 

The above value is only an expected result. When the switch is working, it's not only 

writing cell data into and reading cell data from the buffer memory, but also involved in 

many other related circuit operations. If the switch is to achieve the maximum possible 

throughput, as calculated above, then all of the other circuitry for maintaining the 

chandelier and the trigger must operate within the 12ns memory cycle time. Lyons (1996 

and 1997) provided a broad-bruch outline of circuit designs which are capable of 

achieving these tasks. 
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The task undertaken in this project. and descrihed in this thesis was the development of a 

full logic design for the chandelier and trigger components of the ATMSWITCH, and the 

determination of the speed at which this logic would have to run if full use is to be made 

of the memory bandwidth. 

The next chapter I will descrihc a hasic switch structure which was based on trigger 

mechanism and chandelier structure. The related circuit module was also designed and 

implemented by using VHDL language. 
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Chapter 4 

ATM Switch Structure and Implementation 

This chapter will describe the basic structure of A TMSWITCH. The switch is designed at 
circuit component level and simulated hy using the VHDL language. 

4.1 Introduction ATMSWITCH Structure and its Circuit Modules 

According to the architecture that was proposed by Lyons [1996. 1997]. we described a 
switch structure and designed each circuit module of switch. The following diagram 
shows the basic circuit modules or the ATMSWITCH . 

\ifilyfo: 
HRt:W< 

=fopyf/ 
Bsmn 

y 

Figure 4.1: ATMSWJTCH Structure 

Figure 4.1 shows the main circuit modules of ATMSWITCH. They construct the switch 
and each of modules performs a different function and is controlled by the Controller. 
The basic functions are: 
• Input Port: receives cel ls rrom input line or swi tch, the incoming cell wait at the 

input port and then is sent to cel l memory (cell buffer); 
• Clock module: used to m;iintain the internal time contro l for the switch; 



• Controller module: outputs control signal lo different circuit module according to its 
input signal events. 

• Map Memory: stores each estahlished channel information and routing information. 
It is used to map incoming cell onto predefined cell queue when a cell arrives, and 
points to the address of an outpul cell when cell output is due. The map memory is 
actually an associative mem ory and the chandelier structure was realized in map 
memory; 

• Cell Memory (Cell Buffer): used lo slore the dala fields of all incoming cells . The 
cell memory is a shared buffer slructure. It's shared by all output ports; 

• CQiinks (Cell Queue Link) memory: used to maintain the cell queue link pointer and 
manage cell me mory address; 

• Input Port Round Robin Server (s imply called Input Server): indicates the current 
input port numher at each incoming cell slot; 

• Output Port Rohin Server (s impl y called Output Server): indicate the current 
output port numher at each ourgoing cell s lo t: 

• Output Port: receives cells 1·ro111 cell huller. the cell at the output port is sent to 
switch output line: 

• Counter m od ule: outputs a reg ularl y increased integer, the value will trigger a 
special CBR/VB R channel that matches thi s va lue. It's a part of trigger mechanism in 
ATMSWITCH . 

• D_Ilus & Head_bus: the d_!ms is th e cell payload data bus and it transfers cell 
payload data within the switch: the hnl{/_hus is cell head data bus and it transfers cell 
head data wi thin the switch. Both the d_lms and head_bus are shared with switch 
modules. 

• A_Ilus: is cell memory address hus . Tt provides the cell memory address for cell 
reading and writing. The o_lms is shared with th e swi lch modules. 

In later subsections. I will descrihe each or the above modules in de tail. Before this, 
however. I will descrihe the switch's operati o n at a high level. 

4.2 Operation of the A TM SWITCH 

ATM switches are in general used for routing a cell from an input port to a desired 
output port. In Lyo ns er o/'s ATMSWITCH. the working procedure can be briefly 
divided into two main stages. The first stage is accepting a cell from an input port into 
the cell buffer; the second one is outputting a cell from the buffer onlo lhe desired output 
port. 

The Clock module outputs a clock signal to other modules of switch. The high phase of 
the clock signal delimits the accepting cdl stage. When the clock signal changes from 
low to high, the controller initiates cell input. Firsl, it checks the input port Full signal 
fo r the current port to see whether there an~ cells at input ports. If its single-cell buffer is 
full, the controller hegins transferring the cell payload to the next available location in 
cell memory. During the I 2ns necessary for this to occur. 
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• the channel identification information in the cell header is matched associatively 
with the map memory. The matching entry in map memory contains pointers to the 
head and tail of the buffer queue for the channel to which the incoming cell 
belongs, so that it is also possihle to ... 

• update the CQlinks memory to link the location in cell memory into its channel's 
queue. 

In order for this second action to occur to happen while the (comparatively slow) cell 
memory is being loaded. CQlinks (which is logically parallel to cell memory) must run 
considerable faster than cell memory. It has heen the object of this research project to 
determine just how fast CQlinks. map memory. and the controller logic must run in order 
for all the administration to occur while the cell buffer is loading or unloading a payload. 

Cell output occurs while the clock signal is low. First, the trigger mechanism checks to 
see whether there arc any CBR/VBR channels waiting to output a cell. If the trigger 
value is true, the cell will he chosen from the trigger mechanism rather than chandelier 
structure. If the trigger value is false. the cc.II will he sent from chandelier structure to the 
output port. After the cell transfer is initiated. CQlinks and the channel's map memory 
entry are updated to rdlect the new structure or the buffer queue, and the channel header 
is removed from a chandelier ii" its huller queue has become empty. the relative value 
will he updated. 

In addition to these two main phases. there is also a Setup phase during which the switch 
sets up or clears ;_i map memory entry at the eswhlishment or disestablishment of a virtual 
channel. 

4.3 Clock Module 

The clock provides a synchronous t1m1ng control for all circuit components of 
ATMSWITCH. In designed switch. the clock outputs three signal s for other circuit 
modules. The first one is the reset signul. When the switch is turned on or in other special 
cases in which the switch needs he reset, the signal will he set to high, logic '1 ' . If the 
reset signal was changed to high. all components of the switch will he reset. 

Clock 
~ IHI a-4 a-4 a-

------ 12ns 12ns 12ns 12ns 

Clk2 

Clk1 

Reset 

Figure 4.2: Signals or Clock Module 
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The others output signal of clock is elk] and clk2. Clkl and Clk2, which continuously 
output a sequence of alternating logic "l "s and "()''s (see Figure 4.3). In ATMSWITCH, 
the clkl cycle was defined as l 2ns rnr high phase and 12 ns for low phase. The clk2 cycle 
was defined as 500 ps for high phase and 500 ps for low phase. When the elk] signal is 
high, the controller will change the switch state into the Acceptcell. When the elk] signal 
change to low. the controller will change the switch slate Lo the ourgoing cell. The clk2 
signal is used to give the timing control for the circuit modules of ATMSWITCH. 

4.4 Input Port Module 

The input port captures cells arriving vio the ATMSWITCH's serial input line and stores 
them in a single-cell input huller. The huller automatically asserts the full signal when a 
cell is loaded into it. The fi,// signal will he cleared hy the controller after the cell is 
moved into the cell memory. In simulated ATMSWJTCH module, four input ports are 
defined to receive cells from input line or switch. They are Input Pon 0#. lnpltt Porr 1#. 
Input Port 2#. lnp11r Pon 3#. All input ports are designed with same circuitry function. 
The name Input Port is thus used to represent each input ports. 

Clk2 Head_bus } Channel identification 
in format ion 

Reset 

Resetfull D_bus } Payload 

oe 

Input l ine Ful l 

Figure 4.3: External Pon Diagr;_im of Input Port 

The external ports diagram 01· the simulated input port is shown in Figure 4.3. There are 
several ports in input port. The runction of each port can he described below: 
• Reset Port: receives reser signal rrom the Clock module. When the reset signal is 

high, the Input Port will clear the current cell in the Input Pon and reset the full 
signal as low. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk2 signal from the. Clock module. The clk2 signal gives the 
timing control for the input port operations. 

• Oe Port: is connected with the en_porr_no signal of input round robin server. At 
acceptcell state. ir the input port is selected hy input server to send its cell to cell 
memory, the oe port will receive. an identical numher which is correspond to its port 
numher. For ex;_irnple. signal value ··ooo 1 ·• is corresponding to input port 1#. If the 
input port is enahled. it will put the cell onto d_lms and head_bu.,· . 
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• D_Ilus Port & Head_bus Port: the d_!ms is cell payload data bus and its width is 
equal to cell payload data length. The hearl_lms is cell head data bus and its width is 
equal to cell head length. In A TM switch. the cell head is defined as 5 bytes and cell 
payload data is 48 bytes. In VHDL simulated ATMSWITCH, the d_bus is defined as 
8 bits width and head_bus is 28 bits. Both d_!ms and head_bus are used to transfer 
cells within ATMSWITCH. The hus is shared with switch modules. For simple 
reason, the cell payload data hus was called cell data bus and cell head data bus was 
called cell head bus. Sometime the cell bus was used to represent hoth cell data and 
cell head bus . The d_bus port of input port is used to send cell data to the cell 
memory and the hmd_bus port is used to send cell head. 

• Full Port: outputs fu11 signal. When a cell is load into input port, the full signal is 
automatically set to high . After the cell is transferred to cell memory , the.full signal is 
reset to low. 

• Resetfull Port: is connected with reserfu11 signal of controller. After the cell is 
transferred from input port to cell mem ory. the reserfuJI signal is set to high . The full 
signal is reset to low when the high reserfi,II sig nal reaches input port. 

4.5 Input Round Robin Server l\1odule 

The input ports have a round rohin server to indicate current input port number and 
update current port numher on each accepting state. The input round robin server 
indicates which input port i. going to send its cell to cell memory at current accepting 
cell state. It also outputs a signal to enah le selected input port to put its cell onto the cell 
bus. 

__________ ..,. 

Current Input 
Port Node 

I 

I 
I •-------- - --- -------

Figure 4.4: Structure or Input Round Robin Server 

When an input port is loaded a cell. the tlag signal full is set as high. The flag will be 
reset by the switch controller after the cell has heen sent to the cell memory. The full 
signal for each input port is represented hy fi,1100, fi,1101. fu1102 and ful/03 in simulated 
ATMSWITCH. They represent the full signals of input port from 0# to input port 3#. All 
of the full signals are checked hy the input round rohin server, which select one of the 
input port to send its cell to the cell memory. As Figure 4.4 shown, the Input Round 
Robin Server actually maintains a circular list structure for input ports. Each node of list 
is identified with a unique input port numher. At each accepting cell state. the server 
check the full sign:tl or current input port. Jr the fi,II signal of current input port is high , 
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the server will select this port and output the en_porr_no signal to the port so the cell of 
this port can be transferred to the cell memory. 

If the.full signal of the current input port is low, the server moves forward to next node 
and checks the full signal value. If the full signal of checked input port is still low, the 
server continue to visit the rest of the nodes in the circular list until either one of the full 
signals is high or all of nodes have been visited. So the input server make switch work 
efficiency at each acceprcell state. This is why the input round robin server is said to 
perform a supersaturated operation mode. 

Therefore the operation of input round robin server is not only used to encode the current 
input port, but also ensure that the input ports are served efficiently and fairly. That is, 
the switch is able to accept everything produced by an input port which is dumping data 
into it at full speed, if that is the only loaded port, but if other ports are loaded, their data 
will be accepted with c1 priority equal to that or the "dumping'' port. 

Clk1 

Clk2 
Reset 

Acceptcell 

En_port_no 
Full00 
Full01 
Full02 

Full03 

Figure 4.5: Input Round Rohin Server Port Dic.1grarn 

The external ports of the simulated input round robin server are shown in Figure 4.5. 
There are several defined ports in input round robin server module. Their functions are 
described below: 

• Full Port: there are four full ports are in input server module. They are from f11/IOO to 
ful/03. Each full port is connectLXI with the.fi,// signal of input port. If the input port is 
loaded a cell. the full signal is automatically set to high. Input server use these full 
ports to check the.f11// signals or input port. 

• Clkl Port: receives clkl signal from Clock module. When the clkl signal is changed 
from the low to high, the input server starts its encoding operation. When the elk] 
signal is changed from high to low. the input server stops its operation and wait next 
high phase signal is coming. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk2 signal from the Clock module. The c/k2 signal gives the 
timing control for the input server operations. 

• Reset Port: receives resn signal from Clock module. When the reser signal is high, 
the input server will hc.1ck to initialized state. 

• En_port_no Port: outputs the cnahle signc.1! to the selected input port to send its cell 
to cell memory. For example, if the en_porr_no output the value of "0001", the input 
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port 1# is enabled; if the e11_porr_110 value is "0010", the input port 2# is enabled. 
Each en_porr_no value is corresponding to an identical input port number. 

• Acceptcell Port: notifies the con troller of switch or other related circuit modules that 
the cell is ready to transfer from input port to cell memory. The ac:ceprcell signal is 
set to high after the input server examined the full signals of input port, in which the 
input port is not empty. 

4.6 Counter l\1odule 

The counter outputs a series increased integer number at each counter cycle. The number 
compares with the ITV value and mosk value at each outgoing cell slot. If the value is 
matched, one of CBR/VBR channel is triggered and the matching CBR/VBR channel is 
due for output, so one of its cells should he sent to the output port. The counter is a part 
of our designed trigger mechanism. 

Count Va lue: 101010101010 

Count Cycle: 

1 count cycle 

Output Port : Port 0# Port 1 # Port 2# Port 3# 

~ - - - - - - ~ 

24 ns 24 ns 24 ns 24 ns 

Figure 4.6: One counter cycle equal to four clock cycle 

In simulated ATMSWITCH, the counter is triggered at each four elk] cycle. As Figure 
4.6 shows, the counter number "101010101()"' is checked by all output ports from 0# to 
?,# in their turn to outgoing cell. That means the same counter numher can be used to 
trigger CBR/VBR channels that helong to different output port. It's shared with the 
output ports. T wo CBR/VBR channels might have same ITV, Mask and counter number 
range if they are not routed at same output port. The reason of the counter cycle was 
designed as four c:lk I cycle is due to rour output to he used in simulated ATMSWITCH 
module. The detail discussion is given al later sections of this chapter. 
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Clk1 
Count 

Reset 

Figure 4.7: Counter Port Diagram 

The external pons diagram of simulated counter is shown in Figure 4.7. It's quite simple 
circuit module in A TMSWITCH. Each pon functions is described at below: 
• Reset Port: receives reser signal from Clock module. When the reser signal is high, 

the counter backs initial state and hegin to count from the zero. 
• Clkl Port: receives clkl signal from the Clock module. It triggers counter to increase 

its current output number. The counter is triggered at each four times elk] cycle. 
• Count Port: outputs current counting numher to map memory. The number is 

regularly increased at each counter cycle. 

4.7 Controller Module 

The controller consists of a control circuit and a set or control signal to control and adjust 
each circuit operations. The switch can thus transfer a cell from the input port into cell 
buffer at occeprc:rdl state and send a cell from the cell buffer to the output port at the 
outgoing state. The operation or controller can he described as these two states. 

Acceptcell State 

When the controller receives high phase or elk! signal, the controller begins to work at 
acceprcell state. First controller waits for occeprce/1 signal event that is from input round 
robin server. Ir the occeprce/1 signal is high, it means the input port is ready to transfer 
cell onto data bus , the controller will thus prepare to receive the cell head information 
from heod_bus. After the input port put the cell head information onto the head_bus, the 
controller fetch the data from the heorl_lms and check the cell head information. If the 
checked cell head is a normal cell type. the comroller set the write signal as high so that 
the cell memory is enahled to write the cell data from the cell data bus into the cell 
memory. 

If the incoming cell head was examined as Setup cell type, it means the incoming cell is 
used to establish the new virtual channel. The controller will thus perform a series of 
operations for huilding the new virtual channel. There are two different operations 
involved in creating the new channels. One is for huilding CBR/VBR channels, another 
is for building the ABR/UBR channels . In hoth cases, the controller set the setupce/1 
signal as high so the switch start to create a new channel at this acceprce/1 state. 
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If the incoming cell head was examined as Release cell type, it means the incoming cell 
is to release a no longer used channel. The controller will perform related operations to 
clear the given virtual channel. In Lhis case, the controller set the releasecell signal as 
high so the switch start to remove the virtual channel from the channel information list. 

In order to assign a bandwidth to the new requested CBR/VBR virtual channel, the 
controller maintains several ITV trees for managing bandwidth of output ports. Each 
output port corresponding to an ITV tree. If a setup cell is coming to request a CBR/VBR 
channel with a predefined speed and routing destination, the controller check the ITV 
tree of referred output port. If requested handwidth is available in the ITV tree, the 
controller builds the new channel and updi.ltes the ITV tree. The ITV tree is part of 
trigger mechanism. The details ahout ITV tree and trigger mechanism is described at the 
rest of this chapter. Here we _just use the concept or ITV tree to explain the functions of 
the controller. 

The ITV tree is also upcbted when a CBR/VBR channel is released from the switch. 
When controller hi.ls examined the type or incoming cell to be a Release cell type, it will 
find the released channel in the ITV tree and removed it from the tree. 

The ITV tree is a special hinary tree structure. Each CBR/VBR channel has a node in the 
· tree. The operation o!' setup a new channel in the controller is actually finding the most 
appropriate position in the tree and adding the new channel node into the position. The 
operation of releasing a channel is actually rem oving a channel node from the tree. 

Outgoing Cell State 

When the controller receives a low phase c;/k/ signi.ll from Clock module, it begins to 
have 011rgoing cell operations. First controller check outgoing and morch signal event. 
The 011rgoing signal is from nutput round rohin server. It's set to high means that the 
current chandelier huffer 01· mllput port is not empty. The morch signal is from map 
memory. It ' s set to high means that a CBR/VBR channel is triggered at this outgoing 
state. Whatever the outgoing or mmch signal is high, the controller will set the read 
signal to high. So Lhe cell memory is enahled to rei.ld cell from memory onLo the d_bus. 
Meanwhile, the mi.lp memory output the rc-i.lssemhly cell head onto the head_b11s. The 
currently output port retches the cell from hoth d_lms and heacl_bus and then send the 
cell to the output line or switch. 
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Figure 4.8 Controller Ports Diagram 

The external ports diagram or simulated controller is shown in Figure 4.8 . Each functions 
of controller port is descrihed hclnw: 
• Clkl Port: receives elk] signal rrom Clock module. When the clkl signal is changed 

from the low into high, the controller controls the switch to start working at 
acceprce/1 stare. When the elk! signal is changed from high to low, the controller 
control the svvitch hegin lCl work at 011rgoing cell state. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk.2 signal rrom the Clock module. The c/k.2 signal gives the 
timing control for the controller operations. 

• Reset Port: receives reser signal from Clock module. When the reser signal is high, 
the controller sets each sign:.11 as initial state and clear all ITV trees. 

• Acceptcell Port: the acce1ncell port is connected with the acceprce/1 signal of input 
server. At acceprcell state, ii" the controller get the high phase of acceprcell signal, it 
will fetch the cell head va lue rrom the heod_lms and check the type of cell head. 
According to the checked cell type. the controller either set the write signal as high 
for transferring cell rrom input port to cell memory or set the serupcell signal as high 
for establishing a new channel or releasing an old channel. 

• Outgoing Port: is connected with the ourgoing signal of the output server. At 
owgoing cell state, ir the controller receives a high phase of outgoing signal, the 
controller will set the reod signal as high. The cell memory is thus enabled to read the 
cell. 

• Match Port: is connected with the morch signal of the map memory. At outgoing cell 
state, if the controller receives a high phase or morch signal, the controller will set the 
read signal as high. The cell memory is thus enahled to read the cell. 

• Head_bus Port: transfers eel I head inl"nrmation within switch. The controller uses 
the head_bus port to retch cell head arter it receives the high phase acceptcell signal. 
The value or the cell head determines what kind operations the switch will do. If the 
cell head is a setup cell, the controller will estahlish a new channel at switch and the 
re-assemhly cell head will he sent to the map memory through the heod_bus port. 
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• Setupcell Port: outputs the serupcell signal Lo other modules of switch. If the 
controller identil.ied the incoming cell is setup cell, the setupce!I signal is set high. 
The high phase or serupcell signal disahle the cell memory writing cell operation and 
notify map memory to create a new channel item in the channel information list for 
the new channel. 

• Releasecell Port: the function or the rdeasecell port is same as setupcell port. The 
distinction is that the high re/('{lsecell signal releases an old channel item from 
channel information list. 

• Write Port: outputs the vvrire signal to other modules of switch. If the controller 
identified the incoming cell is normal cell. the write signal is set to high so that the 
cell memory is enabled to write a cell data into memory. 

• Read Port: outputs the r('{lr/ signal to other modules of switch. If the controller 
receive either the high phase outgoing or match signal. the read signal is set to high 
so the cell memory is enahled to read the cell. 

• Resetfull Port: outputs the re.,·e~full signal to input porl. After the cell is transferred 
from input port to cell memory. the reserfi,!I signal is set to high so the full signal of 
input port is reset to low. 

• ITV Port: outputs ITV value. to map memory. Ir the incoming cell is identified as 
setup cell, the controller will travel ITV tree to find an available position for request 
CBR/VBR channel bandwidth. After the controller insert the node in the tree, the 
controller outputs the ITV value to map memory through this port. 

• Mask Port: outputs mosk v:1lue to map memory. Same as ITV port, if the incoming 
cell is identiried as setup cell. the controller insert a channel node in the ITV tree. 
According to the ITV value and given channel bandwidth, the mosk value can be 
calculated hy using preddined algorithm. The mosk value is sent to the map memory 
through this port. 

4.8 Map Memory 

Map memory maps incoming cells onto a predefined cell queue in the accepting cell 
state. In the ourgoing state. the map memory use two special mechanisms; trigger 
mechanism and chandelier round rohin server. to determine which channel is selected to 
send its cell onto output port. 

Map memory maintains a list or routing information for each established channel. Each 
item of the list consists of a channel nurnher, the input port number, output port number 
and other related fields. When a cell is coming from one of input port, its channel 
number and input port numher will he treated as a key and compared with the routing 
information list. When the key is identified. the cell will be appended at the pre-assigned 
chandelier cell queue. Ir incoming cell is ;,i Setup cell, the map memory will create a 
newly channel item in the information list for the new estahlished virtuul channel. 

Map memory has ;,i well-ddined data structure. The most purt of trigger mechanism and 
chandelier is implemented hy map memory. In the ourgoing state, the trigger mechanism 
will check whether there are any CBR/VBR cell waiting for output. If no CBR/VBR cells 
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are due to he sent, the chanclel ier wi 11 he used Lo choose a cell for the output port. The 
item of map memory is inserted ..ind removed in terms of creating the new channel and 
delete the old channel operations. 

In remaining sections. the details ahout map memory ..ind chandelier will be described. 

4.8.1 Structure of a Word in Map Memory 

In Figure 4.9, the daw. structure shows each dat..i fields in map memory. The definition 
ahout each data field is descrihed helow. 
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links entries 
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map entry free 
input circuit id 
input port# 
output circuit id 

output port # 

ITV 
mask 
empty cell queue 
cell queue head pointer 
cell queue tail pointer 
cell queue length 
next map entry 
class of service 

Figure 4.9: Data storage i"ields in mup memory 

• Map Entry Free: specifies whether the current address in map memory is used or 
not. If the i"ield is set to · 1 ·. this address or mup memory is in use. The ·o' means the 
address of memory is free. 

• Input Circuit id: represents the Virtual Path Identifier and Virtual Channel 
Identifier or the cell header. When u new virtual channel is established, the map 
memory will store the VPI/VCI in the input circuit id field or a free word in map 
memory. 

• Input Port Number: contains the port numher of the port through which the cell 
arrived at the switch. Channels associuted with different ports are not required to 
have unique circuit ids (VPI/VCI inform..ition), so the channel's port number must he 
stored as well us its circuit id ii" incoming cells are to he unamhiguously assigned to 
their channels. 

• Output Circuit Id: contains the VPl/VCI information used on the channel's next 
hop. When an outgoing cell is assemhkd. the values in this field are placed in the 
VPI/VCI fields 01· the cell header. 
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• Output Port Number: the port through which cells belonging to this channel should 
be output. 

• ITV (Initial Trigger Value): A number allocated to the channel by the switch 
controller to CBR and VBR channels when they are established. Output from the 
channel is scheduled whenever as mos/.:ed match (see next field) occurs between the 
trigger counter and the channel's ITV. 

• Mask Field: A number defining the relationship between the channel's bandwidth 
requirement and the bandwidth of the data communication link. In the extreme case, 
if the channel requires 100% or the link bandwidth, the mask value is all l's, and any 
counter matches the ITV (irrespective of its value). If the bandwidth requirement is 
50% or 25%. then the mask has all l's except for the bottom 1 or 2 bits respectively, 
and thus the counter value will match the ITV once every two or four cycles . 

• Empty Cell Queue: speci i"ies whether the cell queue is empty or not. Each cell 
queue belongs to one canncl. 

• Cell Queue Head: points the i'irst cell address of cell queue in cell memory. During 
the ourgoing cell state. whatever the channel is selected by either the trigger 
mechanism or chandelier output server. the cell queue head pointer will give the 
address of the !"irst cell in the channel's queue so that the cell will be send to the 
output port. 

• Cell Queue Tail: points the ..iddress of the last cell of cell queue in cell memory. 
During accerting cell st..itc. the cell is Jrrended ..it the end or cell queue. The cell 
queue tail rointer is used to give the l..ist cell ..iddress of cell queue. This avoids the 
need to traverse the entire list when inserting J new cell, so that it is easy to 
determine when to ..idd a cell he..ilkr into, or remove it from, a chandelier. 

• Cell Queue Length : records the length of cell queue. 

• Next Map Entry: links cell queue he..iclers together into the circular list that gives 
the chandelier its characteristic share in map memory. All channels that appear on 
the same chandelier are routed through the same output port. Each output port 
maintains a chandelier that selects a channel and outputs its cell via this output port. 
The chandelier structure is lksigned Js J dynamic Jata structure. If no cell is queued 
in the channel's cell queue. the channel heJJer will be removeJ from chandelier. If a 
cell arrives Jt this clrn1m~l. the chJnnel header will he added into the chandelier 

agam. 

• Class of service: indicJtes the type or the chJnnel. such as CBR, ABR. VBR or 
UBR. 

4.8.2 Chandelier Structure 

From described Jhove. we know th..it the next mar entry field of dJU structure is used to 
link channel entries Jnd form circubr lists 1·or eJch output port in map memory. The 
chandelier is dynamic clJta structure. Figure 4.10 shows the structure of chandelier. In 
this diagram, the channel headers which hJve cells buffered in the cell memory appear in 
the circular list. Those chJnnel headers which aren't linked at the circular list are no any 
cell in the cell memory. Ir the emrty queue fo~ld or chJnnel header is changed from false 
to true. it means the last cell has heen removed rrom the cell queue or the channel. the 
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channel header will be removed from the circular list. If a cell arrives to the channel that 
wasn't linked at the circular list, the channel header will he inserted at the circular list. So 
the circular li st is dynamic formed hy channel headers . 

Map Memory { 
•----- Channel Header 

•----- Cell Queue 
Cell Memory 

Figure 4.10: Chandelier Structure: Channel Header Circular List and Cell Queue 

The diagram also shows the cell queue structure of chandelier. The first cell of the cell 
queue is pointed by the cell queue head field o f channel header. The las t cell is pointed 
by the cell queue tail field or channel header. Each time the switch enters the ourgoing 
state, the chandelier server will select one of channel from circular list node. At the next 
ourgoing state. it will advance a rointcr round the circular list to choose a cell from the 
queue belonging to the next channel in the sequence. The structure of circular list is like 
a linked list. It needs a pointe r that always points current chandelier node. We thus 
employ another circuit comronent. Chandelier Register LO manage current chandelier 
entry for each ou tput port. Figure 4. 1 I shows the chandelier regi s ter and the chandelier 
structure work together 1·or accessing th e current channel in map memory . 

Chandel iers 

IT 1 1 I 0000000010 I· ..... · IT IN I 1010101010 

~ .. ~ .. 
Field , FieldN 

Chandelier Register 

Figure 4.11: Chandelier and Chandelier Register 
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In above diagram, the chandelier register have N (where N is the number of output ports 
associated with the switch) pieces of field and each of them has three subfields. The 
Field i in the diagram indicate the map memory entry of current channel node in output 
port i's chandelier. The definition of each suhfield is described below: 
• The first suhfielcl is a Boolean . It is set to true if the chandelier has any cells queued 

for output; it will he set to false if th e chandelier buffer is empty. Actually the 
chandelier is a dynamic linked system . Ir there are any cell in the buffer, the 
chandelier should he established except CBR/VBR cell. 

• The second suhl.ield of chandelier register represents each output port number. This 
means the chandelier that belongs to which output port. 

• The third suhfield is used to store the address in map memory of the current channel 
header for that chandelier. This entry will he used for finding current channel 
information in map memory. Through ;.iccessing the channel header information, the 
switch will find the first item of the cell queue by using the cell queue head pointer 
field value of this channel. After the first cell is output, the channel header 
information will he upd:.1ted, such JS 4ueue length, cell queue head pointer and so on. 
At the same Lime the ch;.indelier register will be updated. Norm:.1lly the current map 
entry field will he overwrillen with the address in the current map entry node's next 
map entry fi e ld. 

So the chandelier reg ister :.1lw:.1ys keeps the current chandelier entry for each output port. 
It is used to access th e current 011rgoi11g cell. 

4.8.3 Implementation of Map Memory 

From the above descripti o n. map memory maintains a routing information record for 
each established ch;.innel. Each field in the record consists of a channel number, input 
port numher, output port numhcr and other related fields . When a cell is coming from 
one of input port. its channel nurnhcr and input port number will be treated as a key and 
compared with routing information record . Wh~n th e key is identified, the cell will be 
mapped onto a ce ll queue that is pointed to hy a channel header node of the chandelier 
structure. If incoming cell is a Setup cell. the map memory will create a record for the 
newly established virtual ch:.1nnel. At the 011rgoi11g state, the ATMSWITCH uses trigger 
mechanism and chandelier to determine which cell should be sent onto output port. 
Figure 4.12 shows the three major circuit components module that make up the Map 
Memory. 
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Figure 4.12: l'vfop Memory circuit components module 
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In above diagram the map memory is divided into three modules. When clkl signal is 
high (Accepting cell state). the input circuit id or the incoming cell will be treated as a 
key and compared with the channel numhers and input port numbers recorded in all the 
associative mem ory locations or map memory. The module that performs this function is 
AMM (Associative Memory Module) lllodule in the diagram. The numerical address of 
the location in the memory that matches the incoming cell's identification is used 
subsequently to identify its map memory entry. At outgoing state, the elk] signal goes 
low ; the counter nulllher is colllpared with the ITV and mask value in SPAMM (Special 
Purpose Associutivc Memory Module) module. If a channel matches and the cell queue 
of the channel isn·t empty. its numerical address is returned, and used to access the 
location while the output cell is ussemhled. Ir no channel matches the counter value, the 
trigger signal should he i'.ero. The clwndelier register will thus he enabled to output its 
current map memory entry and the decoder will select the channel by using given map 
memory entry. In the case or diagrurn. the selected channel comes from the chandelier. 

In the map memory diagram. the three major circuit modules consist of map memory. 
The AMM module maps channel id or incoming cell at acceptcell state and the SPAMM 
module matches counter numher with ITV and mask value at outgoing cell state. The 
Data Field module stores rcmuining informution or channel header except AMM and 
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SPAMM. The chandelier register keeps current map memory entry for chandelier. The 
Data Field and chandelier register components in map memory are simple circuitry 
modules. Below I thus introduce the AMM and SPAMM circuit modules only. 

AMM (Associative Memory Module) 

According to paper [Lyons. 19961. the AMW module has he.en designed and 1s 
represented by circuit notation . It's shown in Figure 4.1~. 

numberic address 

11 1 I 
address 
decoder n-b,t key 

. ------ I ..... 
SAAO 

D-SRAO _ .AMW .. 

SAA 1 

SRA1 
AMW ) 

. - - - ... -

AMW 
SAAm-1 

SRAm-1 
........ 

----

I encoder I 

11 1----- 1 
address selected 

Figure 4.1 ~: rn-word ussociative memory 

In ahove picture. the n-hit key is chunnel circuit id and input port number, it compares 
with all contents of AMW (Associ;itive Memory Word) simultaneously. The AMW is 
contents matched memory word and it· s a basic unit to make up of AMM. An AMM is 
stored the part of a channel information record. It contains the channel id and input port 
number. Each AMW compares with the key at the same time. If one of AMW content is 
matched with the key value. the SAA , signal for this AMW is changed to high. The 
incoming cell is thus mapped to this chan nel. 

SPAMM Circuit Module 

The SPAMM matches the counter numher with ITV and mask value or the map memory. 
Like AMM module. the SPAMM is also designed as an associative memory module . The 
ITV and mask value or a CBR/VBR channel is stored at an SPAMM-Word in SPAMM. 
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At each outgoing state, the counter nt1mher compares with all SPAMM-Words at the 
same time. If one of match signal or SPAMM-Word is changed to high, the channel is 
selected. The basic unit of the SPA MM is shown in Figure 4.13a. It ' s described by using 
circuit notation. 

counter 

itvo 
Q 

OFF 

maskO 

Q >---------

0 FF 

match 

Figure 4.14: Single-hit or SPAMM (SPAMM-Unit) 

In Figure 4.14. the signal hit v;ilue or ITV, 1110.,k ;incl counter are compared. Either mask 
value is 'T' or ITV v;ilue equal to counter value, the output signal match will be "l". N 
(ITV width plus mosk width ) ri ecc or SPAMM-Units consists of a SPAMM-Word. A 
SPAMM-Worcl is descrihed in the following di;igram. 

co un terO 

SPAMM_Unit 

co unter1 
SPAMM_Unit 

match 

counter 

Figure 4.15: n-hit SPAMM-Word 

The diagram shows that only all outrt1t results or SPAMM-Units is "l", the march signal 
is high. The high valt1e of mmch signal means this CBR/VBR channel is matched. The 
complete SPAMM module is shown in Figt1re 4. J 6. This diagram shows the SPAMM is 
designed as content memory module. At each owgoing cell state, all words of SPAMM 
compare with the counter nt1mhcr. Jr one or spomm signal is high, the nwrch signal is 
high. 
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Figure 4.16: Counter. ITV and Mosk matching module: SPAMM 

Simulated Module of Map Memory 

The external port diagram o r s imul ated map memory is shown in Figure 4.17. There are 
severa l defined ports in map mem o ry. The definiti on or each port is described below: 

Clk1 
Clk2 

Reset 

Write 

Setupcell 

Releasecell 

Head_bus 

A_bus 

ITV Chandeliersize 

Mask 

Outgoi ng 

En_outport_no 

Match 

Figure 4.17: Map Mem ory Po rts Diagram 

• Clkl Port: is connected with the. elk/ signal of clock module. When the elk] signal is 
changed from the low to high. the map memory starts to accept cell operations. 
According to the val ue or 11Tire. sel/fJJce/1 and re/eosecell signals, the map memory 
either maps the incoming cell channel or creates a new channel or releases an old 
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channel in the mar memory. 11· the elk/ signal is changed from the high to low, the 
mar memory matches the counter numher with each ITV value and mosk value of 
CBR/VBR channel. If the va lu e is matched. the ourgoing cell is from the matched 
channel. If the value is not matched, the outgoing cell is from the chandelier buffer. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk2 signal from the Clock module. The clk2 signal gives the 
timing control for the mar memory operations. 

• Reset Port: is connected with the reser signal of controller module. When the reset 
signal is changed to high, the mar memory clears all channel information records in 
map memory. The map memory is reset to initial state. 

• Write Port: is connected with the vvrite signal of controller module. At acceptcell 
state, if the vvrite signal is changed from the low to high, the map memory read the 
cell head from the heocl_b11s and mar the channel number of cell head with the input 
circuit id field or the mar memory. Ir the channel is identified, the several fields of 
the mapped channel information record could he updated (Note: the detail description 
of updating map memory algorithm is introduced at last section of this chapter). If 
the channel is not matched. the switch will discard the incoming cell. 

• Setupcell Port: is connected with the serupce/1 signal of controller. At ac:ceprc:ell 
state, if the seT11JJc:ell signal is changed to high. the map memory will create a new 
channel record in the mar memory . All parameters for creating the new channel is 
created by controller. It puts these values onto the heod_bus. The map memory read 
those data rrom the heod_/){(.1 alkr it receives the high phase serupc:e/1 signal. 

• Releasecell Port: is connected with the re/eosec:t' II signal of controller. At oc:ceprc:ell 
state . if the releosecl'II signal is changed to high. the map memory will release an old 
channel record from the mar memory. 

• ITV Port: is connected with the IT\/ signal or the controller. At acc:eptc:el/ state, if 
the new estahlished channel is CBR/VBR channel, the map memory will receive the 
ITV value from the ITV port :111d then store it at the ITV field of new channel header. 

• Mask Port : is connected with the mos/.: signal of controller. Same as ITV port, the 
map memory will gel the mos/.: value rrom the mosk port and store it into the mask 
field of the newl y CBR/VBR channel he:H.kr. 

• Outgoing Port : is connected with the n11rgni11g signal of the output server. When the 
map memory receives the high phase 011rgoi11g signal. it selects a channel from the 
chandelier circular list and outputs the cell queue head pointer onto o_b11s. The cell 
memory uses this address to read the rirst cell or cell queue. 

• En_outport_no Port: is connected with the en_ourport_no signal of output server. 
When the map memory detects the low phase c:lkl signal, it gets the current output 
port number from the en_output_nn port and matches the counter number with ITV 
and mask value. If the value is IT1atched and the matched CBR/VBR channel is 
located at current output port. The channel is triggered and its cell is sent to output 
port. The channel is triggered only the channel is routed to the current output. 

• Head_bus Port: is connected with the cell head hus. At ac:c:eptce/1 state, the map 
memory read cell head rrom the h('or/_h11s. At 011rgoing cell state. the map memory 
outputs the rc-assemhly cell l1L~ad through this port. 

• A_bus Port : is connected with the cell address hus. At ac:c:eptcell state, the map 
memory read the incoming cell address from the o_/ms to update the cell queue head 
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and cell queue tail field or channel header. At ourgoing cell state, the map memory 
outputs the cell queue head rointer 01· selected channel onto a_bus for the cell 
memory reading cell. 

• Match Port: indicates that a CBR/VBR channel is triggered. When the match signal 
is high, the ourgoing cell is taken rrom the triggered CBR/VBR channel rather than 
chandelier buffer. 

• Chandeliersize Port: outputs the t'irst subfield value of chandelier register. The 
output server will use this value and _fi-ee signal of output port to select an available 
chandelier. 

4.9 Trigger Mechanism 

The trigger mechanism is designed to rrovide CBR/VBR channel's cells with the regular 

hit rate to pass the A TM SWITCH. The general idea of the trigger mechanism is to 

schedule cell output for a particular channel at regular intervals, to maintain a constant 

end-to-end delay within the network. Due to all cells or each CBR/VBR channel pass 

switch with a regular intervals . the delay for these cells are almost same. The jitter can 

thus he ignored . 

In last section. the SPAMM circuit module or mar mem ory was descrihed. The SPAMM 

lets the counter numher comrare with ITV and nwsk value of CBR/VBR channel. If the 

value is matched. a CBR/VBR channel is triggered and the ourgoing cell is taken from 

the matched channel rather than chandelier. Ir the compared value is not matched. the 

outgoing cell is taken 1·rom chandelier huller. Figure 4.18 shows the trigger mechanism 

and chandelier selecting a channel ror ourgoing a cell. 

0 4 5 6 7 .... 

• • 
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................ .. _ -- ------------- ,---------·-----.. .. .... .., .... 

Trigger Mechanism Chandelier 

Figure 4.18: Trigger ML'.Chanism and Chandelier Structure 
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For each newly estahlish1:xi CBR/VBR channel, the controller will assign an ITV value 

and mask value. The ITV and mos/.: value are stored in the channel's record in map 

memory. The value of ITV and mos/.: :ire generated by a special control algorithm based 

on the proportion o r total link handwidth required by the virtual channel. The counter 

regularly increments at each counter working cycle. So an output slot for the channel 

occurs regularly, and it is triggered ancl a cell sent output the output port. Thus the trigger 

mechanism provides the real-time quality or service required for voice. 

4.9.1 Principle of Trigger Mechanism 

As described before, the trigger mechanism compares the counter number with the ITV 

and mask value o r each channel. Ir match hetween the two values occurs, the matched 

channel will send its cell onto the output pon. The circuit module which implements the 

trigger mechani sm was introduced earlier in the description of the SPAMM module of 

the map memory. However, we have not discussed the reaso ns why the ITV and a mask 

value contain sufficient information to determine whether any arbitrary counter value 

should trigger a CBR/V BR channel: what the relati onship is between these three values, 

how to assign TTY :rnd mosk val ue !"or a CBR/VBR channel. In this sec tion the theory 

behind the trigger mechanism will he introduced. 

The principle or th e trigger mechanism is to schedule cell output for a particular channel 

at regular intervals , to maintain a constant end-to-end delay within the network . The 

trigger mechanism uses a regularly incremented counter as the core of its scheduling 

algorithm [Lyons, l 997]. Each CBR/VBR channel is associated with a unique set of 

equally-spaced values in the counter's range and will he triggered whenever the counter 

value equals one or these trigger v:1lues. The spacing hetween triggers will be inversely 

proportional to the ch:rnnel ' s spc.ed, so the high-speed channels will be triggered 

frequently, low-speed channels less frequently . 11· the channel is triggered, but its buffer 

queue is currently empty (as would often he case for VBR channels), then access to the 

output port will default to the ABR/UBR channel, then output will also be able to come 

from the chandelier. Spacing triggers appropriately for each channel's bandwidth, and 

ensuring that triggers for two or more channels do not occur simultaneously is a function 

of the switch control software which is executed at channel establishment time. 

The following example shows how a range or counter values can be assigned to trigger 

CBR/VBR channels with particular (and differing) speed requirements. Suppose a switch 

currently supports 4 channels. A lo I), all destined for output via the same port, where: 
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• A is a CBR channel which requires ¼ of link bandwidth of the output port (Note 

the ¼ link hanclwidth means the required handwidth take ¼ of the total bandwidth. 

For example. if the total handwidth is l .2Gbps, the ¼ bandwidth will be 300Mbps. 

In this example, the channel A wi II he assigned 300Mbps bandwidth ) 

• B is a VBR c hannel which requi res a maximum of 118 of link bandwidth (Note the 

channel B will be assigned I 50Mhps hand width , if the total bandwidth is 1.2Gbps. ) 

• C is an ABR channel 

• Dis a UBR channel 
If we use a four-hit counter, the to tal range of the counter is from Oto 15. Because the A 

takes ¼ of the OLilpLit port bandwidth , A could be triggered by counter values 0, 4, 8, 12, 

0, 4, 8, 12, . .. , "us ing up " fo ur o utput slots at each counter cycle. And B could be 

triggered by COLinter va lues I. 9. I. 9. "using up " two output slots, (or 2. I 0, 2, 10, . .. , or 

3, 1 L 3. l 1. ... or 5. 13. 5. 13 .. .. etc) . The rest or the output slots w ill he used to serve 

channels C and D , for which th e cell quc.ues wi ll he in chandeliers. 

Whenever the cou nter !.!enerates a tri~!.!er va lue for channe l A or B. these channels will .... ........ ' 

be given unconditi o nal access to the out put port. If the channel has no cell buffered when 

thi s occurs. or if the counter n Lit put is not eq ual to a trigger value for channel A or B. 

then the channels bu Ile.red in the chandelier will he g iven access to the output port. Table 

4.1 is a tim e-sequence showin g wha t happens at successive output slots. 

Table 4.1 : Time-sequence showing output from a triggered node 

C ount channel to out put Reason 

0 A count= 0 tri f!!.!ers outriut from channel A unco nditionall y 

1 B count = I tri!.!!.!ers output from channel B unconditionally 

2 C Neither A nor B is scheduled for output, and the nex t entry 

in the chandelier's circuit li s t which the round robin output 

server will reach contains the channel header for channel 

C. 

3 I) Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and channel D is 

the next e ntry in the chandelier's circular li st 

4 A count= 4 tri!.!!.!Crs outriut from channel A unconditionally 

5 C Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and channel C is 

the next entry in the chandelier ' s circular list 
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6 D Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and channel D is 

the next entry in the chandelier's circular list 

7 C Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and channel C is 

the next entry in the chandelier's circular list 

8 A Count= 8 tri!!!!ers output from channel A unconditionally 

9 I) count = 9 triggers output from channel B unconditionally, 

hut B is a YBR channel with an empty buffer, so service 

derm,lts to D. the next channel to be reached by the 

chandelier's round rohin output server 

10 C Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and channel C is 

the next entry in the chandelier's circular list. Because the 

cell queue of channel C hecomes empty after the last cell 

has heen output. the header of channel C is removed from 

the chandelier's circular list 

11 D 1either A nor B is scheduled for output and channel D is 

the next entry in the chandelier's circular list 

12 A Count = 12 tri!!!!ers outnut from channel A unconditionally 

13 D Neither A nor B is scheduled for output and the header of 

channel Chas hcen removed from the chandelier's circular 

1 isL so channel D IS the next entry 111 the chandelier's 

circular list 

14 I) Neither A nnr B is scheduled for output and channel D is 

the next entry in the chandelier ' s circular list. Because the 

cell queue or channel D becomes empty after the last cell 

h:.is heen output. the header of channel C is removed from 

the chamklier' s circular list 

15 Idle 1either A nor B IS scheduled for output and the cell 

queues or channel C and D are empty. so no cell is output 

at this slot. 

And begin to next counter cycle. 

From the above description. we know the channel will he triggered hy a set of counter 

values determined by the relationship hetween the channel speed and the link's total 

bandwidth. Below. 1 descrihe this relationship in cktail. According to the paper [Lyons, 

1997]. we define two data rields (ITV. Mos/.:) for each channel in the map memory. 

These will match a regularly spaced set or values in the counter range. which are to he 
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used as triggers for the channel. ln the following secLion I will describe how ITV and 

mask values are selec ted for a CBR/VBR channel. 

4.9.2 ITV Space and Mask 

When a CBR/VBR channel is firs t estahlished. Lhe controller assigns it an ITV, its Initial 

Trigger Value - the lowest counter value which will trigger output from a particular 

channel - and a TS, its Trigger Separation , the channel will be allocated 1/TS of the 

output bandwidth and it will suhsequently he triggered when the counter has values ITV, 

ITV + TS , ITV + 2 TS. and so on. Thi s way of characterizing the set of trigger values for 

a channel - as an initial value and a separation is or more than academic interest; with the 

addition of a suitahle mos/.: value. it providc.s !"or a fast. low-storage way of determining 

whether the current counter value is the trigger !"or a channel or not. 

For the example of last section. channel A has been allocated ¼ of the link bandwidth 

(ITV= 0. and TS= 4 ). Therefore the channel will be triggered by counter values of 0, 4 , 

8. 12 . . . . from the counter range. 0 .. 16. Jr the ITV is O and the TS is J. then output from 

the channel will he triggered hy counter values or 0 . I. 2. 3, etc. That is, it will be 

allocated 100% o r the channel h,rndwidth. Tahle 4.2 shows the channels A and B from 

the example ahove could he thcrci'ore ,1llocated JTVs and TSs as follows: 

Table 4.2 ITV and TS value or A and B channels 

channel bandwidth requirem e nt ITV TS 

A 1/4 () 4 

B 1/8 I 8 

Many other allocations or ITV and TS arc possible. How do we find an ITV for the 

channel heing estahlished'? It is not sufficient for this ITV simply to differ from any other 

ITVs that have previously hcen allocated. hecause although the initial trigger values for 

two channels running at dilTerent speeds may differ. later trigger values could coincide, 

which would cause the two ch,mnels to he triggered simultaneously. The ITV allocation 
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procedure must prevent this from occurring. The requirement can be expressed by the 

following inequality, where ITV,, is the ITV to he allocated to a channel (n): 

i.e. ITVn + pTSn + ITVm +qTSm V m, p, q 
where p = 0 - (max counter value/ TSn) + l 

q = 0 - (max counter value/ TSm) + 1 

m = O - no or estahlished channels 

Finding ITV values that satisfy this inequality is not completely trivial, given that the 

Trigger Separations for different channels are not equal, and that channels are being 

established and disestahlished dynamically . 

However, upon examination. it transpires that a simple relationship exists between the set 

of existing ITV/TS pairs. anJ the ITV allocated to a new channel with a particular TS. A 

channel with a TS or I requires I ()(J<lr, 0 1· the link hand width and has an ITV of 0. If such 

a channel exists, then no other channels can he allocated bandwidth . However, if such a 

channel does not exist. it would he possihle to allocate two TS= 2 channels with ITVs of 

0 and l, or four TS= 4 channels with ITVs or 0. 2. I, and 3. According to paper [Lyons, 

1997), if we use a hinary tree to represent the ITV space, the solution to this problem is 

easy to find. As Figure 4.19 shows. each level in the tree corresponds to a particular TS 

and each node corresponds to an ITV value. A channel which requires a new ITV can be 

established if. at the level in the tree with the desired TS, there is an unallocated node 

with no allocated children or ancestors. 

Figure 4.19: ITV space represented as a binary tree 
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The pattern in Figure 4. J 9 is fairly easy to understand. A channel associated with the 

children of a particular node will have a TS which is twice that of the parent. Thus only 

half of the trigger values which would he used by a channel associated with the parent 

node will be used by either of the children. Hence the root node, which has an Initial 

Trigger Value of 0. and a Trigger Separ;llion of 1, to a channel which uses all counter 

values. thus using I()()% of the link h;rnclwidth . If such a channel has not been 

established. two channels. each using hair the link bandwidth could be es tablished. They 

would hoth have a Trigger Separation or 2. Thus one could have an Initial Trigger Value 

of 0, and the other could have an Initial Trigger Value or 1, without a trigger concidence 

conflict. In general: 

fTVltftchilrU11,,r/r1 

() 

ITV,,,,,,, 

ITV,,..,;, + TS ,, . .,,,. 

It is no t permi ssihle ror a channe l to he assoc iated with a node which has ancestors or 

descendants which are associated with a channel. as the intersection between the 

complete set of tri gger v;ilues generated hy a node's (ITV, TS) combination and the 

complete set of trigger values generated hy the (ITV, TS) combination of any of its 

offspring is non -empty. 

Figure 4.20: Finding an ITV for C after A and B have been es tabli shed 

At any moment during the operation or the sys tem. only part or the binary tree will 

actually exist. Arter the establishment or channels A and B from the example above, only 

the part of tree shown using solid lines in Figure 4.20. below, would ex ist, and the nodes 

allocated to channds A and B would contain the names of those channels. Further 

allocations would invo lve traversing (and adding to) the tree to find an unallocated node 
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at the desired level with no allocated ,rncestors or children. Thus a node C which requires 

'I. of the output bandwidth (a TS or 4) would he allocated by adding the dotted-line part 

of the tree. 

It has previously been explained that a channel, n say, will be triggered by any of the 

counter values ITVn, ITVn + TSn, ITVn + 2TSn, and so on. There is little time during 

the output phase of the switch's clock cycle to determine whether the current counter 

value m;itches any or these trigger values, so it would be infeasible to store them all and 

search the stored values sequentially for one that matched the current counter output. 

Searching them all in p;iralkl, using constant-address;ihle memory would be technically 

feasible, but expensive, hecause or the size or the n~sulting CAM. 

However, the all the trigger values ror ,1 particular channel share a hit-pattern in the low

order bits, and this hit-pa11ern occurs in the trigger values for no other channel. 

Therefore, if the other, high-order. hits of the counter value are masked, ;i comparison 

between the current counter value and the ITV will suffice to detect any trigger value for 

the channel. 

We have previously seen that the TSs is powers of 2. Thus a channel with a TS of 64 and 

an ITV of 12 111 , (0011 !H\) will he triggered when the counter is 

1210 = (Ox :/+ 12 )10 = 00 I WO, 

2810 = ( I x 2° + 12 ) '" = () I I I 00_. 

44
10 = (2 X 2° + f 2 ),u = IO I I no, 

6010 = ( 3 X 2° + 12 )/(1 = I I I I 00 , 

In other words. the houom !"our hits or oil the trigger values for the channel are identical 

to the bottom four hi Ls of the ITV. and furthermore, there are no num hers with the 1100 

bit combination in the bottom rnur hits that are not valid trigger values for the channel. In 

general. the trigger values !'or an arbitrary channel with a TS of 2" will differ in only their 

bottom n bits. Thus, if we give the mr,sk value as 11 0000, the result of nwsk value OR 

(ITV value EQ' counter value) should hL: equal to 11 111 l, such as: 
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mask counter ITV result 

110000 OR ( 00 1100 EQ 00 l l(Hl) = 111111 

11 0000 OR ( O I l 100 EQ 00 11 (H)) = 11 111 l 

11 0000 OR ( 10 1100 EQ 00 1 100) = 111111 

11 0000 OR (1 1 l JOO EQ 00 I I 00) = 111111 

4.9.3 Implementation of the Trigger Mechanism 

In the above sec ti ons, the principle or the trigger mechanism and an algorithm for 
working out the ITV and mos/.: values are introduced. A s we described before. the trigger 
operation i s implemented hy using the SPAMM modu le of the map mem ory. The 
controller maintains an ITV tnx 1·or each output port. So an ITV tree represents the full 
bandwidth of an output port :..111d the numhers or ITV trees is same as the output port 
numbers. If the swi tch recei ves a Setup ce ll ror huilding a CBR/ VBR channel, the 
controller checks the ITV tree or the ind ica ted output port. If the required bandwidth is 
available in the ITV tree. the controller cs t:.th lishes thi s new channel and updates the ITV 
tree. 

Because each ou tpu t port has a unique ITV tree. the same ITV and mask values might be 
assigned to the different CBR/ VBR channels w hich arc not routed to the same output 
port. 

This might seem li kely to cause conll ict at the output ports, i f two channels were 
triggered hy the same counter va lue. Such "conllicts" would not. in fact. be a problem, 
because output ports supply cel ls to separate communication lines, and can therefore 
operate completely independently. H owever. output ports are supplied from a single 
source. cell memory. In ortkr to give equal service to all the output ports. they are .served 
by a round rohin server (i .e .. ti rn G-d iv ision-rnultiplexing). A second counter controls this. 
Thus for a part icular channel to gain access to i ts output port during a particular 
ourgoing cell state. the output port coun tGr must match the channel 's output port number. 
and the trigger mechanism must detect a match hetween the trigger counter and the 
channel' s ITV. 

It is apparent that , for an n-port switch the output port counter must increment at n times 
the rate of the trigger counter. This is why the counter cycle is defined as four times the 
elk] cyc le in Sec tion 4.6. as shown in l"igurc 4.6. 

Data Structure of ITV Tree Node 

In the above sections. the ITV tree and its structure were introduced. Figure 4.21 shows 
the structure of individual nodes in the ITV tree. 
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ITV Tree 
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B 

Leftptr Channelid isNode 

Channel 
Node 

I 
I ._ _______________ , 

TS ITV Rightptr 

Figure 4.21: TTY Tree ;md ITV Tree Node Structure 

Figure 4.21 shows the TTY tree node consists of five fields. They are two pointer fields 
and three data fields : 

• Leftptr: is a pointer that roints to the Iert suhtree or the current node. 
• Rightptr: is a rointer that r oints to the right suhtree of the current node. 
• Channelid: stores the channel id ror an estahlished CBR/VBR channel. The same 

channel icl is also stored in the mar memory . 
• isNode: flag s the node which is either !ear or node type in the ITV tree. The leaf 

represents an assigned channel and it won't have a child. The node doesn't represent 
a channel and it·s _just :.i nmk in the tree. Ir a node is treated as :.i leaf, the value of 
isNode is false . Otherwise. it· s set to true. 

• TS: stores the TS value or the node. 

• ITV : stores the ITV v:.ilue or the node. 

Node B in Figure 4.18 can thus he rerrcsentecl hy the following values (Note: in the 
simulated ATMSWITCH module. the ITV. mosk and channelid fields are defined to be 
10 hits wide.) . 

NodeB.lefrprr = NULL 
NocleB.righr1m· = NULL 
NodeB.chonne!id = ()()()/()()()()/{) , 
NodeB.isNode 
NodeB. TS 
NodeB.IT\I 

= frrlse 
=4 
= 00000000 IO. 

In the above examrle. lefrprr and righr1nr are or type pointer. They have the value NULL 
because the Node B is a !ear in the tree. Chonnelirl and ITV are of type binary and they 
contain the channel numher {)()()/{)()()()/(): and the ITV value 0000000010: respectively. 
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The TS is of type integer and isNorle is or type Boolean. The Boolean value FALSE is 
assigned to isNorle hccause the node is a !ear. 

General Algorithm for the Controller 

As we described ahove, the controller maintains one ITV tree for each output port. An 
ITV tree represents full bandwidth of an output port. That is, the initial state of the ITV 
tree is empty, and the whole bandwidth is available. When a new CBR/VBR channel is 
created, the con troll er searches the TTY tree for a location which has a Trigger Separation 
corresponding to the desired bandwidth and does not already contain a node that has been 
allocated to a channel and has no allocated ancestors or children (either of which would 
cause simultaneous output conllicts). ff such a location exists, a node is created there, 
and its fields arc loaded with the ini'orm:llion ahout the channel. As previously explained, 
the ITV allocated to a CBR/VBR channel is determined hy the position of its node in the 
ITV tree, and the depth of the node is in turn cletermined by the channel's bandwidth 
requirement. 

When an old CBR/VBR channel is released, the node for this channel is removed from 
the tree. Figure 4.22 shows the TTY tree hefore, during, and after the life of a ¼ 
bandwidth CBR/VBR channel C. The diagram also shows that the intermediate node is 
created for building ;i new CBR/ VBR channel node. Al"ter the channel is released, the 
intermediate node is removed l°rolll the tree as well. 

Figure 4.22: Procedure or Channel C Created and Released 

When a Setup cell arrives for ;i new CBR/VBR channel, the controller traverses the ITV 
tree and finds a location for adding the new channel node. As Figure 4.23 shows a new 
CBR/VBR channel. D needs 

1
/ , or the total link handwiclth, the controller travels the tree 

and finds a location ror the channel. The controller first walks the tree in an ordered 
manner which is defined in the simulated lllodule. 
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In the example. the controller accesses nodes in the order: A-Nl-R-B-N2-N4-N3. It does 
no t traverse to a loca ti o n helnw nodes A and B. hecuuse these nodes have been allocated 
previously, so their descenda nts arc unavailahle. The node C hasn' t he accessed because 
the requested bandwidth (1/s o r tota l hand width) is grea ter than can he supplied by a node 
at the level of C. The node N l is the rirs t place that is available fo r inserting channe l D. 
When the control ler accesses the node N3. it round that the N3 is al so an available place 
and N3 is more suitable than node N I. hecause the avail able bandwidth in the node N3 is 
m ore appropria te the required hand width. T he contro ller thus add a node as a child of 
node N3 fo r c ha nne l D. The do lled- line shows the channe l D is created in the tree. To 
find an appropriate place. the cont roller traverses the tree and records the current most 
suitable node until travel is finished. The recorded node is the place to insert the new 
c hannel node. 

Figure 4.23: Insert Channe l D in the ITV T ree 

The a lgori thm or con troller man;ig ing the tree is descrihed below in detail. 

Initialise ITV Tree 

Create thi..: rour roo t nmks ror L'ac h lllltput port and each node is in itia li sed as: 

roor. lefrerr : = 11111/: 
roor.righr1nr := 11 11 //: 
roor.isNodf' : = rm f': 
root.ITV := oooonooooo: 
root. TS := I : 

Insert New Chnnnel in the ITV Tree 

Get the new channe l handwid th and channe l id : 
Assign roo t po in ter to rootptr: 
In_order_travcl the tree rrnm the root po inter o r tree: 
if (current pointer is not nu ll and th i..: tree level is great than request handwidth ) 
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recursively in_orcler_travel the tree from currentNode-> leftptr; 
if (current node is not a leaf node and the node level in the tree is great 
than 

request bandwidth level) 

compare current node with the recorded node 
record the node whose level is less than another node; 
return to last caller; 

recursively in_order_travel the tree from currentNode-> rightptr; 
if (current node is not J leaf node and the node level in the tree is great 
than 

request bandwidth level) 

cornp:.ire current node with the recorded node 
record the node whose level is less than another node; 
return to caller: 

Get the most suitable node N; 
if (the level or node N is just last high level than the request bandwidth level) 

cre;1te the node for thi s request chJnnd: 
else 

create the intermediate node recusively until the node is just high than the 
h:1ndwidth level: 

Assign the channel id. ITV . TS. ldtptr ;_rnd rightptr to the new channel node; 

The ITV vJlue for the node can k worked out hy using following algorithm: 

!TV = (){)(){)(){){)O()O: r,,,,, 

!TV,,p,.,,,,,1t,,,,,.,.,,,, = JJr,rcnt !TV vo /11 €1: 

!TV'"'"""'''''""'"" = J){trc·nt !TV l'(t/11€1 OR JJr11 ·f'nt TS valuf': 

For example, if parent ITV v;1lue is~- it 's on the level 2 and the TS value for this 
level is 4. so 

rrv,,Jirh;/,/ = 3 = r H ){)(}()(}()() 11: 
!TV,., ,,,,,-J,if,J = 3 0 R 4 = (){)()()(}(}(}(} 11: + ()()()()()00 I 00 2 = 0000000111 :c 

The mas/..: value ror the node rnn he worked out by using following algorithm: 
Find the TS value that eq ual to hJndwidth; 
In terms 01·Ts value. find the level value I; 
left shift --11 I I 11 I I I I .. va lue I times and the result is mos/..: value. 
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For example, if bandwidth is 1/8. the TS value is 8. The related level value is 3 , 
so 

" 11 l I l l l 1000'' is mosk value for thi s channel. 

Release the Old Channel from the Tree 

Get the channel id N; 
Assign root po inter to rootptr: 
In_order_travel the tree from the root pointe r or tree; 
if (c urre nt poi nter is no t null ) 
{ 

if (the channelid o r cu rre nt node is equal to N) 
ex it to in_order_t raveL 

recursivel y in_nrder_travel th e tree from currentNode -> leftptr; 
recursively in_on.ler_trave l the tree from currentNode-> rightptr; 

Release c hannel N node rrnm the tree: 
Rem ove the parent node o r channel N it" the channel N is only its child; 
Remow the parent node i r current removed node is on ly its c hild until the 
conditi o n is not sat isfi ed. 

4.10 Cell l\1emory Module 

Cells are huffe red in cel l memory in the ATMSWlTCH. When a cell arrives from the 
switc h 's input port. it will he stored in cell memory until it is selected !"or ou tput and then 
transferred to th1:.' o utput port . The cell hulkr is constructed from memory chips. so it has 
di stinct read and write cycles. Each opera ti on cycle o r the ATMSWITCH is thus divided 
into two s tates. One involves writing a cell into the huffer and it is called the acceptcell 
state. The other in vo lves read ing a ce ll from huller; it is called outgoing state. The 
switch continually alte rnates between these two states. This is a characteristic of huffer
based ATM switch architectures. 

In the ATMSWlTCH architecture. a complex data s tructure is used to organize cells so 
that the servicing hcha vio ur they ex perience suits their required Class o r Service. Three 
modules are used to implement the data structure. They are Map Memory. Cell 
Memory and CQlinks (Cell Queue links memory) modules. Earlier, map memory, 
which provides the links necessary for implementing the chandelier's circular list. was 
described in detail. In this sect io n we deal only with the cell memory module. The 
CQlinks module which suppo rt s the cell queue structure or chandelier will he introduced 
in nex t section. 
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Figure 4.24 : Cell Memory Port Diagram 

The exte rnal ports or the simul ated ce ll memory module are shown in Figure 4.24. The 
cell memory has several ports. like normal memory ; their function s are described below: 

• Reset Port : con nected to the Clock module.. When the reser signal is changed from 
low to high. the cell memory is reset and all data s tored in it is cleared . 

• Clk2 Port: receives c//..:2 signal rrom the Clock module . The c//..:2 signal gives the 
timing control for th e cell memory operations. 

• Write Port: connected to the co nt ro ller. During the r1cceprcell state, if the write signal 
is set to high hy contro ll er, the ce ll data is written into the cell memory. 

• Read Port: connec ted to the controller. During the outgoing cell state, if the read 
signal is set to high, the cell memory reads cel l data from the memory. 

• A_bus Port : connected to the address hus in the switch . During the occeptcell state, 
the address hus provides an avai lahlc cell memory address for the incoming cell to 

srore. During the 011rgoing cell state. the add ress hus is provided with a cell memory 
address from w hich the cell wi II he read. 

• D_bus Port : connec ted to the cell d:lla hus in the switch. During the occeprcel/ state, 
the input port o utputs its cell o nto the f)_h11s from which it can he written in to the 
cell mem ory through the !)_ /ms port. During th e outgoing ce ll s tate, data is 
transferred from cell memory's /) _IJ//s port via the D _bus to the output port. 

• Ready Port: o utfHlls the reorlv signal when the cell memory has Cinished writing or 
reading operations. The reorlv signal notifies the other related modules that the cell 
memory h as com ple ted its _joh. 

4.11 Cell Queue Link Module 

In last section. the CQ!in/..:s module . which is part of the cell queue structure of 
chandelier, was me ntioned . As descrihed in previous sections, the cells of each channel 
are organized into a cell queue which is maintained separately from the queues of cells 
associated with other channels. Figure 4.22 shows the channel header which is organized 
as a circular lis t implemented in map memory, and queues of cells, pointed to by the cell 
headers. Because the circular list o r headers has heen described before, here I just 
descrihe how the cell que ue structure is realized hy using the CQlinks m odule. 
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Map Memory { 
•----- Channel Header 

•----- Cell Queue 
Cell Memory 

Figure 4.25: Channc.l Header Circular List and Ce ll Queue Structure 

Figure 4.25 shows that the cell queue is implemented as a linked lis t; the first item of the 
queue is pointed to by the channel header. In previo us section, cell memory was 
descrihed as storing cell data only and no special structure was defined for linking the 
cells together into a queue. The purpose or the CQlinks is to hold the queue pointers. 
CQlinks is actu:.1ll y a separate high-speed memory, running in p:.1rallel lo cell mem ory . If 
cell memory has a pair or adjace nt cells in a cell queue at addresses m and n, then 
locati on m in CQlinks w ill contain the va lue m. The reaso n that the link addresses are not 
stored in cell memory is that in order to insert an ite m into the list, it is necessary to write 
that entry, and also th e pointer 1·ie ld 01· :1nother entry. Doing thi s using two separate 
accesses to call memory wou ld reduce the speed or insertion opera ti ons by 50%. 
Dele ti on operations would also in vo lve a simi lar delay, as data would have to be read 
from the cell which was he ing output. :rnd then its pointer field would have to be updated 
to insert it into the li s t o r free ce ll s. 

The following cl esc ription concerns the detail s o f the CQlinks module. 

When it is first initialized. CQlinks is a list or free cells. This is shown in Figure 4.26 ; 
each location; 01· CQlinks stores the next address i + l. So location

0 
of CQlinks contains 

1, location , contains 2, and so nn. CQlinks is the same size as cell memory. If a cell is 
stored at the address ,, in cell memory, then the link pointer for thi s cell is stored at the 
address" in CQlinks. The address or the he:.1d or the list of free cells is stored in a register 
called Freecell. When the switch is ahout to write a cell into the cell memory, the address 
where the write operation will occur is given by the Freecell register. Freecell is then 
updated to point to the next cell in the list or free cells. For example, the value of current 
Freecell register is O in the Figure 4.26. At this time, ii" the switch accepts an incoming 
cell, the cell will he stored at the address O or cell memory because the cell memory 
address is given by Freece /1 . Al'tcr the cell memory has written the cell, the value of 
Freece/1 is updated to point at the address contained in the pointer fi e ld of location O of 
CQlinks, that is. I. 
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Figure 4.26: Initialized State or Cqlinks Memory 

After the cell has ken written into cell 111e111nry. the cell queue head and cell queue tail 
pointer (and the hea<.kr. ir the cell is the only one in the queue) fields of the channel 
header belonging to that queue arc up<.bted. 

Let's consider an example to show how the CQlinks manages the cell queue and handles 
the available address for cell memory. Suppose three channels, A. B. and C have been 
established through the switch. Channel A has 3 cells. A ,, A 1 , and A , to be stored in the 
cell memory. Ch,rnnel B has 4 cells. R" R,. R,, and BJ, In this example. only the process 
of writing cells into 111emory is considered and CQlinks is assumed to start in the 
initialised state. We thus get the rollowing resu lts after the switch writes a cell at each 
acceprcell state. 

• Write Cell State 0: the Frl'e cdl value is 0. cell memory is empty and CQlinks is 111 

the initialised state : 
• Write Cell State L: cell A , is stored al address O or cell memory. The Freece/1 value is 

updated to 1 and address O o r CQ!inks is set to 0 . Both cell queue head and cell queue 
tail pointers in the channel header 1·or channel A are are pointed at the address of the 
new cell in cel l 111emory. that is 0: 

• Write Cell State 2: the cell R, is stored at address I of cell memory. The Freecell 
value is updated to 2 and address I or CQlinks is set to 0. Both cell queue head and 
cell queue tail rointcrs in tk channel header ror chan nel B are pointed at the address 
of the new cell in cell memory. that is I: 

• Write Cell State 3: the cell A, is stored at address 2 of cell memory. The Freecell 
va lue is updated to 3 and address 2 or CQlinks is set to 0. Channel A already has a 
cell A

1 
stored at the address() or cell memory, so the contents of address O of CQlinks 

is updated to 2 whic h is the address or cell A, in the cell memory. So address O in cell 
memory contains the data rnr cell A ,, and address O in CQ!inks contains 2, a pointer 
to the address or the next location containing a cell for circuit a cell memory. At this 
time the cell queue tail pointer or channel A is updated to 2, because it always points 
to the address or the Ii.1st cell in the. queue. 
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• Write Cell State 4: Same as Write Cell State 3, the cell B2 is stored at address 3 of 
cell memory. The Freec:e/1 value is updated as to and address 3 of CQlinks is set to 0. 
The address l of CQ!inks is updated to 3 and the cell queue tail of channel B is 
updated to 3. 

After several write states, the cells that were coming through channel A and B have been 
stored in the cell memory and the cell link pointer is stored in the CQlinks memory. 
Figure 4.27 shows the result of the CQlinks and cell memory value after Write Cell State 
7. 

I Channe l A Header ~----------111>- 0 2 0 A, 
I Channe l B Header r----------111>- 1 3 1 B, 

2 4 2 A, 
3 5 3 B , 

Channel A Tail r----------111>- 4 4 A " 
5 6 5 B " 

Channel B Tail r----------111>- 6 6 B 4 

,-------+ 7 8 7 
I 

8 9 8 
~---------: 7 

Freecell 
n-1 n n-1 

n 0 n 

COlinks Memory Cell Memory 

Figure 4.27: CQlinks and Cell Memory Value After Write Cell State 7 

The above examrk only considered the writing or cells into cell mem ory. When switch 
is in the ourgoing cell state. different orerations are performed on CQlinks. At each 
ourgoing state. the cell memory address rrom which the outgoing cell is to be taken will 
be given by the cell queue head rointer !"ield or the channel header in map memory. After 
the first cell is removed from the cell queue, the cell queue head is updated by the value 
of the first cell link pointer which is stored in the CQlinks. 

When a cell has heen removed rrom the cell memory, this cell must be released and 
CQ!inks also needs to he urdated. The strategy used here for updating CQlinks is quite 
simple. The successor rointcr !"ield for the cell which has _just been outrut are stored at 
the same address in CQlinks as the cell data which has _just been output, so it is 
straightforward to insert the !"recd cell into the rree list hy copying the value of Freec:el/ 
into the cell' CQlinks, and corying the value or the cell's address into Freec:ell. The 
removed cell address is therefore reused hy the next incoming cell. As Figure 4.28 
shows, after the cell x has heen outrut from cell memory address 5, the CQ!inks address 
5 is updated hy the value 7 which is the Freece/1 value. And the Freec:ell content will be 
replaced hy the cell .:r address 5. The next inc.:01ning cell will thus he stored at cell 
memory address 5. 
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7 8 Output 
Freece ll Port 

Cqlinks Cell Mmeory 

Contents of CO li nks and ce ll memory After Cell X be sent to Output Port 

Figure 4.28: Urdaled CQlinks ;11·1 cr cell x he transl'erred from Cell Memory onto Output 
Port 

Let us consider another examrle to show how these operations are done during the 
outgoing cell st;1te. Let's start at the end or write cell state 7 in the last example. We 
assume that three cells for channel C. C,. C:. C,. will arrive at the switch during write cell 
state 7; the channel B still has cells tha1 ncL~d to put into the cell memory and they are B 5, 

B,, B7• B~. At each 011rgoi11g stale. a cell will he sent to output port from the cell memory. 
We also assume tha1 1he channel A. B and C arc or equal priority and their cells will be 
transferred from cell memory onto output port in order. The example follows the 
progress of the system starting at write st:lle 8. 

• Write cell state 8: the cell C, is stored at address 7 of cell memory. The Freecell 
value is updated to 8 and address 7 or CQlinks is set to 0. Both cell queue head and 
cell queue tail 01· channel C is assigned the address or cell C

1 
address in cell memory. 

that is 7; 
• Read cell State I: It's time ror channel A to output a cell. The address of the cell is 

given by cell queue head pointer or channel A. it's 0. The content of address O in cell 
memory, A,. is thus sent to the cell data hus. The cell queue head is assigned the 
value in CQlinks address 0. it's 2. The content or CQ!inks address O is updated with 
the current F,n·cell value 8 and the value in Freecell is replaced hy the address of 
cell A,, O; 

• Write Cell State 9: cell R I is stored at address O or cell memory. The Freecell value is 
updated to 8 and location O or CQlinks is set to 0. The last cell address for channel B 
is changed from 6 to O and the cell queue !ail of channel B is set to 0. 
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• Read cell State 2: It's time for channel B to output a cell. The address of the cell is 
given by the cell queue head or channel B. it 's I . The content of address 1 in cell 
memory, BJ is thus sent to the cell data hus . The cell queue head is assigned the value 
at CQlinks address l , it's 3. The content of CQlinks address l is updated with the 
current Fref!ce /1 value 8 and the value in Frf!ece /1 is replaced by the address of cell 
Br 1; 

• Write Cell State I 0: cell C:c is stored at address l of cell mem ory. The Freecell value 
is updated as 8 and location I or CQlinks is set to 0. The last cell address for channel 
C of CQlinks is changed from 7 to 1 and the cell queue tail of channel C is set to l. 

• Read cell State 3: It 's tim e for channel C 10 outputs a cell. The address of the cell is 
given hy the ce ll queue head pointer 01· channel C, it's 7. The content of address 7 in 
cell memory CJ is thus sent to eel I data hus . The cell queue head is assigned the 
content of CQlinks address 7. it 's I. The content of CQlinks address 7 is updated 
with the current Frf!ne/1 value 8 and the Freece /1 is replaced by the address of cell CJ 
7; 

Figure 4.29 shows the values in CQlinks and cell memory locations O to 8 after Read 
Cell State 3. The diagram also show the headers and tails location or channel A, B and C. 

Channe l B Tail r----- I 

I 

C anne l C Header 
I 
I --, ·----• 0 0 

& Tai l I 

~------+ 1 1 
B , 

C' 
I Channel A Header ~----------111- 2 4 2 A ' 
I Channel B Header r----------111- 3 5 3 B ' 
I Channel A Ta il 1-----------111- 4 4 A , 

5 6 5 B , 
6 0 6 B • 

I ----------1)1- 7 8 7 
I 

8 9 8 I 
I 
I 

7 ~------1 n-1 n n-1 
Freecel l n 0 n 

ca links Memory Cell Memory 

Figure 4.29: CQ!inks and Cell Mem ory Value After Read Cell State 3 

The cell queues or channel A. B and C arter the Read Ce ll State 3 are shown in Figure 
4 .30. 
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I -----------------I I 

: 3 ,---,----, 5 ,---,----, 6 ..----,----, 0 Y 
'--~ 6 2 I ---1 B3 I I .. I 64 I _.,I 6s I • I 

Channel C: Cell Queue Head Cell Queue Tail 
I I :1~ I ·--~ 

Figure 4.30: Cell Queues or Channel A, B and C after Read Cell State 3 

The above descripti on illustrates how CQlinks is used to manage and update cell memory 
addresses, to support the operation or the cell queues used in the chandelier and trigger 
mechanisms of the ATMSWITCH . 

Clk1 

Clk2 

Reset 
A_bus 

Write Cq_Map_bus 

Read 

Ready 

Figure 4.31: CQlinks Port diagram 

The external ports or the simulated CQli nks module are shown in Figure 4 .31. CQ!inks 
has ports like those in a normal memory that are used to input and output signals for 
CQlinks module. 
• Reset Port : is driven hy the Clock module. When the signal on the Reset port input 

changes from low to high. CQlinks is reset to initialised state. 
• Clkl Port: is driven hy the Clock module. When the elk] signal is changed from low 

to high, CQlinks outputs an availahlc address for writing an incoming cell into cell 
memory. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk2 signal rrorn the Clock module. The clk2 signal gives the 
timing control ror the CQlinks nreratio ns. 

• Ready Port : is driven hy cell memory. During the Acceprcell state, the high phase of 
the ready signal notil'ies CQlinks that the cell has heen written into cell memory. 
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During the 011r,•oi11(1 cdl state. a hi!.!h value on the ready signal noLiLies the CQlinb 
'- ' "" '"" ..... i...; 

that the cell has heen read 1·rom the cell memory. 
• A_bus Port: outputs an avai lahlc cel l memory address for writing coming cell into 

cell memory at (ICceprce/1 state. 

4.12 Output Round Robin Server 

Like the Input Round Rohin Server (s imply called the input server) . the Output Round 
Rohin Server i s used to indicate the curren tl y availahle output port and cooperate with 
the mar memory module 10 determine which output port is going to output the cell. It 
uses a circular l ist 10 manage each outpu t r on. As Figure 4.32 shows, Lhe nodes on the 
circular list represent the output ports. At each 011rgoing state. the output server start to 
check whether the current output port is rnx or not. 

----------~ 

Current Output 
Port Node 

Figure 4.32 : Structure or Outplll Round Robin Server 

After a cell is sent out from the output port. the !lag signal f ree is set to high. If a cell has 
been transferred rrnm the cell memory to the output port. the fi-ee signal is set to low. At 
each 011rgoing slate. the output server checks the current output number with the free 
signal of this port. Ir the rree signal is high . the output server outputs the current port 
numher to mar memory. The current outpu t numhcr is used by the map memory to 
examine whether there arc any CBIVY BR channels 10 he tri ggered for th is port. 

During the mar memory is doing trigger operation, the output server receives the 
chandelier in formati on signal which is rrnm the chondelier register or map memory. and 
checks the chandelier in formation associated with the current output port. If the 
chandelier huffer of the current output port is not empty and the free signal of this port is 
high. the outpu t server outputs the high phase ourgoing signal to the controller. The high 
phase 011rgoing signal means the chandelier huffer or the current output port is not empty 
and the current output pon is rn.:e. 

The external pon s or the simulated output round rohin server is shown 111 Figure 4.:n. 
Their runcti ons can hi.; descrihed hL'.low: 
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• Free Port: the re are four rrcc, ports are used in output server module, they are from 
freeOO to freeO~ . Each rrc.e po rt is connectc.d with the free signal of an output port. If 
the output port is empty, the free.signal is set to high. The output server will use those 
free ports to check whether the ouqrnt port is availahle to receive the cell. 

• Clkl Port: the clkl port recc.i ves elk! s ignal from the Clock module. When the elk] 
signal changes rrom high to low, the output server starts its operation. When the elkl 
signal changes rrom low to high. the output server stop its operation and waits for the 
next low phase signal. 

• Clk2 Port: receives clk2 sig nal rro rn the Clock module . The clk2 signal gives the 
timing control for the output sc. rver operations. 

• Reset Port: receives reser signal rrom the Clock module. When the reser signal is 
high. the output server will hack to initialised state. 

• En_outport_no Port: out puts the, port numher o r the current output port. The o utput 
server al so uses thi s port to cnahlc the current output port to receive the cell. Fo r 
example, th e. f'11_011tporr_no '"(HHHl .. c.nahks the output port 0# to receive the cell ; the 
"0001" ' enahles output port I# to rc.ceivc, th e cell. 

• Outgoing Port: notifies the controllc,r that the hulle r and the current output port are 
ready to trans fer the cell. 

• Chandeliersize Port: is connected w ith the chande!iersiz.e signal of map memory. 
During th e ourgoing state. the output server receives the chandelier register 
in fo rmati on from this port. The out put server uses thi s value and free signal of the 
c urrent output port to chc.ck whethc.r it 's avaibhle for transferrin g a cell fro m the 
chandelier to out put port. 

Rese t 

Clk1 
Clk2 

Free00 

Free01 

Free02 

Free03 

Outgoing 

En_ outport_no 

Chandeliersize 

Figure 4.33: Output Round Rohin Serve r Port Diagram 

4.13 Output Port 

The output port ge ts the cell rrorn cell memory and then sends it out of switch. When the 
cell has heen emptied out or the out rut hulkr. the signal free is aut omatically set to true 
(high). After a cell is loatkd into the outrut r ort rrom cell memory. the signal .fi"ee will 
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be set to false (low). In the simulated ATMSWITCH module, four output ports are 
defined to rece ive cells from cell memory. They arc Output Port #0, Output Port #1, 
Output Port #2 . Output Pon#?,. All Output ports have the same circuit. We thus use the 
name of the ourput port to represent all the o utput ports . 

Reset 

Clk2 

oe 

Head bus 

D_bus 

Free 

Output_line 

Figure 4.34: Outr1t1t Port Module 

The ex ternal ports or the simulated output port are shown in Figure 4.34. Their functions 
are described he low: 
• Reset Port: receives the re.in s ignal from the Clock m odule. When the reser signal is 

high . the output port will c lea r the current cell in th e output port and reset the free 
signal. 

• Clk2 Port : rece ives cfk2 s ignal from the C lock mod ul e. The cfk2 sig nal gives the 
timing con tro l for the output port operations. 

• OE Port: is driven hy the e11_011TJJon_110 signal or out put round robi n server. During 
the ourgoing cell sta te. if a eel I is going to he sent to this o utput port, the OE port will 
receive an identic ;,il nurnher w hich corresponds to its port number from the output 
server. For example . sign;,il value ··()(Hll' ' corresponds to output port #1. The 
identified o utput port is thus c1rnhlcd hy th e en_ourporr_no signal. If the output port 
is enabled. it gets th e cell from the cell hus. 

• D_llus Port & Head _hus Port: The d_hus port receives cell data rrom cell me mory 
and the heorl_lms port receives a cell header for re-assembly from m;,ip mem ory. 

• Ready Port: nntil.ies the output port that the cell h;.i s heen sent o nto the cell bus so 
the output port can download the cell rrom the cell data bus and cell head bus. 

• Free Port : outputs th e _ti-el' signal. When ;,i cell is loaded into the output port. the 
freeport signal is set to low. Alkr the ce ll has hee n sent out or output port, the.free 
signal is automatic;,illy rese t to high . 

4.14 Control Algorithm 

In the above sec ti ons. the structure or the ATMSWITCH and the simulated circuit 
modules were introduce.cl . While the switch is working. the operation of each module is 
controlled by controller. In order to give a complete impression of the switch's working 
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procedure, we have used a pseudo-code 10 describe the control algorithm of the four 
major components or ATMSWITCH. 

According to the paper [Lyons. 1996 I. the algorithm is descrihed as four parts. The first part is 
Initialize state, which initializes the Map Memory and Cqlinks when the switch is turned on or reset. 
The second part is Update routing information state. which establishes the new channel if a new 
channel connection is required. T he third ran is Accept incoming cell state. which maps the incoming 
cell onto the clesinxl cell queue. The rnrth part is Send cell out port, w hich selects a channel from 
either trigger mechanism or chandelier 10 send its cell to the output pon. The pseudo-code for control 
algorithm is descrihed helow in detail s. 

Initialise memory 

free map entry := O; 
free map entries := 1024: 
width} 

Pseudo-code for Control algorithm 

! variahle show currenL mar memory en try. I 0-bit width} 
! variahlc show availahlc mc.1r memory quc.1ntity. W-bit 

free cells := 1024: 
free eel 1 := 0: 

! \'ari:1hlc show availc.1hlc cell memory quc.1ntity, W-bit width} 
l variahlc show current cell memory address. 10-bit width} 

for inc.lex :=() to I 02> do 
{ start wi th mar memory l 
map memfimkx I.mar entry !'rec := T : 
mar memfindcxl .next mar entry :=index+ 1: 
mar memfindexJ.empty cell queue := T: 
{then set links in the rree queue ror the cell queue memory } 
cq links!indexl := index +l: 

{ now set up the 1/0 port} 
for index := 0 to 3 do 

chandelier si zc[ imkx I := 0: 

Update routing information (Estahlish the new channel) 

if newcct 
if free mar entries> 0 then 

new mar entry :=rrce mar entry; 
free mar entry :=mar meml rree mar entry].next map entry: 
--rree mar entries: 
map mcml new mar entryj.mar entry free := F 
mar mcmjnew mar entry j.incnming chc.1nnel id:= incoming channel id; 
map mem l new mar cntry j.incoming port# := incoming port#; 
mar meml new m:1r entryl.011,going channel id := ourgoing channel id; 
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else 

map mem Lnew mar entry].011rgoing port# 
mar mem[new mar entry].empty cell queue 
mar mem[new mar entry].cct priority 
mar mem[new mar entry].c hannel type 
if the newcct is CBR/UBR channel then 

:= 011rgoing port#; 
:=T; 
:= cct priority; 
:= channel type; 

mar mem[new mar entry].mask : = mask; 
mar memf new mar entry I.ITV := ITV; 

full mar memory := T: 

else { clear channel associated with ro ute mapping supplied hy node administrator} 
if map mem<<route mapring>>.mar entry free then 

redundant channel clear := T: 
else { first relllrn any queued cells to the free cell list} 

queue length := mar mcm<<routc mapping>>.cell queue length; 
while queue length > () dn 

1·ree<.l cell := mar mcm<<route mapping >>.cq head; 
mar mem<<route mapping>>.cq head := cq linksffreed cell]; 
cq linksf freed cell I := free cell: 
free eel I : = freed eel I: 
-- queue lcng1h : 

map rnem<<route mapping>>.map entry free:= T; 
map mem<<route mapping>>.next map entry := free map entry; 
free mar ent ry := encoded mar address: 
++ free mar entries: 

Accept incoming cell 

cq mem[free cell l := input hufferlcurrcnt 1/P port]; 
output:= map mem<<IIP hulle r! currcn1 1/P port ]>>.outgoing port#: 

if map mem<<l/P huffer[ current 1/P port ]>>.channel c lass := channel type; 
map mem<<l/P hufferlcurren t 1/P portl>>.empty cell queue:= F: 
map mem<<l/P huffcrl curren t 1/P port ]>>.cq head := free cell; 
map mem<<I/ P hullerlcurren t 1/ P port l>>.cq tail := free cell; 
map mem<<IIP hullcrlcurrent 1/P pnrtl>>.cq length := l; 
map mem<<IIP hufferlcurrent 1/P port l>>.nex t map entry:= encoded map address; 

next free cell:= cq links I free cell I: 
cq linksf free cel l] := free cel l: 
free cell := next free cell: 
-- free cells; 

else 
if mar mcm<<I/P huffc.rlcurrent l/P portl>>.empty cell queue 

then/we need 10 in itialise a queue for the virtual channel in cell memory} 
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address: 

if ch,mdelier size[outportl = 0 then 
map mem<<IIP hufferrcurre nt T/P port]>>.empty cell queue:= F; 
map mem<<IIP hullerrcurrent T/P port]>>.cq head := free cell; 
map mem<<IIP hul"ferrcurrent I/P port]>>.cq tail := free cell; 
map mem<<I/P hu Iler! current J/P port]>>.cq length := 1; 
map mem<<I/P hullcr[current I/P port]>>.next map entry 

:= encoded map address; 
last chandelier entry[outponl := encoded map address; 

else {link map entry into existing chandelier} 
map mem<<l/P hulforr current J/P port]>>.empty cell queue:= F; 
map mem<<l/P hu rrer[ current J/P port]>>.cq head := free cell; 
map mem<<I/P huller[ current J/P port]>>.cq tail := free cell; 
m:.ip mem<<I/P hufferl current l/P port]>>.cq length := l: 
mar mcm<<I/P hufferl current 1/P port]>>.next map entry 

:= map mcrnl last ch:.indelicr entry[outputl.next map entry; 
map rnernl last chandelier entry [output]].next map entry encoded map 

cell quota! outpon] := map mem [encoded map address].cct priority; 
next free cell := cq links I free cell]; 
cq links[ free cell I := 0: 
free cell := next free cell: 
-- free eel Is: 

else { there is already at least one cell queue entry to link into} 
if free cells>() then 

next free cell := cq links! free cell I: 
cq links! m,1p mem<<IIP hu1·kr[current I/P port]>>.cq tail] := free cell; 
cq linkslfrce cell I:= 0: 
current cq length := map mem<<IIP huffer[current J/P port]>>.cq length; 
map mcm<<l/P hufferl current 1/P rort]>>.cq tail := free cell; 
map mern<<l/P hullcrlcurrent 1/P port]>>.cq length:= current cq length+!: 
mar mem<<I/P hulkrl currem 1/P pon]>>.next map entry 

:= last chandelier entry[outport); 
free cell:= next free cell: 
-- rree eel Is: 

reset full [current 1/P port I I do this even if the huffer was l'ull(free cells = 0)} 
wait for 12 ns timer: 

Send cell out port 

current 011rgoing port := 0 /P counter value: 
if Channel counter value OR map mem<<current outgoing port>>.mask = 

map mem<<current omgoing port>>. ITV OR map mem<<current outgoing port>>.mask then 
cu rrent 0/P port := map mem[ encoded m:.ip address].output port; 
ir map mem[encoded map adtlrL·ssj.empty ce ll queue:= F then 
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else 

cq source:= map mem[encoded map address].cq head ; 
output buffer[currcnt 0/P portl := cq mem[cq source]; 
map mem[encoded map address].empty cell queue:= T; 
if free cells = O then 

else 

free ce ll := cq source: 
free cell s := 1: 

cq links[cq source! := free cell; 
free cell := cq source: 

{ current 0/P port is from Output Port Selector } 
current chandelier entry:= map mem[last chandelier entry[current 0/P port]].nextmapentry; 
cq source:= map mem[current chandelier entry].cq head ; 
output buffer[curren t 0 /P portl := cq mem[cq source]; 
start 12ns timer: 

{ de link cell entry 1·ro111 eel I queue} 
i r free eel Is = () then 

e lse 

free eel I := cq sou rce: 
free cells := 1: 

cq linkslcq source! := free cell: 
free ce l 1 := cq source: 

new cq size: = map mem[ current chandelier entryl.cq size- 1 
if new cq size := () then 

map memfcurrent chandelier e ntry].empty cell queue:= T ; 
map mem I las t chamlc li e r c niry l current 0/P port]] .next map e ntry 

:= map mem lcurrent chandelier entry]. next map e ntry; 
-- chandelier size! current 0 / P port]; 
ce ll quota [current 0 /P portJ 

:= map me mlcurrent chandelier entry]. next map e ntry].cct priority ; 
else {new cq size > 0: update pointers to cq instead of shrinking chandelier} 

map mem[current chandelier entry].cq head := cq links[cq source]; 
m3p mem[current chandelier entry].cq size:= new cq size; 

if cell quota[curre nt 0/P portl =1 then 
cel l qu ota I current 0 /P port I 

:= map me ml map rnemJ last ch3ndelier entry].next map entry].cct priority; 
else 

-- cell quota I c urre nt 0/P port I: 
wait for 12 ns timer; 
reset emptyJcurrent 0/P port! 
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4.15 Summary 

The ATMSWITCH architecture consists of several circuit modules. They are controlled 
hy the controller to accept a cell from input port to the cell memory at acceptcell state 
and send a cell from the cell memory to the output port at outgoing cell state. When a 
cell is coming from the input port. the map memory maps the cell onto the cell queue. 
At each ourgoing cell state, the trigger mechanism and chandelier select a channel to 
send its cell to the output port. By using the trigger mechanism, the ATMSWITCH is 
capable to solve the jitter prohlcm which is dcscrihed in former chapters. The complete 
circuit modules or ATMSWITCH h;Js hcen logical designed. The real time running of 
ATMSWITCH has hecn simulated hy the constructed VHDL modules. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulating Result and Performance Analysis 

In the las t chapter. the ATMSWITCH architecture and its major circuit modules were 

described. The ATMSWITCH an.:hi1ec1ure is an imegrated design which incorporates 

triggering hardware for CBR/VBR channels and chandelier hardware for ABR/UBR 

channel (Note that we use the "ABR/ UBR" 10 represent the ABR and UBR channels 

because both of them is related with the chandelier hardware in ATMSWITCH, althrough 

the priority of these l wo kine.I or ch.rnnels is different. ). In the ATMSWITCH, the 

associative chandelier provides round rohin services Lo ABR/UBR channels with ceUs 

buffered in the switch. 11 maintains a circular lis t or channel headers and visits them in 

succession, removing o ne cell rrorn a channel header· s buffer queue at each visit. The 

trigger mechanism runs in para llel with the associative chandelier, hut at a higher priority, 

to handle CBR/VBR channels. It uses a regu larly incremented counte r to generate a 

sequence of integers which act .is the raw m.iteri.il o f a scheduling service. Each 

CBR/VBR channel is alloc.itcd a set o r equa lly-separated trigger values in the counter' s 

range. the sep.ir.ition heing inversely pro portional 10 the channel's b.indwidth. When the 

counter·s value equal s a ch.innel"s trigger value. output from the c han nel is triggered , 

overriding output rro m the chanc.ldie r. When a CBR/VBR channel is no t due for triggering 

(o r has no cells hu fferec.l ). cells wi ll he o utput l°rom any ABR and UBR channe ls with cells 

buffered in the assoc iative chande lier. Thus ABR .ind UBR channels are serviced 

regularly, and the re ,ire no .. dead .. cycles in which huffenxl data cannot he transmitted . 

The general idea or the trigger mechanism is to schedule ce ll output for a particular 

channel at regular intervals. 10 main1 .1in a co nst :.int end-to-end delay w ithin the network. 

Because each switch involved in an end- ltH.~nd connectio n provides a regularly schedu led 

forwarding service . w hic h is sunicicntl y frequent to cope with the maximum expected data 

rate fo r the channel. the 101:.1! cnd-10-cnd delay experienced by individual cells will be 

constant. Jitte r. which is unacccptahlc in rc:.il-time :.ipplica lio ns such as video transfer and 

telephony. is thus e liminated. 

A complete ATMSWITCH simulated module has heen constructed in VHDL, based o n 

the c ircuit modules c.lescrihcd in the last chapter. The result of running the simulated 

ATMSWTTCH will h~ descrihcd in this chapter. An ide:.i l traffic pattern is considered as 



the resource to send signals to the switch so the ATMSWITCH can be tested. The timing 

relationship among switch modules are thus he measured. The performance analysis will 

also be described in the rest of this chapter. 

5.1 Simulating Result 

An ideal traffic pattern is considered to test the designed ATMSWITCH. It is assumed 

that cells are arriving at the switch at a constant rate and the service rate is the same as the 

line speed. It is also assumed that the load of input lines is same as the load of output line. 

That is, there is no hursty dat.i. and no output port overloading. Under these conditions, it 

is simple to measure the time required 1·or each circuit module to route a cell within the 

switch. The result presents the timing for all circuit modules of ATMSWITCH. In order to 

describe a complete cycle for all the circuit modules, I will describe their behaviour 

through two states. One is the accepting cell state when a cell is transferred from the input 

port to the cell memory; another is the 011rgoing cell state when a cell is sent from the cell 

memory to the o utput porL. 

5.1.1 Accepting Cell 

In the ATMSWITCH. the clock circuit module provides a synchronous timing control for 

all other circuit components. When the phase of clock output signal dkl goes high, the 

controller starts to execute the operations helonging to the accept cell state, and other 

related circuit modules also starL operations involved in transferring a cell from an input 

port to the cell memory. The descript inn he low shows the time sequence and operation 

time for these module. 

Input Round Rohin Server 

The input round rohin server indic.ites which input port is going to send its cell to the cell 

memory. After it selects an input port. it outputs a signal to enable this input port to put its 

cell onto the cell bus. While the switch is working, the input server reads full signals from 

all input ports (Note: a high voltage on the.fi,// signal indicates that a cell is buffered at the 

input port). Figure 5.1 shows the simulated result of the input server running. In the 

diagram. the Ful/00 signal represems the full signal from the Input Port #0, Ful/01 is from 

Port#l, Fu/l02 is from Port#2, and Ful/03 is from Input Port #3. At each acceprcell state, 

the input server chooses the current input ports to let its cell transfer to the cell memory in 

case the input port is rull. 
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Figure 5.1 : Timing or lnru t Server Operation 

This cJiagram shows the timing rm the selection or an inrut port by the input server. At the 

point = I I 04 (indicated hy the ven ical line in the middle of the diagram) the leading edge 

of the c lkl signal changes to high. T he inrut server outruts a high ou.:eprce/1 signal and 

en_port_no signal. The oc:c:epru,fl signal nntili es the controller that a cell is waiting in the 

input port to be sent out. The en_po rr_no signal enahles the current input port to senc.1 its 

ceU. The values or the two signals were determined hy the input server before the cf kl 

edge so that they can he outpu t hy the inrut server when the elk] signal goes high. 

At the point= I f04. the en_porr_no signal outputs the value "000 1'' to enable inpu t port 

#1. The diagram also shows that en_porr_no is " 0010'' arter 24 clk2 cycles, so then input 

port #2 is selec ted to surply a ce ll output. From the diagram, we can see that the input 

ports are fairly selected and repeats rrom #0 to #:i (Four input pons is designed in the 

simulated ATMSWITCH module). The diagram also shows that the a cceprce/1 signal and 

en_porr_no signal is reset at the low-going edge of elk I. 
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The results of the simulation show the input server operating simultaneously with other 

circuits. The operation which selects the input port occurs before the high-going edge of 

elk]. Once the input server receives the elk I event, it can output its signal immediately. So 

the input server doesn't consume any or the time nominally available for writing a cell to 

the cell buffer. 

Input Port 

The input port captures cells from the ATMSWITCH's input line and sto res them in the 

cell input buffe r. The input port automatically asserts the full signal after a cell is loaded. 

During each acceprcell state. the Inrut Round Ro bin Server selects the current input port 

by sending its port numher to oe port . The current input port is thus enabled to put its cell 

onto the cell bus. After this has occurn.xl. the full signal o r the input port will be reset by 

the controller. 

-- ·---- . . . - -
~ ._ .. . -...~·:::·~- - ·-- --

~=c-=:- :- - . -:,:;::::;-;-: .. - ;: :·.:-. 
100111000 · . -'• . -

Figure 5.2 : Timing or r nput Port Operation 
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Figure 5.2 is a simulated voltage/time trace showing the signals involved in transferring a 

cell from input port # l onto the cell hus. Before point = 1104, the port's full signal is high, 

indicating that it contains a cell. At point = I I 04. the oe port which is connected with the 

en_porr_no port or the input server receives the en_porr_no signal "0001'', and input port 

#1 is output-enahled. After I elk! cycle from the point= 1104, input port #1 outputs the 

cell data onto the d_hus port and the cell head onto the head_bus port. After 2 clk2 

cycles. the controLler resets input port# I hy selling the rese(full signal ro high. After input 

port# I detects the rese(full event. the fu/101 signal is reset. When a new cell arrives from 

the input line at input port# 1, causing thcfi,/10/ signal to he set. After 12 clk2 cycles, the 

en_pnrr_no signal is disahled. so the input port stops outputting its cell data onto the bus. 

The results of the simulation shows that the input port #I took I clk2 cycle to output its 

cell onto the bus after it ·s enahkxl hy the en_porr_no signal. So the input port spent l dk2 

cycle for outputting its data. 

Controller 

The controller consists or a control circuit and a set of control signals w control and 

adjust the operation or each circuit module. so the switch can transfer cdls from the input 

port to cell memory and send cells 1·rorn the 1.:ell memory to the output port. 

The occeprce/1 state 01.:curs while the elk! signal is high. First controller waits for an 

acceprcell signal from the input server. When this goes high. the controller fe tches the cell 

header from heod_lms. According to the type or the incoming cell. the controller either 

sets the wrire signal to high or ser1117c:ell signal or releosecell signal. A high ,..,.,.;,e signal 

enables the cell memory to write ·1 cell from the cell d_b11s into the memory. The high 

serupcell signal control the switch to estahlish a new channel and the releasecell signal lets 

the switch release an old channel. 

Figure 5.3 shows the result or simulating the hehaviour of the controller during the 

acceprcefl state. after occepra/1 and wrire have hoth heen set to high. The clkl signal 

goes high at point= l 104ns. after that the rnntro ller waits for an acceprcell signal event. 

At the same time, a high occeprce/1 signal comes from the input server, indicating that the 

input port has he.en triggered to send the cell. The controlJer thus goes to next stage and 

after I clk2 cyc le rrom the point = I I 04. it !etches the cell header data from the head_bus 

port and starts to check its type. The checking operation has taken I clk2 cycle time. In 

the case shown in the diagram. the inwming cell is a normal data cell (neither Setup cell 
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nor Release cell). The controller thus sets the wrire signal to high at the beginning of third 

c!k2 cycle. The high phase of vvrire signal enahles the cell memory to write the cell data 

from d_bus into the memory. At same clk2 cycle, the controller outputs a reset;ful! signal 

to the input port so the input port can reset its full signal. 

Figure 5.3: Timing or Controller Operation 

The signal serupcelf and relmsecell is low hecause the incoming cell is a normal data cell. 

After 1 clk2 cycle from the point= 11 n . the ,vrire signal is reset because the ready signal 

of the cell memory is changed to high. indicating that cell memory has finished storing the 

cell data. The waveform in the diagram shows that the controller took 1 c!k2 cycle to 

check the cell head type. The elapsed time hetween the controller receiving the acceprce/1 

signal and outputting the v1.rire signal. is 2 clk2 cycle. 

Map Memory 
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The map memory maps the incoming cell into the channel header that belongs to this cell 

in the map memory. According to the channel type, the cell data will be appended either 

onto the cell queue of a chandelier huffer (for ABR/UBR channels) or onto an 

independent queue (for CBR/VBR channels). During the ourgoing cell state, map memory 

uses two special <levice.s, the trigger mechanism an<l the chandelier, to select a channel 

from w hich a cell will be transferred 10 the output port. 

Map memory maintains routing information for each established channel, comprising the 

channel number, the input and output port numbers, an<l other related fields. When a cell 

arrives from one or the input pons. its channel number and input port number will be 

treated as a key and compare<l with the routing information in all the occupied locations in 

map memory. The ce ll data is appended to the cell queue associated with the header that 

matches the key. 

Figure 5.4: Timing or Map Memory Operation 

Figure 5.4 shows the out put that results 1·rom simulating the behaviour or map memory. At 

point = 1104, did goes high and the map memory starts to execute the operations for 
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which it is responsihle during the acceprce/1 st;_ite. After 2 clk2 cycle, the controller asserts 

the ,,vrire signal. M;_ip memory gets ;_i cell he;_ider from head_bus ;_ind compares the 

incoming cell's channel id with channel id lick! of the channel information record. If the 

incoming cell m;_itches. m;_ip memory will output the chonne!rype signal and cell queue rail 

pointer of the m;_ipred ch;_innel to the CQlinks. The cell queue rail poinrer always points to 

the last cell address of cell queue. It ·s used by the CQ!inks to update the link pointer in the 

last cell in the queue for this ch;_innel to point 10 the newly included node. Meanwhile, the 

map memory replaces the cell queue roil poinrer with the address of the location in cell 

memory in which the d;_it;_i for the incoming cell is stored. The cell queue length and cell 

queue empty fields of the map memory ch;_innel information record for the mapped channel 

also need to be updated. When that h;_is heen done. map memory outputs the refreshed 

chande!iersize value (cha ndelier register ini"orma tion) to the output server after 4 clk2 

cycles from the poi nt = 1104. It also out ruts the chonnelrype signal, cell queue roil 

pointer value. The mar memory require 2 c!/.:.2 cycle to map the incoming cell and update 

the mapped channel record . Arter that, it outputs the mapready signal to indicate that the 

map memory has cnmrleted its o rerations . The next cf/.;_] signal event occurs at point = 

1128 when the elk! signal changes rrom high to low. Map memory thus sto ps outputting 

the chrrnne!rype signal. ce!! queue wit poinrcr and chonde!iersiz.e value at that point. 

The waveform or mar memory module shows that the map memory took 2 c!k2 cycle to 

map incoming cell and update its channel record. It works concurrently with other circuit 

modules during the occe1ncell state. so it doesn't take extra switch clock cycle to perform 

its operations. 

CQlinks 

CQlinks manages the cell memory space and the queues of cells for the currently 

established channels. It' s a sreci;_il purpose memory and makes up one part of the 

chandelier structure. When the switch writes ;_i cell into the cell memory, the address is 

given by the Freece!! register or CQ!inks. Ai"ter the cell is stored at the given address, the 

value in the Freece!/ register will he repbccd hy the address of the next free location - i.e., 

the value in the CQlinks word currently addressed hy_freece!I. 

When the CQ!inks module detects that the elk! signal has changed from low to high, it 

outputs an availahle address onto the o_!ms to tell cell memory where to store the 

incoming cell. Alkr that, CQlinks urdates the Freece/1 register value and cell queue link 

pointer for this channel. 
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The timing for the CQlinks simulation during the acceptcell state is shown in Figure 5.5. 

After CQlinks detects a high-going edge on the clkl signal, at point = 1104, it puts the cell 

memory address "0000000000-' onto a_bus after l clk2 cycle from the point= 1104. After 

2 clk2 cycles, the controller sets the write signal to high and the cell memory is thus 

enabled to write the incoming cell into address "0000000000" of cell memory. At the 

point= 1112, the CQlinks module receives the channelrype signal and the cell queue rail 

pointer from the map memory. The CQlinks module uses the cell queue tail pointer to 

update the cell queue link pointer und assigns u new value to the Freecell register. At 

point = 1128, the CQlinks module complete the operation about updating the cell queue 

pointer and assigning the new value to the Freece/1. It thus set the cqready signal to high . 

At the same point, it receives a high phuse ready signal from cell memory. It stops 

outputting the cell address to the or/dress /ms. 

Jfu;lI\\I~e1tit?:f ts~:K1.r:s:J!tI::;:: 

Figure 5.5: Timing or CQlinks Operation 

The waveform in the CQlinks timing diugrum shows that CQlinks spent 1 clk2 cycle to 

output the address to the or/dress hus. From the time it receives the cell tail pointer value 
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till the time cqready signal was set to high, it took 8 clk2 cycles to have its updating 

operation. Due to the CQ!inks works concurrently with other circuits modules, the queue 

maintenance operations which it performs Jo not add to the overall cycle time for the 

ATM SWITCH . 

Cell Memory 

The cell memory module operates as the cell buffer in the ATMSWITCH architecture. 

When a cell arrives from the switch's input port, it's stored in the buffer for a while and 

then transferred to the output port. Figure 5.6 shows the output that results from 

simulating the hehaviour or cell memory. The diagram shows CQlinks asserting the 

address of to be used in the cell memory write operation after l clk:2 cycle from the point 

= 1104. After another l clk2 cycle time. the cell memory receives a wrire signal from the 

controller and the 12ns write cycle begins. It writes the data "10010000" from d_bus into 

the memory. After it tinished the writing operation, the ready signal was set to high. 

. . . ........................... ' ........ : : '..: : : ; : . :: : . : . : . : : . : : : : : : : : '. :: : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : .. . ....... ···· 1 

Figure 5.6: Timing or Cell Memory 
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Timing Relationship of A TM SWITCH 

From above description, it can he seen that the A TM SWITCH takes 12 clk2 cycle to 

transfer a cell from the input port to the cell memory. 2 clk2 are used to check and locate 

the destination address within the buffer anJ 10 clk2 cycles are used to write the cell into 

the buffer. The timing relationship among all the signals of the switch circuits is shown in 

Figure 5.7 . 
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Figure 5.7: Timing Relationship or ATMSWITCH 

In the above diagram. elk. acceptcel! and en_port_no change from 'O' to ' l' at beginning 

of clk2 cycle. It is assumed that the input server has collected a cell from the input line 

before the clk2 event. Thef11// signal is already TRUE before the first clk2 cycle point. 

Thus the input server is availahk to check the value or the full signal from the input port 

before first clk2 cycle. 
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At 2'"1 clk2 cycle. the input port is enahlec..l hy Lhe en_port_no signal and outputs the cell's 

payload onto cl_lms and the cell' s routing information onto head_bus. At the same time. 

the cqlinks module is triggered hy the elk I signal anc..l outputs an available cell memory 

address. The controller reac..ls the cell he:.id l°rom the head_bus and begins tO check the type 

of the incoming cell. 

At 3n1 clk2 cycle. the controUer h:.is linished its checking operation and asserts the wrire 

signal. The cell memory is thus enahled hy the wrire signal to store the cell data into the 

memory. At the same time. the controller asserts the rese(fu/1 signal which is delivered to 

the selected input port. 

While the cell memory module is copying a cell into its s torage. the other circuit modules 

continue to operate. At 3rd clk2 cycle. the map memory module receives the wrire signal 

from the controller. It swns to compare the incoming cell channel identification 

information with the c hannel in!'ormatinn li st in map memory. After it has finished the 

mapping operations. at the 5'11 clk2 cycle. it ou tputs the chonnelrype signal and cell queue 

rail poinrer to the CQlinks module for upd:.iting pointers in CQlinks. Meanwhile, the map 

memory outputs the updated chonrleliersi:e v:.ilue to the output server. 

At I 1111 clk2 cycle. the input port receives a new incoming cell from the switch's input line 

and thus the.f11//n/ signal or input port #1 is automatically set to high. 

At 12'h clk2 cycle. the cell memory completes its cell writing operation and outputs a 

ready signal to the switch. The reorly signal notifies the related circuit modules that the 

cell memory has linishcd its operation. The input port thus stops outputting the cell onto 

the bus and the cqlinks module stops outputting its address . At same time. the occeprce/1 

s tage is complete. The occe1ncell signal. en_pon_no signal, wrire signal. and reseifu/1 

signals are reset to initiali se the s tate ol"the switch !'or the ourgoing cell state. 

5.1.2 Outgoing Cell 

When the low-going edge or the elk I signal occu rs, the switch enters the 011rgoing state. 

Each module of the switch pc1forms some p:.irt of the work involved in sending a cell from 

the cell memory to the ou tput porl. As in the ourgoing state, the timing for each circuit 

module is analyzed hclow. 

Output Round Robin Server 
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The Output Round Robin Server indicates the current ou tput port. It incorporates with the 

map memory module tO determine whether the current output port can get a cell from the 

chandelier. The output line operates at a lixed speed. so each output port is assigned an 

ourgoing cell slot for transferring cell from the cell memory to its port. During the 

assigned outgoing s lo t. the output port will not receive a cell if neither a CBR/YBR 

channel is triggered nor a cell buffered in chandelier cell queue for the current output. 

Figure 5.8: Timing or Output Server 

The output server works before 011rgoI11g cell state. It outputs the current output port 

when the clkl signal goes high. During the oce<:'J)Tce/1 state, the map memory outputs the 

updated chandeliersize va lue to the output server at 5111 clk2 cycle during acceprcell state, 

as shown in Figure 5.7. The output server uses this value to check the chandelier buffer of 

the current output port at the ou:eprcell state. The result will be output when the clkl 

signal changes from high to low. All checking or the output server is completed before the 

ourgoing cell state. Thus the current output port signal. en_o11rporr_no, is available to map 

memory when the swi tch state changes from occeprcell to ourgoing. So map memory 
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starts its trigger o peration al the heginning or the 011rgoing state. If the counter number 

matches the ITV and mosk value. map memory asserts the match signal. The outgoing cell 

comes from the triggered channd rather than chandelier circular lis t. If the march signal is 

FALSE and the ourgoing signal is high. a cell is taken from the chandelier buffer rather 

than the trigger mechanism. 

Figure 5.8 shows the s ignal wave i"orm generated by the o utput server. It shows the output 

server outputting the current port numher at heginning o f the elk] cycle. At point= l 104, 

the dkl signal goes high. and the cu rre nt output port signal en_ourpon_no value is thus 

changed from 000 I ( I ) to 001() (2 ). At heginning of next elk] cycle. the en_ourporr_no is 

changed from 00 IO (2) to 0011 (>). Art er 4 dk2 cyc les from the point = 1104, the map 

memory outputs the updated chandeliersii'.e va lue to the ou tput server. and the output 

server begins to check the .fi'ee signal o r ou tput po rt #2 and the information in the 

chande lie r buffe r. Ir the chandel ier hulle r o r port #2 is not empty and the output port #2 is 

free. the output server will assert the 011rgo i11g signa l at the outgoing s tate. Figure 5.8 
shows that the ourgoing signal is asserted arter I c//..:2 cycle from the point = 11 28. The 

outgoing signal is reset when the cl/..: I signal goes high . 

The timing diagram for the o utput server shows that it operates concurrently with other 

circuit modules. It takes 1 clk2 cycle to o utput the ourgoing signal. but o therwise, the 

selectio n and checking operations whic h it pe rforms d o not add to the overall cycle time 

for the ATMSWTTCH. 

Output Port 

The output port rece ives a ce ll from the cell memory and transfers it LO the output line o f 

the switch . Arter it has heen ou tput. the output po rt 's.fret' s ignal is set to indicate that the 

output port is free to receive a cell again. Aft er a cell is loaded into the output port, the 

free signal is reset to ind icate that the outpu t po rt can't receive another cell until it has 

output the current cell. So the .fi"<'e signal is used hy the output server to check whether 

the current output is availahle or no t. 

Figure 5.9 shows the timing while the ou tput port is running. At point= 1104, the output 

server sends the vJlue ()()IO to the output pons using the signal en_ourporr_no. Output 

port #2 is selected and the ourgoing cell slot is assigned to output port #2 at the current 

switch working cycle. From the point = I l >0. outplll port wait for the ready signal which 

will he from the cell memory. The high phase reody signal means the cell memory has 
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finished its reading operation and the cell data is available on the d_bus. Output Port #2 is 

thus able to receive the celJ data from the d_lms. 

Figure 5.9: Timing ror the Output Port 

The simulation shows that the ou tput port #2 doesn·t take ex tra time to get the cell during 

the switch's read and write cycle. 

Controller 

During the acceprce/1 state. signals from the controller are used to cause the switch 

modules to transfer a cell from the input port to the cell memory. During the ourgoing cell 

state, signals from the controller are used to cause the switch modules to send a cell from 

cell memory to the output port. When the elk} signal changes from high to low, the 

controller initiates the operations helonging to the outgoing cell state. It waits for the 

ourgoing and mmch signals. I r either or these signals becomes TRUE, the controller 

asserts the read signal so that the cell memory is enahled to read a cell from given address. 
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Figure 5.10 shows a timing diagram for the comroller during the ourgoing state. Clkl goes 

low at point = 1128. When the controller detects the low elk] signal. it checks the nwrch 

and ourgoing signals. A TRUE march signal means that one of CBR/VBR channel is due 

to be triggered and a TRUE 011rgoing signal means that the chandelier buffer of the 

current output port is not empty. After I clk2 cycle from the point= 1128, the controller 

receives a TRUE 011rgoing signal. lt thus asserts the read signal after 2 dk2 cycle from the 

point = 1128. Cell memory begins to read cell and set the ready signal high after it finished 

reading. The read signal is reset 10 low after the controller receives the high phase ready 

signal from cell me mory. 
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Figure 5.10: Timing ror the Controller 

Simulation the controller shows that it spends I clk2 cycle o utputting the read signal when 

it receives the 011rgoing signal. From the time he tween the elk] signal go ing low and the 

read signal being set. the switch spends 2 clk2 cycles on the addressing and re-assembly 

cell operations. 
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Map Memory 

The map memory maps the incoming cell to the cell buffer during the acceprcell state. 

During the owgoing cell state, map memory uses two special devices, the trigger 

mechanism and the chandelier to select an output channel. 

~V-S9Slem-,lWave}: :,:-::_._._._..,:_-:._.·.:: .. · .. .-::: .... ::.. :. . . .. . . 1!11§1'3 

Figure 5.11 : Timing for the Controller 

Figure 5.11 shows the timing or map memory while it was running. Because the timing for 

the map memory during the occeprcell state has been described before, here we only 

introduce the timing for the map memory during the outgoing cell state. At point = 1128, 

the cf kl signal goes low and map memory thus start to perform the operations associated 

with the outgoing cell state. Map memory lirst reads the current counter value and current 

output port numher. It performs a masked comparison between the counter number with 

ITV and mask value of each channel. Ir the matched channel holds a cell and the port 
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through which its cells are output is the current output port, the matched channel is 

triggered. The map memory outputs the high phase match signal to the controller. Than 

the map memory transfers the cell queue head pointer of the triggered channel via a_bus 

to the cell memory so that it can read the cell from the triggered channel. If match is false, 

or if it is true, but the queue length !"or the triggered channel is 0, no CBR/VBR channel is 

triggered, and instead , the map memory checks the outgoing signal. If the outgoing signal 

is high, it means the chandelier huller is occupied. Map memory selects the current 

channel from the circular Jjst of the chandelier and outputs the cell queue head pointer of 

the selected channel to the a_bus. In this case the cell is transferred from chandelier buffer 

rather than trigger mechanism. 

In Figure 5.11, the map memory starts the trigger operation at point= 1128. It determines 

that no CBR/VBR channel is triggered . The map memory then checks the ourgoing signal. 

The high owgoing signal reaches at the map memory after l clk2 cycle from the point = 
1128. It means the chandelier huller or current output port #2 is not empty. The map 

memory thus outputs an address hy using the cell queue head pointer of the current 

channel header in the circular list. Al.ter 2 c//.:2 cycles from the poi nt = 1128, the cell 

memory address "000()()()()()1()"" is put on o_lms. After the cell queue head pointer is put 

onto the address bus. the map memory needs to update the channel header and chandelier 

register. First the map memory waits ror the new cell head queue pointer which will be 

sent by cqlinks. Arter 4 cl/.:2 cycle !"mm the point= 1128, the map memory gets the new 

head pointer through the cq_mo17_h11s port. It replaces the old cell queue head pointer 

with the new one and updates the channel header and the chandelier register. When the 

ready signal of cell memory is set to high. The map memory stops outputting the address. 

The timing simulation for map memory shows that it runs simultaneously with other circuit 

modules. It takes l d/.:2 cycle to perform the CBR/VBR matching operation and another 1 

clk2 cycle to output the address to the o_lms. so the cell at this address is output from the 

cell memory. But these 2 cl/.:2 cycle t irne do not add to the switch read and write time 

because they occur while other circuits are active. 

Cqlinks 

When CQlinks detects a low-going edge on the elk] signal, it hegins the outgoing cell 

operation. During the ourgoing cell state. CQlinks releases the word in cell memory which 

was occupied hy the newly output cell and updates the Freecell register value and cell 

queue link pointer. 
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Figure 5.12 is a timing diagram for the operations performed by CQlinks during the 

outgoing state. It shows, a low-going edge for the elk.I signal at point= 1128. 2 clk2 cycle 

later, CQlinks receives a read signal. It fetches the current cell memory address from 

a_bus. The cell which is stored at this address will be removed from the cell memory. 

CQlinks thus releases this space for the cell memory and gets the content of the released 

cell memory address in the CQlinks. The content of released address in the CQlinks is the 

link pointer of cell queue. It points to the next cell address of cell queue. Because the first 

cell of the cell queue has been removed. the link pointer is thus the new cell queue head 

address. After 4 dk.2 cycles from the point = 1128, a low voltage on the channelrype 

signal triggers CQiinks to send the new cell queue head pointer to the map memory 

through the cq_mop_h11s port. Meanwhile CQiinks updates the current Freecell register 

value and link pointer for the newly released address. At point= 1152, Cqlinks completed 

its maintain operations and thus set the cqready signal to high. 

Figure 5.12: Timing for the CQ!inks 
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The timing simulation for CQ!inks shows that CQ!inks took 8 clk2 cycles to update its link 

point Freecell value. It works simultaneously with other circuit modules at outgoing cell 

state. It doesn't lengthen the switch cycle in order to update its values. 

Cell Memory 

In the ATMSWITCH, It takes 2 c/k2 cycles from the low-going edge of the clkl signal to 

the time when the controller outputs a TRUE read signal. That means the switch need 2 

clk2 cycles to address the cell memory for reading a cell. The 12ns time for cell memory 

reading operation also required . 

![ El ) .(c:e;p,;§_J11~.fl!ClhYJcl k?( -,: g j I 

Figure 5.13: Timing for the CQlinks 

Figure 5.13 shows a timing diagram for a simulation of cell memory. It shows a cell 

memory address."()()()()()()()() I ff', heing generated hy map memory at point= 1132. At the 

same time the reorl signal is set. Cell memory is thus enabled to read cell from the given 
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address and put the cell data to the d_lms. At point = 11.52, the cell memory has finished 

the reading operation and sets the reody signal to high. 

Timing Relationship of A TMSWTTCH 

As the above descriptions illustrate. the ATMSWITCH takes 10 clk2 cycle to read a cell 

from cell memory. 2 c/k2 cycles is used to address cell memory. The relative timing for all 

the switch circuit signals is shown in Figure .5.14. The signal events that happen during the 

outgoing state are copied from the simulation runs fo r the individual modules which were 

described above. 

Signal Module 

Clock elk, _j----iJ7_fLf7SUlJLTlSlJ"1S1J7J-

Output Port 

Output Server 

free 

outgoing 

Controller 

en_outpor t_no 

read 

rese tfu ll 

Map Memory match 

head_b us 

a_b us 

cha nne ltyp e 

COi inks 

Counter 

cq_map_bus 

cqr ea dy 

co unt 

Cell Memory 
read y 

d_bus 

o~·.0 ------- ·----~-~--

___ _. ............ c8ccccccc-:cccc ~ooooc,00010Q::, -

---~••••• :ccccc : c'. o 

______ ••••• C:}C:JOO '.l00, 

-------------------·· 

Figure 5.14: Timing Relat io nship of ATMSWITCH 

The diagram shows that the dk2 signal at whole 01,rgo ing state. Before I" clk2 cycle. the 

free signal, en_ourporr_no signal and co1 111rer value have already heen set by their 

modules. As descrihed hefon.~. the current output port number, en_outport_no signal is set 
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by the output server at beginning of each switch working cycle. At the outgoing cell time, 

it's certainly available for other modu Jes to read. The free signal represents currently 

available output ports. It is set to high at any time if the output port is empty. The counter 

number is set at beginning of switch working cycle as well. Therefore, the map memory 

can read the counter signal and en_ourporr_no signal at the beginning of the outgoing cell 

state. 

At beginning of 2'"1 clk.2 cycle. the output port outputs the ourgoing signal to the 

controller and map memory modules. Meanwhile, the map memory outputs the match 

signal to the controller. Whatever the march signal or outgoing signal, if one of them is 

set, the controller will set the reod signal. In this case, only the outgoing signal is set, so 

the channel is selected from the chandelier rather than trigger mechanism. 

At beginning or 3 rd clk.2 cycle, the controller has finished the checking operation and sets 

the read signal. At the same point. the map memory finishes the channel selection 

operation and outputs the ce ll qurne heod poinrer from the header for the selected 

channel to the a_bus. Cell memory is thus enabled by the read signal to read the cell from 

the given address. At the same point, the controller also asserts the reset;ful/ signal and the 

map memory outputs the re-assembled cell head onto head_bus. 

Other circuit modules are operating while the cell memory is reading the cell. At 3rd clk2 

cycle, CQlinks receives the read signal and thus hegins to update the value in the Freecel/ 

register and release the word in cell memory which contained the cell. At beginning or 4rn 

clk.2 cycle, CQlinks transfers the new cell q11rne heod poinrer Lo map memory so map 

memory can replace the old cell queue head pointer with the new one. 

At 12111 c/k.2 cycle, the cell memory has completed reading operation and puts the data 

onto d_bus. At the same time, it outputs the high phase ready signal to notify the related 

circuit modules that the cell is ready to pick up. The output port thus fetches the cell from 

the d_bus and map memory stops outputting the address. At same point, the switch 

outgoing cell is complete and the elk I sign.11 is changed from low to high. Other control 

signals, such as ourgoing. e11_011rporr_no, reserfu/1 and match are thus reset to their initial 

states. The owgoing state ends and the switch enters the occeprce/l state. 

5.1.3 Clock Speed and Switch Working Cycle 

As described in last two sections. the cell huffer is built out of commercially available 

cache memory chips with a I 2ns reading and writing time. According to the simulated 
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n:~sult of ATMSWITCH timing. the time hetween the high-going edge of the clkl signal 

and the write signal generated by the controller is 2 c//2 cycles. The time between the low

going edge of the clkl signal and the rear! signal generated by the controller is 2 clk2 

cycles as well. This means that the switch needs 2 clock cycle to prepare for writing a cell 

into the buffer and another 2 clock cycle for reading a cell from the buffer. According to 

the simulation result. the clock cycles which is required if the control operations are to fit 

into the 12ns memory write or read time has been counted as 10 clk2 cycles. So the clock 

speed for the controller will be: 

clock speed= 12nslclock_cycles_no = l 2ns/l O = J.211s; 

Therefore, the total time of switch for either accepting or outgoing a cell is: 

occeprce/1 _011rgoi11g = h,!ffer H'rire _ffod + preparation. 

1211s + 2 clcok cycles x 1.211s = 14.411s: 

So the total period o r the write cycle or read cycle will he: 

write cycle = read cycle = I 4. 4ns: 

Consequently. the total write ..iml read cycle (switch working cycle) is 14.4ns + J 4.4ns = 
28.811s. and the clock speed is 1.211s. 

5.2 Cell Memory Size Requirement 

Owing to the finite memory size and the lack or co-ordination among arriving cells as far 

as their destination requests are concerned. some cells may not be accepted by the switch 

and be lost. The memory size should then be determined so as not to exceed a certain 

maximum cell loss rate. The size or the memory required is a function not only of the size 

of the switch N. the offered load p. and the tranic pattern. but also of the way the memory 

is shared among the v,irious output queues . In this section. we use our simulated result to 

analysis how much si1.e or the memory should he designed in ATMSWITCH. Two 

different traffic situations are considered to analysis required memory size. 

5.2.1 Cell Memory Size for Simple Traffic Situation 

It is assumed that the cells from input line of switch are arriving at a constant rate equal to 

the maximum hit rate supported hy the line. It also assumed that the load on the input lines 
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is equal to the capacity of the output lines. In this special case, in which there is no burst 

data, and no output port overloading the analysis is quite simple. We simulate the 

behaviour of the switch t = Ons to t = 9783290ns. Because we are interested in the 

behaviour of cell memory, and cell memory is controlled by CQlinks, we record the values 

of the CQlinks variables during this time. This allows us to determine the used and free 

memory space of the cell memory at t = 9783290ns. From the time when the switch is 

turned on till t = 9783290ns. a total 407619 cells has passed the switch. Figure 5.15 

shows the values of the CQlinks variahks during this time. 

>-"" V-Syslem - (Variables) 158 D 

·/} 
c ql inJ.: l_i_s_t_; - ,: o- _- o ___ :;,-, -4-. ,-E-, __ 6 ___ 7 __ - ::-: __ 9 ___ 1 L--, -__ 1_1 ___ 1_2 __ -1-~--__ 1_4 ___ l_E_, ,-1-€-, __ 1_7 __ -1-2-, __ 1_9 ___ 20 ) 

: tM:~i i?i s m; >i) ! t ~; : ~>:tr:21;1? rn1 :@§t £fi:: ~~ ;: @ijL@1:i mf gJJI@\iizi fMHiirn@: 
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( 800 tc, f ·9S,) 
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1:-::01, -::02, ;:o:::, -::o-., -::os, -::oi::, -::01, 308,. 309, -::1 0, -::11, 3 12, 313,. 

( 401,. 402 , 40'.;: ,. 404, 405 , 406, 407, 408,. 409,. 410 , 411,. 412, .:113,. 

(501, 502,, so~: .. 504,, SOS,, 506 , 507,, 508, 509,, 510 ,, Sll,, 512,, S13, 

( 6 0 1, 60 2 , €03, 604, 605 , 606, 607 , 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613 , 

( 701, 702, 703, 704, 70.S,, 706,, "'07, 708,, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713,, 
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Figure 5.15: Simulated Result of CQlinks Variables 

In the diagram. each address or the CQlinks value is listed. It shows the memory space 

from Oto 1023 . The highlight line in the diagram shows the first several values of CQlinks 

memory address. We know th:11 the CQlinks is initialised at switch turned on so that the 

the value i+ l is stored at CQlinksf il for all values of i in the range O to 1023. 
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The diagram shows that only the first 2 words or CQlinks are used. The value of the 

variable Freecells is. correspondingly, equal to I 022. This result is to be expected because 

the switch loading was assumed to he ideal, in which a cell will be transferred from the 

input port to the cell memory during the r,u.:eptcell state and sent out of the switch at 

outgoing cell state. So one cell memory address is used to store incoming cell during the 

acceptcell state and another cell memory address is released during the outgoing state. At 

the end of each switch working cycle, the cell memory size is still same as the beginning of 

switch working cycle. This is why o nly two spaces are being used at the ti.me 9783290ns. 

In this special case. the number of words in cell memory size could be twice the number of 

ports on the switch. and no cells would he lost. 

5.2.2 Cell Memory Size for Output Overload 

In last section. the required si1..e for cell memory under ideal (though heavy) traffic 

conditions is measured . ln the case. the ATMSWITCH requests only a few words of 

memory. Real net work traffic patterns are. however. more complex. 

In the ATMSWITCH architecture. the inrut line and output line are designed as fixed 

speed. The input server module accesses each inrut port fairly and the output server 

assigns each output port a time slot reriodica lly as well. If the speed of the source which 

send cells to the switch is less than the inrut line speed. the cells it sends will have no 

problem being accerted hy the switch. But if many cells from different input ports are 

routed to the same output ron. the incoming cells must be buffered in cell memory while 

they wait for an Otll[)Ut slot. But this hursty situation should not last long because the 

channel CAC (Co nnecti on Admission Control) has ensure that the load of each output 

port is not over a load of I 00% and the length of bursty data is restricted. Here we give an 

example to show what size of cell memory is required for output port overloading 

situation. 

Suppose cells that an~ from two fully loaded inrut ports are routed to output port #0. So 

the output port#() has a load of 200%. Again. we use the results obtained from simulating 

the behaviour or the CQ!inks module to examine the required memory size. 

Figure 5.16 shows the value or the CQ!inks variables at the t = 600ns. The values of 

Freecells and cqfink!isr indicate that only two memory address are used at that moment. 

At t = 28500ns. we again rrint (Figure 5. 17) the values of the CQlinks variables. Freecells 

is 877, which means that I 024-X77= 147 memory spuces huve been used at the ti.me 

28500ns. 
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Figure 5.16: Simubtcd Result oi'CQlinks Variables at the time 600ns 
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Figure 5.17: Simulated Result of CQlinks Variables at the time 28500ns 
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In this example, the cell memory needs at least 147 cells to sto re ceUs so that no incoming 

cells will be lost. lt seems that the si1.e or the ceU memory depend on given traffic 

situation. Therefore, the cell memory size should he defined hy using real traffic pattern to 

test it and can thus get an arpropriatc va lue. 

5.3 Throughput 

The simulated shows that the A TM SWITCH takes l 4.4ns to transfer a cell from input 

port to cell memory. 2.4ns time is used to check and locate the address of buffer and 12ns 

time is used to write cell into hu Iler. At ourgoing state, ATMSWITCH takes 2.4ns to 

address ceU memory and I 2ns to read a cell from memory. During each 28.8ns switch 

working cycle, the switch can nxcivc a cell from the input line and send a cell out of the 

switch. So the throughput for A TM SWITCH can he worked out by using following 

equation: 
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ce/1/engrh cycle time= _____ ;___ __ _ 
2 x N x linkspeed(h Is) 

where rhmughpur = N x linkspeed(bh): 

So the total throughput for the switch is: 

throughput= 424/(28.RxJrr'
1 

hJJS) = 14.7222Gbps 

The maximum port numher for ATMSWITCH is: 

port numher (NJ = rhm11ghp11r I linkspeed = 14. 7222Gbps I l.2Gbps = 12 

5.4 Map Memory Size 

The map memory size will depend on the numhcr of virtual channels that the switch is 

required to handle. The ATMSWITCH uses 12 I .2Ghps input ports and output pons. If 

all the estahlished channel were 64khps limited voice and data channels (e.g. ISDN B 

channels) and the switch were ahlc to create all those channels, then the maximum map 

memory size required wou Id he ( l .2Ghps/64kphs) x 12 = 225000 channel unit. 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter. the simulated result ror ATMSWITCH timing is descrihed. The total write 
and read cycle is 28.8ns. 24ns time is used for cell huller writing and reading. 4.8ns time 
is used to prepan~ huller writing and reading operations. The clock speed for the 
controller is worked out as l .2ns. The performance analysis for the huffer size. map 
memory size and throughput or ATMSWITCH has also heen described. 
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Chapter 6 

Future Work 

In shared-buffer switch architectures. the ce ll me mory is shared by all output pons. This 

approach requires the minimum possihlc amount of buffering and has the most flexibility 

to accommodate tranic dynamics. in the sense that the shared memory can absorb large 

bursts directed to any output. Unt·onun;.itely. the approach has its disadvantages. As the 

cells must be written into ;ind read n ut from the memory one at a time, the shared 

memory must operate at the total throughput rate. Accordi ng to the paper [Tobagi, 1990], 

it must be capahle o r reading ;ind writing a cell in every 1/NYs, where N is the number o f 

po rts and Vs is po rt speed, that is. times foster than the port speed Vs. As the factor N 

limits the ability of this approach to sc;.i le up to large sizes and fast imposes a limit on the 

product NY, which is the total throughput. 

In the ATMSWITCH arch itecture. very fast cache memory with a read and write cycle 

time of 12ns is e mployed for storing. cells. A total o f 28.8ns time is worked out in last 

chapter for each switch work ing cycle. Ir the speed of switch port line is des igned as 

l.2Gbps, the maximum port numhcr ror this po rt speed is thus be de termined. In this 

case. the numhcr (N) is equa l to 12. 1t·s not possihle to add more ports in ATMSWITCH 

because the memory speed has restricted the total throughput. From other perspective of 

view, the AT MSWJTCH need very rast cache memory to build the ce ll buffer. The speed 

o f memory c hi ps is th us a hottlenecJ..: in ATMSWJTCH implementatio n. 

To overcome the restriction caused hy the memory speed, an alternative multi-buffe r 

architecture is introduced. The new switch architecture is considered to improve the 

pe rform ance or ATMSWITCH and it ·s not necess;.iry to require very fa st me mory to 

build its cell bu ffer. 

6 .1 Multi-Buffer Architecture 

In the multi-buffer hased swit ch. each output port has a separate buffer block and those 
buffer blocks receive cells in parallel. During each switch working cycle, as many as N 
cells (N is the numher or input and outpu t po rts) can he written into the buffer blocks 
during the accepru,f I state and as many as N cells can he output from the buffer blocks 



during the ourgoing cell s tate. Because each buffer block is working separately, it is 
possible to build large scale switch wi thout memory speed restrictions. In addition. if 
multicasting func tion is designetl into a shared buffer switch architecture, it would 
increase the complexity of the co nt ro ller because it need more control signals and 
algorithm to achieve it. But in a multi-huffer arc hitecture, it will be easily realised. 
Therefore, the multi-huffe r switc h architecture can improve the total throughput of switch 
and reduce the required cell memory speetl. Figure 6.1 shows the multi-buffer switc h 
architecture. 

Clock 

Controller 

Map Memory 

he,1<.1 
se,leclor 

cq:1nks o: 
input ···•:rm output 

oort 
0 

...• :rm port
0 

col1nks 1: 

input output 

port, port, 

cohnl(s 2= 
input ···• ::rm output 
port 2 ···• ::rm port1 

cohnks J: 
input ···• :::nn output 
port, ···• ::rm port

3 

Mul ti outpu t 
selector selector 

Figure 6. 1: Multi-Buffer ATM architecture 

Figure 6.1 shows the architecture or a multi-huller switch. It is based on the shared-buffer 

architecture for the ATMSWJCH whic h was s hown in Figure 4.1 in c hapter 4. except that 

it contains N huffer motlules (where N is the numher of output ports) instead of l. Most 

of the component modules ha ve heen inherit ed from the shared-buffe r architecture to the 

new one. 

The major distinction herween shanxl-huffer architecture and the multi-buffer 

architecture is that the l"irs t on ly uses one huffer module which is s hared by all o utput 

ports. During each working cycle. ce ll me mory reads one cell from the input port and 
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sends one cell to the output po rt. The multi-buffer switch gives each output port a buffer 

block and all o f the huffers are ahlc to work in paralle l. There fore, the multi-buffer switch 

can receive as many as N cells from input po rt and send as many as N cells to output port 

simultaneo usly. 

6.2 General Operation of Multi-Buffer Architecture 

In the multi-buffer architecture, the switch st ill has two states, the accepr.cell state and the 

owgoing cell state. During the occeJJTce/1 state. the comro lle r causes the switc h to transfer 

cells from input po rt s to cell memory hlocks. During the outgoing cell s tate, the controller 

causes it to transfer cells from the cell memory hlocks to the output ports with which they 

are associated. 

At heginning or each occeprcell state. the controller c hecks the full signals of each of the 

input ports. If current input port is not empty. it signal s the head-selector module to 

e nahle the current input port to send it s cell header to map memory. Map memory maps 

the incoming cell channel id and input port numher omo a channel in formation record in 

the map memory. and then m:1r memory outputs the i11p11r_porr_1111mber and 

m1rp11r_porr_1111mber va lues for the mapped channel lo the mu lti-selector. Each multi

selec tor coITesponds to ;i hu tlcr hlock ;inu ;in ou tput port. which all share the same unique 

id number After map memory outputs the 011TJJ111_porr_1111mber signa l, the coITesponding 

multi-selector is triggered. The mu It i-selectnr thus en a hies the indicated input port (by 

using the inp11r_porr_1111111her sign;JI) to send its cell tb ta directly to the huffer block. The 

controller checks each fit!/ signa l or ;ill the input pons at each pre-defined time slot. Map 

memory works with the controller to map each cell header and output the 

inp11r_porr_1111111her and 011rp11r_porr_11111nher signal. It on ly takes ;i short time to achieve 

this _job during the occeprcell s t:.itc: the controller and map memory are designed to be 

very fast. As in the ea rlie r single-huller version or the ATMSWITCH, map memory and 

CQ!inks updates their v;i lues simu ltaneous ly whi le the memory block is writing cells into 

the buffer. 

Within one oc:ceJ)Tcell state. the maximum numher o r cells which switc h get in is equal to 

switch size. N. It me;ins th:.it :.ill cells in the input port are accepted by the memory blocks. 

And it also means that no more than two cells are routed to the same buffer blocks in this 

case. At each occeprcf'II state. the minimum numher of cells can be counted as one, 

suppose all cells of input pons ;ire going to the same outplll buffe r. 
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At each outgoing cell state, the controller checks the free signals of each output port. If 

the output port is empty, it signals to output selector. At the same time, map memory 

gives the current ourgoing cell aclclress to each output port and outputs the re-assembled 

cell head onto the head_bus. The current outgoing cell is selected either from the 

CBR/VBR cell queue or chandelier buffer. All memory blocks are able to send the cells 

to the output ports at the same time because they all work concurrently. 

6.3 Summary 

In this chapter. a mult i-huffer switch architecture has been brief introduced. Actually, the 

new proposed architecture is based on ATMSWITCH architecture. The most modules of 

ATMSWITCH switch have heen inherited to the multi-buffer switch. The major 

distinction between ATMSWITCH architecture and multi-buffer architecture is that the 

ATMSWITCH is a shared huller structure, hut the multi-buffer switch assigns a buffer to 

each output port. At a switch working cycle, only one cell can be transferred from the 

input port to the output port in ATMSWITCH. But as many as N (input and output ports 

size) cells can he transferred from the input ports to the output port in multi-buffer 

switch. Therefore. the multi-huffer switch architecture can improve the total throughput 

of switch and reduce the required cell memory speed. 

The future work for the multi-huller switch is to design each module in detail. Although 

the main structure is proposed. hut the !'unctions of each module, and details of circuit 

design need to he completed . 
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Conclusion 

The task undertake n in this project, and descrihed in this thesis was the development of a 

full logic design for the chandt.!lier and trigger components of the ATMSWITCH, and the 

determination of the speed at which this logic would have to run if full use is to be made 

of the memory handwidth. 

The full logic design or ATMSWITCH in this the.sis has been completely achieved. The 

number of clock cycles required to perfo rm the huffer maintenance activities, and the 

logic .speed required to rit this numher or c lock cycles into the 12ns me mory read and 

write cycle has been measured. 

The designed ATMSWITCH consists or sewral circuit modules. Each module performs 

well-defined functions during the switch working cycle. Modules are controlled by the 

controller to accept an inco ming cell from input port to the cell memory and send a cell 

from the cell me mory to the output port at each switch working cycle. For a panicular 

CBRJVBR channel. the trigger mechanis m schedules cell output at regular intervals. 

Because all cells are forwarded thro ugh the network with a constant delay at each node, 

the end-to-end de lay w hich they experience is constant. The jitter prohlem can thus be 

ignored. Consequently. the A TM SWITCH provides a so lution to the problem o f 

conflicting requirements o r differe nt sort s or data traffic. 

The chandelier cooperates with the trigger mechanism and sends the ABRJUBR cells 

during no CBR/ VBR cel ls an; scheduled output, so the switch works efficiently. 

All circuit modules designed in ATMSWITCH were constructed by YHDL definitio n of 

the circuit. And the simulated result or ATMSWITCH timing is shown clearly in the 

circuit signal waveform. Therefore. the numher or clock cyc les required to perform the 

buffer maintenance ac tivities has heen determined , and clock period required to fit this 

number of clock cycles into the l 2ns write and read cycle is 1.2ns time. 

A multi-huffer switch architectun; has heen introduced. The most modules of 

ATMSWJTCH switch have heen inherit~d to the multi-buffer switch. The multi-buffer 

switch assigns ~ach output port a hulkr. During a switch working cycle, as many a.s N ( 



number of input and output pons) cells can be transferred from the input pmts to the 

output pmt. Therefore, the multi-buffer switch architecture can improve the total 

throughput of switch. Although the main structure of multi-buffer switch is proposed, but 

the functions of each module, and details of circuit design need to be completed. 
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Appendix 

VHDL Program Listing 

1. A TM SWITCH Module----------------------------------------------- I 
1.1. atmpack. vhd 
1.2. atmbody. vhd 
1.3. atmtest. vhd 

2. Cell Memory Module------------------------------------------------- 17 
2.1. mempkg. vhd 
2.2. membdy. vhd 
2.3. mement. vhd 
2.4. memarc. vhd 

3. Clock l\11 od u le----------------------------------------------------------- 21 
3. 1. clockent. vhd 
3.2. clockarc. vhd 

4. Controller Module ---------------------------------------------------- 22 
4.1. contrpkg. vhd 
4.2. contrent. vhd 
4.3. contrarc. vhd 

5. Counter Module ------------------------------------------------------- 33 
5.1. counte nt. vhd 
5.2. countarc. vhd 

6. Cq Ii n ks Module ------------------------------------------------------- 34 
6.1. cqlinpkg. vhd 
6.2. cqlinbdy. vhd 
6.3 . cqlinent. vhd 
6 .4. cqlinarc. vhd 

7. Input Port Module ---------------------------------------------------- 39 
7 .1. inporent. vhd 
7 .2. inporarc. vhd 

8. Input Server Module ------------------------------------------------- 42 
8.1. inserent. vhd 
8 .2. inserarc. vhd 

9. Map Memory Module ----------------------------------------------- 45 
9 .1. mappkg. vhd 
9.2. mapbdy. vhd 



9.3. mapent.vhd 
9.4. ma pare. vhd 

10. Output Port 1\1 od u le ------------------------------------------------- 57 
10.1. ouporent. vhd 
10.2. ouporarc.vhd 

11.Output Server Module ---------------------------------------------- 59 
11 .1. ouserent. vhd 
11.2. ouserarc. vhd 
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Copyright 1997, Massey University, All Rights Reserved 

File name atmpack.vhd 
Title [ATM Package) 
Module [The ATM Package] 
Purpose [Declare the global types and procedures for the ATM switch 

modules] 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur July 10 1997 

Library ieee; 

Author 
Bo Yan 

Use ieee . std_logic_1164.all; 
Use ieee.numeric_std.all; 

PACKAGE atm_types is 

CONSTANT unit_delay Time := 1 ns; 
CONSTANT MapSize integer := 1023; 
CONSTANT MapWidth integer := 10; 
CONSTANT CellMemSize integer := 1023; 
CONSTANT CellMemWidth integer := 10; 
CONSTANT BufferSize integer := 15; 

--Declare type that used for ATM stitch 

Revision 
Revl.0 . 0 

bit_15 is std_logic_vector(14 downto 0); 

Comments 
Creation 

subtype 
type 
function 
subtype 

bit_15_array is array(integer range<>) of bit_15; 
resolve_bit_l5(driver : in bit_15_array) return bit_ 15; 
bus_bit_15 is resolve_bit_l5 bit_15; 

subtype bit_8 is std_logic_vector(7 downto O); 

type boolean is(false, true); 

-- Input Port Declaration 

SUBTYPE 
TYPE 
FUNCTION 

SUBTYPE 

SUBTYPE 
TYPE 
SUBTYPE 

cell_ head_type is std_ulogic_vector(27 DOWNTO O); 
cell_ head_t ype_array is array (integer range<>) of cell_head_type; 
resolve_cell_head_type(driver , in cell_head_type_array) 
RETURN cell_head_type; 
bus_cell_head_ type is resolve_cell_head_type cell_head_type; 

oe_type is std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0); 
buf_full_type is array(O to BufferSize) of std_ulogic; 
portenable_type is std_ ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0); 

-- Chandelier Declaration 

( ________ J 
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TYPE 

TYPE 
TYPE 

subtype 
subtype 

TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 

TYPE 
TYPE 

chandelier_element_rec IS 
RECORD 

size 
las ten try 

END RECORD; 
chandelier_type 
chandelier_size 

integer; 
integer range Oto MapSize; 

is array(O to BufferSize) of chandelier_element_rec; 
is array(O to BufferSize) of std_ulogic; 

map_entry is integer range Oto MapSize; 
port_type is integer range Oto BufferSize; 

chandelier_head_rec; 
chandelier_head_ptr IS ACCESS chandelier_head_rec; 
chandelier_head_rec IS 

RECORD 
entry 
nexthead 

END RECORD 

integer range Oto MapSize; 
chandelier_head_ptr; 

c handelier_cycle IS array(Natural Range<>) of chandelier_head_rec; 
chandelier_blk_ptr IS array(O to 15) of chandelier_head_ptr; 

-- Memory Block Declaration 

TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 

TYPE 

TYPE 

mem_element_rec; 
mem_element_ptr IS ACCESS mem_element_rec; 
mem_element_rec IS 

RECORD 
addr: bit_vector(l5 DOWNTO 0); 
data: bit_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
nxt : mem_element_ptr; 

END RECORD; 

mem_blks IS array(Natural Range<>) of mem_element_ptr; 

init_ file_rec IS 
RECORD 

addr: STRING(l TO 6); 
data: INTEGER; 

END RECORD; 

Declare global procedures for the ATM switch modules 

PROCEDURE read_byte (VARIABLE blk addr IN integer; 
VARIABLE link addr IN bit_vector(l5 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE link - data OUT bit_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE memo;:y_block IN mem_blks); 

PROCEDURE program_byte (VARIABLE blk addr IN integer ; 
VARIABLE link_addr IN bit_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE link_data IN bit_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE memory_block INOUT mem_blks); 

PROCEDURE erase_block (VARIABLE blk_addr IN integer; 
VARIABLE memory_block INOUT mem_blks); 

( ______ J 
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PROCEDURE check_addr (VARIABLE mem_addr IN std_ulogic_vector 

(19 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE addr_valid OUT BOOLEAN); 

PROCEDURE check_data (VARIABLE mem_data IN std_ulogic_vector 
( 7 DOWNTO O ) ; 

VARIABLE data_valid OUT BOOLEAN); 

PROCEDURE Int_to_Bits (VARIABLE int IN integer; 
VARIABLE bits OUT std_logic_vector); 

-- Declare global functions for the ATM switch modules 

FUNCTION Int_to_BitVector 

FUNCTION BitVector_to_Int 

FUNCTION Bits_to_Int 

FUNCTION Bits_to_Natural 

END atm_types; 

atmbody.vhd 

(CONSTANT int_data 
CONSTANT size 
RETURN bit_vector; 

(CONSTANT bv_data 
RETURN integer; 

(CONSTANT bits 
RETURN integer; 

(CONSTANT bits 
RETURN natural; 

[ATM Package Body) 

IN integer; 
IN natural) 

IN bit_vector) 

IN std_logic_vector) 

IN std_ l og ic_vector) 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[The ATM Package Body) 
[Implement the functions 
package) 

and procedures of the ATM switch 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur July 10 1997 

PACKAGE BODY atm_types IS 

Author 
Bo Yan 

-- Function resolve_cell_head_type 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 

Comments 
Creation 

FUNCTION resolve_cell_head_type(driver : in cell_head_type_array) 
RETURN cell_head_type IS 

CONSTANT head : cell_head_type : = "0000000000000000000000000000"; 
VARIABLE result : cell_head_type := head; 
BEGIN 

for i in driver'range loop 
result := result or driver(i); 

end loop; 
return result; 

END resolve_cell_head_type; 

[ _____ ] 

/ 
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Procedure read_byte: A search i s made through the linked list to find the 
link that contains the data for the given address. If found, then that 
data is sent out. If not then it is assumed that the location is erased 
with data= "11111111" . 

PROCEDURE read_byte (VARIABLE blk_addr IN integer; 
VARIABLE link_addr IN bit_vector 

( 15 DOWNTO O ) ; 
VARIABLE link data OUT bit_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE memo:;:y_block IN mem_blks) 

IS 
VARIABLE temp_mem_ptr : mem_e lement_ptr = memory_block(blk_addr); 
BEGIN 

IF (memory_block(blk_addr) = NULL) THEN 
link_data := "11111111"; 

ELSE 
read_loop : WHILE (temp_mem_ptr /= NULL) LOOP 

IF (temp_mem_ptr.addr = link_addr) THEN 
link_data := temp_mem_ptr.data; 

EXIT read_ loop; 

ELSIF (temp_mem_ptr.nxt /= NULL) THEN 
temp_mem_ptr := temp_mem_ptr.nxt; 

ELSE 

END IF; 

link_data : = "11111111"; 
EXIT read_loop; 

END LOOP read_ loop; 
END If; 

END read_byte; 

Procedure program_byte: If the data being programmed is "11111111" then 
this procedure does nothing. Else.it reads the array to check if that 
location has previously been written to. If the existing data read back 
is "11111111" then a new link is created with the current data provided. 
Else.an AND operation between the existing data and the current data is 
done and the value stored in the location. 

PROCEDURE program_byte (VARIABLE blk_addr 
VARIABLE link addr 
VARIABLE link=data 
VARIABLE memory_block 

IN integer; 
IN bit_vector(15 DOWNTO O); 
IN bit_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT mem_blks) 

IS 
VARIABLE temp_mem_ptr 
VARIABLE exist_data 

mem_element_pt r := memory_block(blk_addr); 
bit_vector(7 DOWNTO O); 

BEGIN 
IF (link data I= "11111111") THEN 

read=byte(blk_addr,link_addr,exist_data,memory_block); 
IF (exist_data = "11111111") THEN 

temp_mem_ptr := NEW mem_element_rec; 
temp_ mem_ptr.addr = link_addr; 
temp_mem_ptr.data = link_data; 
temp_mem_ptr.nxt := memory_block(blk_addr); 
memory_block(blk_addr) := temp_mem_ptr; 

[ ________ ] 
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END 

ELSE 
program_loop WHILE (temp_ mem_ptr /= NULL) LOOP 

IF (temp_mem_ptr.addr = link_addr) THEN 
temp_mem_ptr.data : = temp_ mem_ptr.data 
AND link_data; 
EXIT program_loop; 

END IF; 
temp_mem_ptr := temp_mem_ptr.nxt; 

END LOOP program_loop; 
END IF; 
IF; 

END program_byte; 

Procedure erase_block:The entire linked list associated with the given 
block address is deallocated one at a time starting from the head of the 
list. 

PROCEDURE erase_block (VARIABLE blk_addr IN integer; 
VARIABLE memory_block INOUT mem_blks) 

IS 
VARIABLE temp_mem_ptr : mem_element_ptr := memory_block(blk_addr); 
BEGIN 

erase_loop : WHILE (memory_block(blk_addr) / = NULL) LOOP 
temp_mem_ptr := memory_block(blk_addr); 
memory_block(blk_addr) := temp_mem_ptr.nxt; 
DEALLOCATE(temp_mem_ptr); 

END LOOP erase_loop; 
END erase_block; 

Procedure check addr:The address is checked to see if it is invalid. The 
boolean addr_valid returns the result. If each of the address bits is 
anything but a O or 1 then addr_valid is set to FALSE. 

PROCEDURE check_addr (VARIABLE mem_addr IN std_ulogic_vector(l9 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE addr_valid: OUT BOOLEAN) 

IS 
BEGIN 

check_loop : FOR i IN mem_addr'LEFT DOWNTO mem_addr'RIGHT LOOP 

IF (mem_addr(i) /= '0' AND mem_addr(i) /= 'l') THEN 
addr_valid := FALSE; 
RETURN; 

END IF; 
END LOOP check_loop; 
addr_valid := TRUE; 
RETURN; 

END check_addr; 

Procedure check data: The data is checked to see if it is valid. If it is 
anything but a O or 1 then the boolean data_valid is set to FALSE. 

( ____ ] 
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PROCEDURE c heck_data (VARIABLE mem_data : IN std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE data_va lid : OUT BOOLEAN) 

IS 
BEGIN 

c heck_loop FOR i IN mem_data'LEFT DOWNTO mem_data'RIGHT LOOP 

IF (mem_da ta(i) /= 'O ' AND mem_data(i) /= 'l') THEN 
data_valid := FALSE; 
RETURN; 

END IF; 
END LOOP check_loop; 
data_valid := TRUE; 
RETURN; 

END check_data; 

Function Int_ to BitVector: Convert an integer to bit_vector. 

CONSTANT 
FUNCTION Int_to 

MaxintBitLength integer 
BitVector (CONSTANT int_data 

CONSTANT size 
RETURN bit_vector 

:= 32; 
IN integer; 
IN natural) 

IS 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 

bit_value 
temp 
temp_data 
neg_ flag 
rems 

bit_vector(size - 1 DOWNTO 0); 
integer; 

BEGIN 

integer : = int_data; 
BOOLEAN := FALSE; 
bit_vector((MaxintBitLength - 1) DOWNTO 0) := 
(OTHERS= >' O'); 

IF (s ize = 0) THEN 
assert FALSE 

END IF; 

report "Int_to_B itVector: vector size specified as zero.• 
severity error; 

FOR i IN OTO (MaxintBitLength - 1) LOOP 
EXIT WHEN temp_data <= 0; 
temp : = t e mp_data /2; 
rems(i) := bit'VAL(temp_da ta - (temp'2)) ; 
temp_ data : = temp; 

END LOOP; 

assert (temp_ data = 0) 
report "Int_ to_BitVector: integer too large." 
severity error; 

bit_va lue : = rems(size - 1 DOWNTO O); 
RETURN (bit_value); 

END Int_to_BitVecto r; 

Function BitVector to_Int: Convert a bit_vector to integer. 

( ____ ] 
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FUNCTION BitVector_to_Int (CONSTANT bv_data IN bit_vec tor) 
RETURN integer 

0 
IS 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
BEGIN 

size 
data_shift: 
int_value 
success 

integer := bv_data'LENGTH; 
bit_vector(bv_data'LENGTH -
integer := O; 

l DOWNTO 0) := bv_data; 

BOOLEAN := false; 

IF 

END 

(size= 0) THEN 
assert false 

IF; 

report "Bitvector_to_Int: 
severity error; 

convert_loop : LOOP 
IF (size>= MaxintBitLength) THEN 

assert false 

input data vector has size zero." 

report "BitVector_to_Int: bitvector is greater than 31 bits . " 
severity error; 

EXIT convert_ loop; 
END IF; 

int_value := bit'POS(data_shift(size - 1)); 

FOR i IN (size - 2) DOWNTO O LOOP 
int_value := (int_value • 2) + bit'POS(data_shift(i)); 

END LOOP; 

success := TRUE; 
EXIT convert_loop; 
END LOOP convert_loop; 

IF (success=TRUE) THEN 
RETURN (int_value); 

ELSE 
RETURN (0); 

END IF; 

END BitVector_to_ Int; 

FUNCTION resolve_bit_lS(driver : in bit_lS_array) return bit 15 i s 
constant float_value : bit_ lS :="000000000000000"; 
variable result : bit_lS :=float_value; 

begin 
for 1 1n driver'range loop 

result :=result or driver(i); 
end loop; 
return result; 

end resolve_bit_lS; 

--Function that convert std_logic into integer 

function bits_to_int(bits : in std_logic_vector) return integer is 
variable temp : std_logic_vector(bits'range); 
variable resu lt : integer := O; 

( J 
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( 

begin 
if bits (bits'l eft ) = 'l' then 

temp := not bits; 
else 

temp := bits; 
end if; 
for index in bits 'range loop 

result : = result*2 + std_logic'pos(temp(index)); 
end loop; 
if bits(bits'left) = ' l' then 

result : = (-result) -1; 
end if; 
return result; 

end bits_ to_ int; 

--Funct ion that convert std_logic into natural type 

f unct ion bits_to_natural(bits : in std_logic_vector) return natural is 
variable result : natural :=O; 

begin 
for index in bits'range loop 

result :=result•2 + s td_logic'pos (bits(index) ); 
end loop; 
return result; 

e nd bit s_t o_natural; 

- - Procedure that convert integer into std_logic type 

procedure int_to_ bits(int in integer; bits : out std_logic_vector) is 
variable temp : integer; 
variable result : std_logic_vector(bits'range); 

begin 
if int < 0 the n 

temp : =- ( int+l); 
else 

temp : =int; 
end if; 
f o r index in bits'reverse_ range loop 

res ult(index ) : =s td_logic'va l(temp rem 2 ) ; 
temp :=temp/2; 

end loop; 
if int <0 then 

r esult : =not r esult; 
r esult(bits' left) : = 'l'; 

end if; 
bits := result; 

e nd int_ t o_bits; 

END atm_ types; 

Fil e name 
Title 

atmtest . vhd 
[The Tes t Benc h of the ATM Switch Modules J 

J 
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[The Test Benc h Modules) Module 

Purpose [Declare the global types and procedures f or the ATM switch 
modules] 

Modification History 
Date 

Sat March 28 1998 
Author 
Bo Yan 

- -Test bench circuit of atm controller 

USE work.atm_types . all; 
USE work . map__pkgOl.all; 
USE work . mem__pkg.all; 
USE work.cq_link__pkg.all; 

Library ieee; 
Use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
Use ieee.numeric_std . all; 

ENTITY atm_controller_test is 
end atm_controller_test; 

Revision 
Revl . 0 . 0 

ARCHITECTURE structure of atm_controller_test is 

component clock_gen 
port ( clkl out std_ulogic; 

clk2 out std_ulogic; 
reset out std_ulogic); 

end component; 

component regular_counter 
port ( clkl in std_ul ogic 

clk2 in std_ ulogic 
reset in std_ulogic 
count out std_ulogic_vector(9 

end component ; 

component atm_controller 
port ( read out std_ulogic; 

write out std_ulogic; 
clkl in std_ulogic; 
clk2 in std_ulogic; 
reset in std_ulogic; 
acceptcell in std_ulogic; 
outgoing in std_ulogic; 
resetfull out std_ulogic); 

end component; 

component channel_handl er 
port (clkl in 

clk2 in 
read out 
write out 
reset in 
match in 
reset full out 
acceptcell in 

std_ ulogic; 
std_ulog ic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 

DOWNTO OJ); 

Comments 
Crea tion 

J [ 
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outgo ing 
setupcell 
releasecell 
itv 
mask 
en_port_no 
head_bu s 

end component; 

compon ent MapMemory 
port( read 

write 
c lkl 
match 
reset 
ready 
a_bus 
head_bus 
outgoi ng 
count 
itv 
ma s k 
setupcell 
releasecell: 
channel type : 
cq_map_ bus : 

Fri Apr 3 10:31:30 1998 

in std_ulogic 
o ut std_ulogic 
o ut s td_u logic 
o ut std_ulogic_vec tor(9 DOWNTO O) ; 
o ut s td_ulogi c _vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
in oe_type; 
inout bus_cell_head_type bus); 

in 
in 
in 
out 
in 
in 
inout 
inout 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
out 
inout 

std_ulogic; 
std_ ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
s td_u logic ; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cell_mem_addr bus; 
bus _ce ll_head_ type bus; 
std_u logic; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cq_map_ bus bus; 

e n_port_ n o 
e n_outport_no 
c handeli e r size 

in oe_type; 
in oe_type; 
o ut c handelier_s ize); 

end component; 

component cellmem 
port ( clkl 

d_bu s 
a_bus 
read 
write 
reset 
ready 

e nd component; 

component inputserver 
port ( c lkl in 

c lk2 in 
read n 
write n 
reset n 

in 
ino ut 
in 
in 
in 
in 
out 

std_ulogi c; 
bus_cell_mem_data 
bus_cell_mem_addr 
s td_ulog i c; 
std_ulogi c; 
std_ulogic; 
s td_ulogic); 

acceptcell out 

std_ulogic 
std_ul og i c 
std_ulogic 
std_ulogic 
std_ulogic 
std_ul og ic 
oe_type ; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogi c ; 
std_ulog ic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogi c ; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
s td_ulogic; 

en_port_no out 
fullOO in 
fullOl in 
full02 in 
full OJ in 
full04 in 
full OS in 
full06 in 
full07 in 
full08 in 
full09 in 

bus; 
bus; 

M 
~ 
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fulllO 
fullll 
fulll2 
full!) 
fulll4 
fulll5 

in std_ul ogic 
in std_ulogic 
in std_ulogic 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic); 

end component; 

component input_bufferOl 
port ( d_bus : out bus_ce ll_mem_data bus; 

reset in 
oe in 
ready in 
fullOl out 
head_bus out 
reset full in 
setupcell in 

end component ; 

component input_bufferOO 

std_ulogic; 
oe_type; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_ce ll_head_type bus; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic); 

port ( d_bus : out bus_cell_mem_data bus ; 
reset in 
oe in 
ready in 
fullOO out 
head_bus out 
reset full in 
setupcell in 

end component; 

component input_buffer02 

std_ulogic; 
oe_typei 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cell_head_type bus; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic); 

port ( d_bus : out bus_cell_mem_data bus; 
reset in 
oe in 
ready in 
full02 out 
head_bus out 
reset ful 1 in 
setupcell in 

end component; 

component input_buffer03 

s td_ulogic; 
oe_type; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cell_head_type bus; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic ) ; 

port ( d_bus : out bus_cel l _mem_ data bus; 
reset in 
oe in 
ready in 
full03 out 
head_ bus out 
reset full in 
setupcell in 

e nd component; 

component output_bufferOl 
port ( oe in 

reset in 
ready in 

std_ulogic; 
oe_type; 
std_ ulogi c; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cell_head_type bus; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic); 

oe_type; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 

M 
~ 
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d_bus 
head_ bus 
freeportOl 

in bus_cel l _mem_data bus; 
in cell_ head_ type; 
o u t std_ulogi c ); 

end component; 

component output _ bufferOO 
port ( oe in oe_type; 

std_ulogic; 
s td_u logic; 
bus_cell_mem_data 
ce ll_ head_type; 
std_ulogic ); 

reset in 
ready in 
d_bus in 
head_bus in 
freeportOO out 

end component; 

component output_buff er02 
port ( oe in oe_type; 

std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_ce ll_mem_data 
cell_head_type; 
s td_ ulogic ) ; 

reset in 
ready in 
d_bus in 
head_bus in 
freeport02 out 

e nd compone nt; 

component output_buffer03 
port ( oe in oe_type; 

std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 

reset in 
ready in 
d_ bus in 
head_ bus in 
freeport03 out 

bus cell mem data 
cell_head_type; 
std_u logi c ); 

end component; 

component output_en coder 
port ( c lkl in std_ulogic ; 

clk2 in std_ul og ic; 
read in std_ulogic; 
write in std_ul og i c; 
reset in std_ul o gic; 
match in std_ulog ic; 
outgoing out std_ ul og ic; 
c hande li e r size : in chandelier_size; 
en_outport_no out oe_type; 
freeportOO in std_ul og ic; 
freeportO l in std_ulogic; 
freeport02 in std_u l og i c; 
freeport03 in std_ulogic; 
freeport04 in std_ul ogic; 
freeport05 in std_ulogic; 
freeport06 in std_ulog i c; 
freeport07 i n std_ulogic ; 
freeport08 in std_ulogic; 
freeport09 in std_ul og ic; 
freeportlO in std_ul og ic; 
fre eport ll in std_ ul og ic; 
fre eportl2 in std_ulogic; 
fre eport l3 in std_ulog i c; 

bus; 

bus; 

bus; 

M 
~ 
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inbuf fOO 

inbuff02 

inbuff03 

outbuffOl 

outbuffOO 

outbuff02 

outbuff03 

o u t put_server 

cqlink 

reset=> reset, r eset full => resetful l , 
fullOl => fullOl, oe => en___port_no, 
setupcell => setupcel l , ready => ready ); 

input_bufferOO 
port map (d_bu s => d_bus, head_bus => head_bus , 

reset= > rese t, resetfull => resetfull, 
fullOO => fullOO, oe => en___port_no, 
setupcell => setupcell, rea dy= > r eady ); 

input_buffer02 
port map (d_bus => d_bus, head_bus => head_bus, 

reset= > reset , resetfull => r eset full, 
full02 => fu l l02, oe => en___port_no, 
setupcell => setupcell, ready => r eady); 

input_buffer03 
port map (d_bus => d_bus, head_bus => head_bus , 

reset => reset, resetfull => resetfull, 
full03 => full03 , oe => en___port_no , 
setupcell => setupcell, ready=> ready); 

output_bu fferOl 
port map (oe => en_outport_no, reset= > r eset , ready => ready, 

d_bus => d_bus, 
head_bus => head_bus, freeportOl => freeportOl); 

output_bufferOO 
port map (oe => en_outport_no, reset=> r eset, r eady => ready, 

d_bus => d_bus, 
head_bus => head_bus, freeportOO => freeportOO ); 

output_buffer02 
port map (oe => en_outport_no, reset=> reset, ready => ready, 

d_bus => d_bus, 
head_ bus => head_bus , freeport02 => freeport02); 

output_buffer03 
port map (oe => en_ outport_ no, reset=> reset, ready => ready, 

d_ bus => d_bus , 
head_ bus => head_bus, freep ort03 => fr eeport03); 

output_encoder 
port map (clkl => clkl , clk2 => c lk2 , r ead=> read , 

write=> write , reset => reset , 

cq_l ink 

outgoing => ou tgoing , match= > match, 
chandeliersize => chandeliersize, 
en_outport_no => en_outport_no, 
freeportOO => freeportOO, freeportOl => freeportOl, 
freepor t 02 => freeport02, freeport08 => freeport08, 
freeport03 => freeport03, freeport04 => freeport04, 
freeportOS => freeport05, freeport ll => freeportll, 
freeport06 => freeport06, freeport07 => freeport07, 
freeport09 => free port09 , freeport l O => freeportlO, 
freeportl 2 => freeport12, freeport l 3 => freeport13, 
freeport lS => freeportlS , freeportl4 => freeport14); 

port map (a_bus => a_bus, read => read, ready => ready, 
write= > write, reset => reset, clkl => c lkl, 

J ( 
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cq_map_bus => cq_map_bus, channeltype=>channe ltype); 

END structure; 

CONrlGURATION atm_controller_behaviour_test of atm_controller test is 
for structure 

for c l ock : c l ock_ge n 
use entity work.clock_gen(behaviour) 

generic map(TPw => 12 ns , Tps => 12 ns ); 
end for; 
for counte r regular_counter 

use entity work . regular_counte r(behaviour); 
end f o r; 
f or map_memory : MapMemory 

e nd 
f or 

u se entity work.MapMemory(behaviour); 
for; 
cell_memory cellmem 
use entity work.cellmem(behaviour); 

end 
for 

for; 
con t roller 
use e ntity 

end for; 

c ha nnel_handler 
work.channel_handler(behaviour); 

for input_ser ver : inputserver 
use entity work.inputserver(behaviour); 

end for; 
for inbuffOl input_bufferOl 

use entity work.input_bufferOl(be haviour); 
e nd for; 

for inbuffOO : input_bufferOO 
use ent ity work.input_bufferOO( behaviour); 

end for; 

for inbu f f02 input_buffe r02 
use entity work.input_buffer02(behaviour); 

e nd for; 

f o r inbuff03 inpu t_buffer03 
use ent ity work.input_buffer03(behaviour); 

e nd for; 

for outbuffOl output_bufferOl 
use entity work.output_buff erO l(be hav i our ) ; 

end for; 

for outbuffOO output_bu ff erOO 
use entity work.output_bufferOO(behaviour); 

end for; 

for outbuff02 output_buffer02 
use e nti ty work.output_buffer02(behaviour); 

end for; 

J 
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for outbuff03 : output_buffer03 
use entity work.output_buffer03(behaviour); 

end for; 

for output_server : output_encoder 
use entity work . output_encoder(behaviour); 

end for; 
for cqlink : cg_link 

use entity work.cq_link(behaviour); 
end for; 

end for; 

END atm_controller_behav i our_test; 

mempkg.vhd File name 
Title (ATM Cell Memory: 1024 x 8-bits Cache Static Random Acces s 

Memory] 
[Package Declaration] Module 

Purpose (Declare the types and procedures for the Cell Memory modul e ] 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur August 21 
Mon Jan 12 

LIBRARY ieee; 

1997 
1998 

USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.standard.all; 
USE std.textio.all; 

USE work.atm_types .all; 

PACKAGE mem_pkg IS 

Author 
Bo Yan 
Bo Yan 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 
Revl . 0 . 0 

Comments 
Creation 
Modifi ed 

TYPE cell_mem_blks is array(O to CellMemSize) of std_ulogic_vector 
(7 DOWNTO 0); 

SUBTYPE 
TYPE 
FUNCTION 

SUBTYPE 

SUBTYPE 
TYPE 
FUNCTION 

SUBTYPE 

cell_mem_data is std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO O); 
cell_mem_data_array is array(integer range<>) of cell_mem_data; 
resolve_cell_mem_data(driver : in cell_ mem_ data_array) 
RETURN cell_mem_data; 
bus_cell_mem_ data is resolve_cell_mem_data cell_mem_data; 

cell_mem_addr is std_ ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
cell_mem_ addr_array is array(integer range<>) of cell_mem_addr; 
resolve_cell_mem_addr(driver : in cell_mem_addr_array) 
RETURN cell_mem_addr; 
bus_cell_mem_addr is resolve_cell_mem_addr cell_mem_addr; 

END mem_pkg; 

) ( 
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me mbdy. v hd 
(ATM Cell Memory: 1024 x 8-bits Cache Memory) 
(Package Body of the Cell Memory) 

M 
~ 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose [Implement the procedures which are dec lared in the Cell 

Memory Package) 

PACKAGE BODY mem_pkg IS 

- - The f unct i on r eso l ves the cell data from the d_bus (data bus) 

FUNCTION resolve_cell_mem_data(driver : in cell_mem_data_array) 
RETURN cell_mem_data IS 

CONSTANT data cell_mem_data := "00000000"; 
VARIABLE result : cell_mem_data : = data; 

BEGIN 
for i in driver'range loop 

res ult := result or driver(i); 
end loop; 
return result; 

END resolve_cell_mem_data; 

-- The function resolves the cell memory address from the a_bus (address bus) 

FUNCTION resolve_cell_mem_addr(driver : in cell_mem_addr_array) 
RETURN cell_mem_addr IS 

CONSTANT addr cell_mem_addr := "0000000000"; 
VARIABLE result : cell_mem_addr : = addr; 

BEGIN 
for i in driver'range loop 

result : = result o r driver(i); 
end loop; 
r eturn result; 

END resolve_cell_mem_addr; 

END me m_pkg; 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

LIBRARY ieee; 

mement.vhd 
[ATM Cell Memory: 1024 x 8-bits Cache Memory 
[The Cell Memory Entity] 
[Define the entity of the Cell Memory] 

USE ieee.std_ logic_ ll64.all ; 
USE i eee.numeri c_s td . all; 

LIBRARY std ; 
USE std.textio.all; 

USE work.atm_types.all; 
USE work.mem_pkg.all; 

ENTITY cellmem is 

) 
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GENERIC ( Tpd Time : = unit_delay); 
PORT ( clkl in std_ulogic; 

a_bus in bus_cell_mem_addr bus; 
d_bus inout bus_cell_mem_data bus; 
read in std_ulogic; 
write in std_ulogic; 
reset in std_ulogic; 
ready out std_ulogic); 

END cellmem; 

memarc.vhd File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[ATM Cell Memory: 1024 x 8-bits Cache Memory] 
[Behaviour Description of the Cell Memory] 
[Implement the functions of the cell memory) 

USE work.mem_pkg.all; 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF cellmem IS 

BEGIN 

PROCESS 

cell_mem_blks 
cell_mem_addr 
cell_mem_ data 

VARIABLE cellmem 
VARIABLE celladdr 
VARIABLE celldata 
VARIABLE memaddr integer range Oto CellMemSize; 

--This procedure is used to initialise the cell memo ry 

PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE memory 
VARIABLE i : integer := 0; 

BEGIN 
for i in Oto CellMemSi ze loop 

memory ( i) : = "00000000"; 
end loop; 

END initialise; 

INOUT cell_mem_blks) I S 

--This procedure is used to write a cell data into cell memory 

PROCEDURE add(VARIABLE memory : INOUT cell_mem_blks; 
CONSTANT data IN cell_mem_data; 
CONSTANT addr IN cell_mem_addr) IS 

VARIABLE addr_int : integer; 
BEGIN 

addr_int := BitVector_To_Int(To_ BitVector(addr)); 
-- convert the address into integer 

if addr_int<O OR addr_int>CellMemSize then 
-- check whether the address is over scope 

assert false 
report "The given address is over scarp of Cell Memory !" 
severity error; 

end if; 

( _________ ] 

I' 
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memory (addr_ int) := data; 
END add; 

-- write the cell data into cell memory 

--This procedure is used to read a cell data from cell memory 

PROCEDURE remove(VARIABLE memory 
VARIABLE data 
CONSTANT addr 

VARIABLE addr_int : integer; 
BEGIN 

INOUT cell_mem_blks; 
OUT cell_mem_data; 
IN cell_mem_addr) IS 

addr_int := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector(addr)); 
-- convert the address into integer 

if addr_int<O OR addr_int>CellMemSize then 
-- check whether the address is over scope of cell memory 

assert false 
report "The given address is over scarp of Cell Memory !" 
sever ity error; 

end if; 
data := memory(addr_int) ; 

-- read the cell data from cell memory 
END remove; 

BEGIN 

--check for reset active 

wait until reset='O' or reset='l'; 
if reset= '!' then 

initialise(cellmem); 
ready <= 'Z' after Tpd; 
wait until reset= 'O'; 

end if ; 

loop 
if reset='O' then 

d_bus <= null after Tpd; 
wait until write=' l' or read='l'; 
if write='l' then 

ready<= ·o·; 
ce lladdr : = a_bus; 
ce lldata := d_ bus; 

-- begin the process 

Wait for write or read signal 
write signa l is high 
reset ready signal 

get cell memory address from address bus 
-- get cell data from data bus 

add(cellmem, celldata, ce lladdr); 
wait until clkl='O'; -- after 9 times 
ready<= 'l'; 

-- write cell data to cell memory 
Tpd, the write operation finished 

set ready signal high 
end write='l' end if; 

if read='l' then 
ready<= ·o·; 
celladdr := a_bus; 
remove(cellmem, celldata, celladdr) ; 
wait until clkl='l'; 
ready<= 'l '; 
d_bus <= celldata; 

read signal is high 
reset ready signal 
get address from address bus 
read the data from cell memory 

-- output data onto data bus 

( _________ ] 
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( 

wait for l*Tpd; 
end if; 

else 
exit; 

end i f; 
end l oop; 

END process; 
END behaviour; 

c l ockent.vhd 
[ATM Clock Module ) 
[ATM Clock Entity] 

end read='l' 
reset /='0' 

end reset='O' 

Fil e name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose [Define the entity of the Clock module] 

Modification History 
Date Author 

Tur July 10 1997 Bo Yan 

LIBRARY ieee ; 
USE ieee.std_ logic_1164.all ; 
USE ieee. numeric_std . all; 

LIBRARY std ; 
USE std.textio . ALL; 

USE work.atm_types.all ; 

ENTITY clock_gen 
GENERIC(Tpw 

Tps 
Tunit 

PORT (clkl 
clk2 
reset 

END clock_gen; 

is 
Time 
Time 
Time 
out 
out 
out 

: =12 ns; 
: =12 ns; 
:=2 ns) 
std_ulog 
std_ulog 
std_ulog 

clockarc.vhd 
[ATM Clock] 

c; 
C; 
C ) ; 

Revision 
Revl . 0.0 

Comments 
Creation 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[Behaviour Description of the Clock] 
[ Implement the function s of the clock module) 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of clock_gen is 
constant clock_period Time := Tpw+Tps; 
constant clock_unit Time := 3·Tunit; 

BEGIN 
reset_driver: 

reset <='l', '0' after 2*clock_period; 

clock_dr i verl: process 
begin 

clkl <='l' , '0' after Tpw; 

) 
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wait for clock_period; 
end process clock_dr iverl; 

clock_dri ver2: process 
begin 

clk2 <=' l', ·o· after c l ock_unit; 
wait for 2*clock_unit; 

end process c l ock_dr iver2; 
END behaviour; 

contrpkg . vhd 
(ATM Controller Module ) 
(Package Declaration and body defination) 

File name 
Title 
Modu le 
Purpose (Declare the types and procedures for the Control l er) 

Modification History 
Date Author 

Mon July 12 1997 Bo Yan 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee .std_logic_ll64.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.standard.all; 
USE std.textio .all; 

USE work . atm_ types . all ; 

PACKAGE contro ller_pkg IS 

TYPE boolean IS (false, true); 
TYPE itv_tree_node; 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 

TYPE itv_ tree_ptr IS ACCESS itv_tree_ node; 

TYPE itv_tree_node IS 
RECORD 

channel id 
isnode 
ts 
itv 
leftptr 
rightptr 

END RECORD; 

TYPE itv_tree IS 
RECORD 

std_ ulogic_ vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
boolean; 
integer; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
itv_tree_ptr; 
itv_ tree_ptr; 

r ootptr : itv_tree_ptr; 
END RECORD; 

TYPE itv_stack IS 
RECORD 

bottom : integer; 
topptr : itv_tree_ptr; 

END RECORD; 

TYPE itv_ tree blk is array(O to 40000) of itv_tree_ptr; 

Comments 
Creation 

) 
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END controller___pkg; 

-- Define the package body of the controller 

PACKAGE BODY controller___pkg IS 
END controller___pkg; 

contrent.vhd 
(ATM Controller) 
(The Controller Entity) 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose (Define the entity of the controller) 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.textio.ALL; 

USE work.atm_types.all; 
USE work.controller___pkg.all; 

ENTITY channel_handler IS 
GENERIC ( Tpd Time 
PORT ( clkl in 

clk2 in 
read out 
write out 
reset in 
reset full out 
acceptcell in 
o utgoing in 
match in 
setupcell out 
releasecell: out 
itv out 
mask out 
en_port_no in 
head_bus inout 

END channel_handler; 

: = uni t_delay); 
std_ulogic; 
std_ ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ ulogic; 
std_ ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
oe_type; 
bus_cell_head_ type bus); 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 
Note 

contrarc.vhd 
(ATM Controller) 
(Behaviour Description of the Controller) 
[Implement the functions of the controller) 
(The program is designed to handle four itv trees of outputs] 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of Channel_ handler IS 

TYPE boolean IS (false, true); 
BEGIN -- behaviour of Channel Handler 

_('"'-______ ] 
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( 

PROCESS 

declare constants and variables 

CONSTANT itvconst 
CONSTANT itvweak 
CONSTANT channelconst 

std_ulogic_vector (9 DOWNTO OJ : = "0000000000"; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) := "ZZZZZZZZZZ"; 
cell_head_type : = " 000000000000000000111 l ll ll ll"; 

VARIABLE nodeptrO 
VARIABLE nodeptrl 
VARIABLE nodeptr2 
VARIABLE nodeptr3 

itv_tree___ptr; 
i tv_tree___ptr; 
itv_tree___ptr; 
itv_ tree___ptr; 

declare first itv tree root 
declare second itv tree root 
declare third itv tree root 
declare forth itv tree root 

VARIABLE itvtreeO 
VARIABLE itvtreel 
VARIABLE itvtree2 
VARIABLE itvtree3 

itv_tree; 
itv_ tree; 
itv_ tree; 
itv_ tree; 

declare first itv tree 
declare second itv tree 
declare third itv tree 
declare forth itv tree 

VARIABLE cellhead 
VARIABLE enportno 
VARIABLE levelvalue 
VARIABLE channelid 
VARIABLE c hannelspeed 
VARIABLE channeltype 
VARIABLE channelflag 
VARIABLE channelitv 
VARIABLE c hannelmask 
VARIABLE channelkey 
VARIABLE channeloutid 
VARIABLE speed int 
VARIABLE isDone 
VARIABLE isValue 
VARIABLE isChannel 
VARIABLE isRelease 
VARIABLE isReleased 

cell_head_type; 
oe_type; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO O); 
std_ ulogic_ vector(S DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
std_ ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
cell_head_type; 
cell_ head_type; 
integer; 
boolean; 
boolean; 
boolean; 
boolean; 
boolean; 

VARIABLE portnoint integer := O; -- used by getchanneloutid 
VARIABLE index integer := O; 

-- this procedure is used to create the node of itv tree 

PROCEDURE createnode(VARIABLE ptr 
CONSTANT tempts 

VARIABLE temp_ptr itv_tree_ptr; 
BEGIN 

temp___ptr := NEW itv_tree_node; 
temp___ptr.leftptr := NULL; 
temp___ptr.rightptr := NULL; 
temp___ptr.isnode : = true; 
temp___ptr.ts = 2*tempts; 
ptr : = temp___ptr; 

END createnode; 

PROCEDURE initialisetree IS 
BEGIN 

c reatenode (itvtreeO .rootptr, 0); 
itvtreeO.rootptr.itv : = itvconst; 

INOUT itv_tree___ptr; 
IN integer) IS 

-- initialise first itv tree 

J 
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itvtreeO.rootptr . ts : = 1; 

createnode(itvtreel.rootptr, O); 
itvtreel.rootptr.itv : = itvconst; 
itvtreel.rootptr.ts : = 1; 

-- initiali se second itv tree 

createnode(itvtree2.rootptr, O); 
itvtree2.rootptr.itv := itvconst; 
itvtree2.rootptr.ts := l; 

-- initialise third itv tree 

createnode(itvtreeJ . rootptr, 0); 
itvtreeJ.rootptr.itv := itvconst; 
itvtreeJ.rootptr.ts := l; 

-- initialise f orth itv tree 

END initialisetree; 

-- this program is used to travel the tree 

PROCEDURE inOrderTravel(VARIABLE ptr INOUT itv_tree_ptr) IS 
VARIABLE temp_ptr : itv_tree_ptr; 

BEGIN 
if ptr/=NULL then 

inOrderTravel(ptr.leftptr); 
if ptr.ts>tempnodeptr.ts AND ptr.ts<=speedint AND ptr.isnode=true then 

tempnodeptr := ptr; 
end if ; 
inOrderTravel(ptr.rightptr); 

end if; 
END inOrderTravel; 

-- this program is used to build a tree 

PROCEDURE reBuildTree(VARIABLE temptree 
CONSTANT channel 
VARIABLE tempitv 
VARIABLE isbuild 

VARIABLE temp_ptr 
VARIABLE temp_ptrl 
VARIABLE temp_itv 

itv_tree_ptr; 
itv_ tree_ptr; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 

BEGIN 

INOUT 
IN 
OUT 
OUT 

itv_tree 
std_ulog c_vector(9 
std_ulog c_vector(9 
boolean) IS 

DOWNTO 0); 

DOWNTO 0); 
DOWNTO 0); 

tempnodeptr := temptree.rootptr; -- initialise tempnodeptr for inOrderTravel 
temp_ptrl := temptree.rootptr; 
inOrderTravel(temp_ptrl); 
temp_ptr := tempnodeptr; 

if not (temp_ptr . isnode=true and temp_ptr.ts<speedint) then 
assert false 
report "The itv tree is not return a correct pointer" 
severity error; 

end if; 

if temp_ptr.isnode=true and temp_ptr.ts<speedint then 
createNode (temp_ptrl , temp_ptr.ts); 
levelvalue : = To_StduLogicVector(Int_To_BitVector(temp_ptr.ts, 10)); 

[ _____ J 
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if temp_ptr.leftptr=NULL the n 
temp_ptrl . itv : = temp_ptr.itv; -- parent itv and "0" 
temp_ptr.leftptr := temp_ptrl; 

else 
temp_ptrl.itv := temp_ptr.itv OR levelvalue; 

temp_ptr.rightptr : = temp_ptrl ; 
end if; 
temp_ptr := temp_ptrl; 

-- parent itv and ts value 

while temp_ptr.ts <speedint loop 
createNode(temp_ptrl, temp_ptr.ts); 
temp_ptrl.itv := temp_ptr.itv; 
temp_ptr . leftptr := temp_ptrl; 
temp_ptr := temp_ptrl; 

end loop; 
temp_ptr . channelid := channel; 
temp_ptr.isnode : = false; 
tempitv : = temp_ptr.itv; 
isbuild : = true; 

else 
isbuild = false; 

end if; 

END r eBu ildTree; 

-- parent itv and "0" 

assign current itv 

-- this program is used to in order search a tree 

PROCEDURE inOrdersearch(VARIABLE ptr 
VARIABLE tempptr 
CONSTANT speed 

VARIABLE temp_ptr itv_tree_ptr; 
BEGIN 

testptrl ( j) : = ptr; 
j := j+l; 
if ptr/=NULL and ptr.ts<speed then 

inOrdersearch(ptr.leftptr, tempptr, 
if ptr.isnode=true and ptr . ts<speed 

if ptr . rightptr=NULL then 
i := i+l; 
if isValue=true then 

tempptr := ptr; 
isValue := false; 

end if; 
return ; 

e l se 

INOUT itv_ tree_ptr; 
OUT itv_tree_ptr; 
IN integer) IS 

speed); 
then 

inOrdersearch(ptr.rightptr, 
if ptr.leftptr=NULL the n 

if i sVa lue=t rue then 
tempptr := ptr; 

tempptr, speed); 

isValue := false; 
end if; 
return; 

end if; 

-- new line need to test 

[ ____ J 
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end if; 
else 

return; 
end if; 

end if; 
END inOrdersearch; 

-- this program is used to establish a tree 

PROCEDURE establishTree(VARIABLE temptree: INOUT itv_tree; 

M 
~ 

CONSTANT channel IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
CONSTANT speed IN integer; 
VARIABLE tempitv OUT std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
VARIABLE isbuild OUT boolean) IS 

VARIABLE temp_ptr itv_tree_ptr; 
VARIABLE temp_ptrl itv_tree_ptr; 
VARIABLE temp_itv std_u logic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 

BEGIN 
isValue := true; -- initialise isValue for inOrdersearc h 
temp_ptrl := temptree.rootptr; 
inOrdersearch(temp_ptrl, temp_ptr, speed); 

if not (temp_ptr.isnode=true and temp_ptr.ts<speed) then 
assert false 
report "The itv tree is not return a correct pointer" 
severity error; 

end if; 

if temp_ptr.isnode=true and temp_ptr.ts<speed then 
createNode(temp_ptrl, temp_ptr.ts) ; 
levelvalue := To_StduLogicVector(Int_To_BitVector(temp_ptr.ts, 10)); 
if temp_ptr.leftptr=NULL then 

temp_ptrl.itv := temp_ptr.itv; -- parent itv and •o• 
temp_ptr . leftptr := temp_ptrl; 

else 
temp_ptrl . itv := temp_ptr.itv OR levelvalue; 

temp_ptr.rightptr : = temp_ptrl; 
end if; 

temp_ptr := temp__ptrl; 

k : = k+l; 
while temp_ptr.ts<speed loop 

createNode(temp_ptrl, temp_ptr.ts); 
temp_ptrl.itv : = temp_ptr . itv; 
temp_ptr.leftptr := temp_ptrl; 
temp_ptr := temp_ptrl; 

end loop; 
temp_ptr.channelid : = channel; 
temp_ptr.isnode := false; 
tempitv := temp_ptr.itv; 
isbuild := true; 

else 
isbuild : = false; 

-- parent itv and ts value 

-- parent itv and •o• 

assign current itv 

[ __ --"--___ ] 
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end if; 

END establishTree; 

- - this program is used to set channel mask value 

PROCEDURE setchannelmask(CONSTANT speed IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
VARIABLE mask OUT std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0)) 

IS 
VARIABLE i integer := O; 

BEGIN 
while i <= 9 loop 

if speed(i)='l' then 
exit ; 

else 
mask(i) := 'O'; 

end if; 
i:=i+l; 

end loop; 
while i <= 9 loop 

mask(i) := 'l'; 
i:=i+l; 

end loop; 

END setchannelmask; 

-- get mask value 

- - this procedure is used to get the re-assembly channel id and header 

PROCEDURE getchanneloutid(VARIABLE channelin IN cell_head_type; 

VARIABLE channelvar 
VARIABLE portno 
VARIABLE i 

VARIABLE channelout OUT cell_head_type) IS 
cell_head_ type : = "0000001100000000001111111111"; 
oe_type 
integer 

VARIABLE integer 
BEGIN 

j : = 0; 
channelout : = channelvar AND channelin; 
portno := To_ StdULogicVe ctor(Int_ To_ BitVector(portnoint,4)) ; 

-- create output port number 
if portnoint=3 then 

channelout(lO) := 'O' 
channelout ( 11) : = '0' 
channelout(12) := 'O' 
channelout(13) = 'O' 

else 
for i in 10 to 13 loop 

channelout(i) = portno(j); 
j := j+l; 

end loop; 
end if; 

j : = O; 
for i in 14 to 17 loop 

channelout(i) := enportno(j); 

assign output port number 

assign input port number 

( ____ ] 
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j := j+l; 
end loop; 

if portnoint < 3 then 
portnoint := portnoint • 1; 

else 
portnoint := O; 

end if; 

END getchanneloutid; 

-- this procedure is used to seek a tree 

PROCEDURE inOrderSeek(VARIABLE ptr 
CONSTANT channel 

IS 
VARIABLE temp___ptr 

BEGIN 
itv_tree_ptr; 

if ptr/=NULL then 
inOrderSeek(ptr.leftptr, channel); 
if isChannel=true then 

if isReleased=true then 
return; 

else 
deallocate(ptr.leftptr); 
ptr . leftptr := NULL; 
isReleased := true; 

end if; 
end if; 

if ptr.isnode=false then 
if ptr . channelid=channel then 

isChannel := true; 
return; 

else 
return; 

end if; 
end if; 

inOrderSeek(ptr.rightptr, channel); 
if isChannel=true then 

if isReleased=true then 
return; 

e l se 
deallocate(ptr . rightptr); 
ptr.rightptr := NULL; 
isReleased := true; 

end if; 
end if; 

end if; 
END inOrderSeek; 

-- output port from 0# to 3# 

INOUT itv_tree___ptr; 
IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0)) 

-- channel is found 

current node is leaf 
check whether is released channel 
find this channel 
return to last call 
channel is not given c hannel 
continue to seek 

-- channel is found 

-- end ptr/=NULL 

[ _____ J 
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-- this procedure is used to release a tree 

PROCEDURE releasechannel(VARIABLE temptree INOUT itv_tree; 

M 
~ 

CONSTANT channel IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
VARIABLE isRelease: OUT boolean) 

IS 
VARIABLE temp___ptr 

BEGIN 
itv_tree___ptr; 

isChannel := false; 
isReleased ::;: false; 

initialise isChannel for inOrderSeek 
initialise isReleased for inOrderSeek 

temp___ptr := temptree . rootptr; 
inOrderSeek(temp___ptr, channel); 
if isChannel=true and isReleased=true then 

channel has been found and released 
isRelease := true; 

else 
isRelease := false; 

end if; 
END releasechannel; 

BEGIN 

--check for reset active 

wait until reset='l' or reset='O'; 
if reset ='l' then 

initialiseTree; 
isDone := false; 
isRelease : = false; 
isReleased := false; 
setupcell <= 'O' after Tpd; 
releasecell <= 'O' after Tpd; 
head_ bus <= null after Tpd; 
itv <= itvweak after Tpd; 
mask <= itvweak after Tpd; 
wait until reset= 'O'; 

end if; 

loop 
if reset='O' then 

read <= '0' after Tpd; 
write <= 'O' after Tpd; 
if clkl ='l' then 

wait until acceptcell='l' or clkl='O'; 
if acceptcell='l' then 

wait for Tpd; 
cellhead : = head_bus; 
enportno : :;: en_port_no; 

DOWN TO 2 2 ) = " 111111 " then 
<= 'l' after Tpd; 
<= 'l' after Tpd; 

cellhead(9 DOWNTO 0); 

- - process is begin 

-- initialise Itv Tree 

-- accept cell state 

wait for Tpd time 

incoming cell is setup cell if cell head ( 27 
reset full 
setupcell 
c hannel id 
channel speed 
channel type 

- cellhead(l9 DOWNTO 10); 
cellhead(21 DOWNTO 20); 

getchanneloutid(cellhead, channeloutid); 
-- get the output port number 

[ _____ J 
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if c hanneltype="OO " OR channeltype="Ol " then 
-- n ew c hannnel is CBR/VBR channel 

speedint := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector(channelspeed)); 
if speedint=O then 

speedint := 1024; 
e nd if; 

if enportno="OOOO" then 
establishTree(itvtreeO, channelid, speedint , 

channelitv, isDone); 
-- find and assign a bandwidth for the new channel 

elsif enportno="0001" then 
establishTree(itvtree l , channelid, speedint, 

channelitv, isDone); 
-- find and assign a bandwidth for the n ew c hannel 

elsif enportno="0010" then 
establishTree(itvtree2, channelid, speedint, 

channelitv, isDone); 
-- find and assign a bandwidth for the new channe l 

e lse 
establishTree(itvtree3, c hannelid, speedint, 

channelitv, isDone); 
-- find and assign a bandwidth for the new channel 

end if; 

if isDone=true then -- new c hannel connection is built 
setchannelmask(channelspeed, channelmask); 
itv <= channelitv after Tpd; 
mask<= channelmask after Tpd ; 
head_bus <= channeloutid after Tpd; 
wait until c lkl = 'O'; 

else new c hannel connection is not built 
assert false 
report "No enough space for the new channel, connection fail 
severity NOTE; 
wait until clkl='O'; 

end if; 
else 

itv <= itvweak 

mask <= itvweak 

-- new channel is ABR/UBR channel 
after Tpd; 
-- itv is not used by ABR /UBR channel 
after Tpd; 

header 

- - mask is not 
head_bus <; channeloutid after 

-- put the new 
wait until clkl='O'; 

used by ABR /UBR channel header 
Tpd; 

end if; -- end channel 

reset full 
setupcell 
head_bus 
itv 
mask 

<= '0' after Tpd; 
<= 'O' after Tpd; 
<= null after Tpd; 
<= itvweak after Tpd; 
<= itvweak after Tpd; 

channe l information on the head bus 

type check 

elsif cellhead(27 

reset full 
releasecell 
setupcell 
channel id 

DOWNTO 22)="111000" then 
-- incoming cell is relese channel type 

<= '1' after Tpd; 
<= ' l ' after Tpd; 
<= 'l' after Tpd; 
:= cellhead ( 9 DOWNTO 0); 

( _____ ] 
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e l sif 

releasechannel(itvtreeO , channelid, isRelease); 
if isRelease=false then 

assert false 
report "Given channel is not found !" 
severity NOTE; 

else 
c hanneloutid (9 DOWNTO 0) : = channelid; 
channeloutid := channeloutid AND channelconst; 
head_bus <= c hannel outid after Tpd; 

end if; 
wait until 
reset full 
setupcell 
releasecell 
head_bus 
cellhead(27 

clkl='O'; 

reset full 
setupcell 
channel id 
c hanne l speed 
channel type 

<= 'O' after Tpd; 
<= 'O' after Tpd; 
<= 'O' after Tpd; 
<= null after Tpd; 
DOWNTO 22)="111100" then 

-- incoming cell is setup cell 
<= ' l ' after Tpd; 
<= 'l' after Tpd; 
:= cellhead(9 DOWNTO 0); 
:= cellhead(19 DOWNTO 10); 
:= cellhead(21 DOWNTO 20); 

getchanneloutid(cellhead, channeloutid); 
-- work out the new cell header 

M 
l:0 

speedint := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector(channelspeed)); 
if speedint=O then 

speedint := 1024; 
end if; 
reBuildTree(itvtreeO, channelid, channelitv, isDone); 

-- insert the new n ode in the tree 
if isDone=true then 

setchannelmask(channelspeed , channelmask); 
-- ca lculate the ma sk value of CBR/VBR channel 

itv <= channelitv after Tpd; 
mask<= c hanne lmask after Tpd; 
h ead_bus <= channeloutid after Tpd; 
wait until c lkl ='O'; 

else 
assert fal se 
report "No enough space for the new c hannel, connection fail ! " 
severity NOTE; 
wait until c lkl ; 'Q'; 

end if; 
reset full <= 'O' ; 
setupcell <= '0' ; 
head_bus <= null after Tpd; 
itv 
mask 

<= itvweak after Tpd; 
<= itvweak after Tpd; 

else 
write <= ' l' after Tpd 
read <= '0' after Tpd 
resetfull <= 'l' after Tpd 
wait until clkl='O'; 
resetfull <= 'O' ; 
write <= 'O' after Tpd; 

end if; 
end if; 

incoming cell is normal cell 

end cellhead/="111111" 
e nd acceptcel l ='l' 

( _______ ] 
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end if; end clk l ='O' 

if clkl='O' then 
wait until match='!' or outgoing='!' 
if outgoing='!' or match='l' then 

read <= 'l' after Tpd; 

outgoing ce ll state 
or clkl='l'; 

write <= 'O' after Tpd; 
resetfull <= 'l' after Tpd; 
wait until clkl='l'; 
read <= '0' after Tpd ; 
resetfull <= '0'; 

e nd if; 
end if; 

else 
exit; 

end if ; 
end loop ; 

END process; 
END behaviour; 

countent.vhd 
[ATM Counter] 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[The Counter Entity) 
[Define the entity of the counter ] 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur August 20 1997 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std . textio.ALL; 

USE work .atm_types.a ll; 

ENTITY regular_counter is 
GENERIC (Tpw Time :=12 ns); 
PORT (clkl in s td_ulogic; 

clk2 in s td_ulogic; 
reset in std_ulogic; 

Author 
Bo Yan 

e nd clkl='O' 

reset / ='0' 

e nd reset ='O' 
end loop 

Revision 
Revl . 0.0 

count out std_ul ogic_vector (9 DOWNTO 0)); 
END regular_counter; 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

countarc.vhd 
[ATM Counter) 
[Behaviour Description of the counter] 
[Implement the functions of the counter] 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of regular_counter is 

Comments 
Creation 

( J 
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CONSTANT counter_period 
BEGIN 

PROCESS 

Time :=Tpw; 

VARIABLE counter_val ue 
VARIABLE counter_temp 
VARIABLE i 

std_u l ogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
integer : = O; 
integer : = O; 

BEGIN 

--check for reset active 

wait until reset='l ' o r reset='O'; 
if reset ='l' then 

counter v a lue : = "0000000000"; 
wait until reset='O'; 

e nd if; 

-- initiali se counter value 

loop -- execute following statemen t until r eset= 'l' 
if reset='O' then 

if c lkl='l' then 
wait until clkl='O'; 

end if; 

if c lkl='O' AND i =O then -- change count value every four clock cycle 
count <= counter_val ue ; 
wait until clkl='l '; 
if counter_value="llllllll ll " t hen 

counter_va lue = "0000000000 "; 
else 

counter_temp 
count er_va lue 

:= BitVector_To_Int (To_B itVector (counter_val u e )) + 1; 
To_StdULogicVector 

end if; 
else 

(Int_To_BitVector(counter_temp, 10) ); 

wait until clkl='l' ; 
e nd if; 

i i+l; 
if >3 then 

:= O; 
end if; 

e lse 
exit; 

end if ; 
end loop; 

END process; 
END behaviour; 

cqlinpkg.vhd 
[ATM Cell Queue Link Memory ) 
[Package Declaration] 

File name 
Title 
Modul e 
Purpose [Declare the types and procedures for the CQlink Memo ry) 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur August 21 1997 
Author 
Bo Yan 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 

Comment s 
Crea ti on 

[ ______ ] 
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LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164 . all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.standard.all; 
USE std.textio.all; 

USE work.atm_types.all; 

PACKAGE cq_link_pkg IS 

Fri Apr 3 10:31:30 1998 

TYPE cqlink_blks IS array(O to CellMemSize) of integer; 

SUBTYPE cq_map_bus is std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 

M 
l:0 

TYPE cq_map_bus_array is array(integer range<>) of cq_map_ bus; 
FUNCTION resolve_cq_map_bus(driver : in cq_map_bus_array) 

RETURN cq_map_bus; 
SUBTYPE bus_cq_map_bus is resolve_cq_map_bus cq_map_bus; 

--Ddclare a procedure which initialises the cell memory pointer 
PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE cqlinkblk : INOUT cqlink_blks; 

VARIABLE freeaddr : INOUT integer); 

--Delare a procedure which adds a new pointer into the cell memory 
PROCEDURE add (VARIABLE cqlinkblk INOUT cqlink_blks; 

VARIABLE freeaddr : INOUT integer); 

--Declare a procedure which removes a pointer from the cell memory 
PROCEDURE remove (VARIABLE cqlinkblk INOUT cqlink_blks; 

END cq_link_pkg; 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

VARIABLE freeaddr : INOUT integer); 

cqlinbdy.vhd 
(ATM Cell Queue Link Memory) 
(Package Body of Cqlink Memory] 
(Implement the procedure which are declared in cqlink package ) 

PACKAGE BODY cq_link_pkg IS 

-- Define a resoluation function for cq_map_ bus 

FUNCTION resolve_cq_map_bus(driver : in cq_map_bus_array) 
RETURN cq_map_bus IS 

CONSTANT addr cq_map_bus : = "0000000000"; 
VARIABLE result : cq_map_bus := addr; 

BEGIN 
for i in driver'range loop 

result := result or driver(i); 
end loop; 
return result; 

( ______ ] 
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END r e solve_ cq_map_bus; 

--Define a procedure that initialise Cq Link Memory Block 

PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE cqlinkblk 
VARIABLE freeaddr 

VARIABLE index : integer := 0; 
VARIABLE nextaddr : integer : = O; 

BEGIN 
for index in Oto CellMemSize loop 

if (index/=CellMemSize) then 
nextaddr := index+l; 
cqlinkblk(index) : = nextaddr; 

else 
cqlinkblk(index) : = O; 

end if; 
end loop; 
freeaddr := O; 

END initialise; 

INOUT cqlink_blks; 
INOUT integer) IS 

--Define a procedure that add new pointer into the cqlink memory 

PROCEDURE add (VARIABLE cqlinkblk 
VARIABLE freeaddr 

VARIABLE index integer 

BEGIN 

O; 

INOUT cqlink_blks; 
INOUT integer) IS 

if (freeaddr < 0) or (freeaddr > CellMemSize) then 
assert false 
report "The given address is over scope of Cell Memory !" 
severity error; 

end if; 
freeaddr := c qlinkblk(index); 

END add; 

--Declare a procedure that remove a pointer from the cqlink memory 

PROCEDURE r e move (VARIABLE cqlinkblk 
VARIABLE freeaddr 

VARIABLE index : integer := O; 

BEGIN 

INOUT cqlink_blks; 
INOUT integer) IS 

if (freeaddr < 0) or (freeaddr > CellMemSize) then 
assert false 
r e port "The given address is over scope of Cell Memory 
severity error; 

end if; 
cqlinkblk(freeaddr) := freeaddr; -- not correct 

END remove; 

( ________ ] 
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( 

END cq_link_pkg; 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

cqlinent.vhd 
[ATM Cell Queue Link Memory) 
(The Cell Queue Link Entity) 
[Define the entity of the cqlink) 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_ logic_ 1164.all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.textio . ALL; 

USE work . atm_types.all; 
USE work.cq_link_pkg.all; 
USE work.mem_pkg .all; 

ENTITY cq_link is 
GENERIC( Tpd 
PORT ( read 

write 
reset 
clkl 
ready 
channel type: 
a_bus 
cq_map_bus 

END cq_link; 

Time 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
inout 
inout 

cqlinarc.vhd 

: = uni t_delay) ; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic; 
bus_cell_mem_addr bus; 
bus_cq_map_bus bus); 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[ATM Cell Queue Link Memory) 
[Behavi our Description of the Cell Queue 
[Implement the functions of the cqlink) 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of cq_link IS 

BEGIN 

accept : process 
variable cqlinklist cqlink_blks; 
variable freecell integer range Oto CellMemSize; 
variable freecells integer range Oto CellMemSize+l 

Link Memory] 

:= Ce llMemSize+l; 
variable nextfreecell integer range Oto CellMemSize : = O; 
variable lastfreecell integer range Oto CellMemSize 
variable cqmemaddr cell_mem_addr . - "0000000000"; 
variable celltail cell_mem_addr := "0000000000"; 

--declare variables that for outgoing stage 

variable headentry 
variable newheadaddr 
variable cellhead 
variable addrl 

integer range Oto CellMemSize; 
integer range Oto CellMemSize; 
cell_mem_addr : = " 0000000000"; 
cell_mem_addr : = "0000001111"; 

:= O; 

~ 
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variable addr2 
begin 

cell_mem_addr := "0000001110"; 

- -check for reset active 

wait until reset='O' or reset='l'; 
if reset='l' then 

initialise(cqlinklist, freecell); 
a_bu s <= null after Tpd; 
wait until r eset='O'; 

end if; 

--output cell memory address 

loop 
if reset='O' then 

if clkl='l' then - - begin accept cell state 
cq_map_bus <= null after Tpd; 
cqmemaddr := To_ StdULogicVector 

(Int_To_BitVector(freecell , Ce llMemWidth) ); 
a_bus <= cqmemaddr after Tpd; 

- - output address o f cell memory that will store cell data 
wait until write='l' or clkl='O'; 

-- wait for write or read siginal coming 

if write='l' then 
wait until channeltype='O' OR channeltype='l'; 
cel ltail := cq_map_bus; 

-- read the cell queue tail from map memory 
nextfreecell := cqlinklist(freecell); 

-- get the next free address from the cqlink 

if celltail/=cqmemaddr AND c hanneltype='O' then 
-- cell queue of ABR/UBR channel is already existed 

lastfreecell := BitVector_ To_Int(To_BitVector(celltail)); 
-- convert the cell queue tail into integer 

cqlinklist (lastfreecell) := freecell; 
-- append a new cell into cel l queue 

end if; 

cqlinklist(freecell ) := O; 
freecell := nextfreecell; 

if freecells=l then 
assert false 

assign zero for new cell pointer 
update freecell value 

report "The Cel l Memory is full! It had to discard current cell" 
severity WARNING; 

else 
freecells := fr eecells - l; -- cell memory decrease 1 

end if; 

wait until ready='l'; -- wait until cel l memory write data is ready 
a_bus <= null after Tpd; 
wait until c lkl ='0'; 

end if; 
end if; 

end write='l' 
end clkl='l ' 

[ _____ J 
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if clkl='O ' then 
a_bus <= null; 
wait until read='l' or clkl='l'; 
if read='l' then 

-- begin to outgoing ce ll s tate 

wait until channeltype='O' OR channe ltype='l ' ; 
cellhead := a_bus ; 
headentry := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector(cellhead)); 
newheadaddr := cqlinklist (headentry) ; 
cellhead := To_StdULogicVector(Int_To_BitVector(newheadaddr , 

Ce llMemWidth)); 

cq_map_bu s <= cellhead after Tpd; 
output new cell queue head pointer to map memory 

--update cqlink 

cqlinkl i st (headentry ) := freecell; 
-- give new free link for just released memory 

freecell : = headentry ; update freece ll value. 
freecells : = freecells + l; -- cell memory space increase 1 

wait until clkl ='l'; 
end if ; 

end if; 
else 

exit ; 
end if; 

end loop; 
END process accept; 
END behaviour; 

inporent.vhd 
[ATM Input Port 0#: ] 
[ATM Input Port 0# Entity] 

e nd read='l' 
end c lkl = ' O' 
reset/=' 0' 

end r eset='O' 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose [Define the entity o f the Input Port 0#] 

Modification History 
Date Author 

Tur August 10 1997 Bo Yan 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee . std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.textio.ALL; 

USE work . atm_types.all; 
USE work.mem_pkg .all; 

ENTITY input_bufferOO 
GENERIC( Tpd 
PORT ( oe 

reset 

is 
Time := unit_de lay) ; 
in oe_type; 
in std_ulogic; 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 

Comments 
Creation 

( _____ J 
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END 

reset full 
setupcell 
ready 
d_ bus 
head_ bu s 
fullOO 

input_bufferOO; 

in std_ ulogic; 
in s td_ ulogic; 
in s td_ulogic; 
out bus_cell_ mem_data bus; 
out bus_ce ll_ head_ type bus; 
out std_ulogic ); 

inporarc.vhd 
[ATM Input Port 0# ] 

M 
~ 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[Behav i our Description of the input port 0#] 
[Impl ement the functions of the input port 0#] 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of input_ bu f ferOO is 

BEGIN 

PROCESS 
constant cbrchannel12 
constant cbrchanne ll4 
constant cbrchannel18 
constant cbrchannel 28 
constant setupcel lhead 
constant channelhead 
variable channeldata 
variable setupcbrhead 

variabl e full_signal 
variabl e oe_va lue 
va riable setupdata 
va riable data 

variable index 
variable i 
variable caseva lue 

begin 

--check for reset act ive 

cell_head_type : = "0000000000000000100000000100" 
ce ll_ head_type : = "00000 00000000001000000001000" 
cell_head_type := "0000000000000010000000001100" 
ce ll_ head_type : = "00000000000000 10000000010000" 
ce ll_ head_type : = "111111000000000 00 00000000000 " 
cell_ head_type := "0000000000000000000000011111" 
cell_head_type; 
cel l _ head_type; 

std_u l ogic : =' l'; 
oe_type : = "0000"; 
cell_mem_ data :="11111111"; 
cell_mem_data :="00001111"; 

nteger := 0 
nteger := 0 
nte ger : = 0 

wait until reset='O' or reset= 'l'; 
if r ese t = 'l' the n 

wait until reset='O'; 
fullOO <= 'l'; 

e nd if; 

--set full signal and output cell from input buffer until reset='l' 

l oop 
if reset='O' then 

d_bus <= null after Tpd; 
head_ bus <= null after Tpd; 
wa it until oe=oe_value or (resetfull='l' and oe=oe_value) ; 

wait for priority circuit check full signal 
if oe=oe_value then 

if i <4 then -- setup CBR c hannel 

( ______ J 
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casevalue : = i; 
if casevalue=O then- - setup a CBR channel with 1/2 bandwidth 

setupcbrhead := setupcellhead OR cbrchann e ll 2; 
d_bus <= setupdata after Tpd; 
head_bus <= setupcbrhead after Tpd; 

elsif casevalue=l then 
-- setup a CBR channel with 1 / 4 bandwidth 

setupcbrhead := setupcellhead OR cbrchannell4; 
d_bus <= setupdata after Tpd; 
head_bus <= setupcbrhead after Tpd; 

elsif casevalue=2 then 
-- setup a CBR channel with 1 /8 bandwidth 

setupcbrhead : = setupcellhead OR cbrchanne ll8; 
d_bus <= setupdata after Tpd; 
head_bus <= setupcbrhead after Tpd; 

elsif casevalue=3 then 

end if; 

-- setup a CBR channel with 1 /8 bandwidth 
setupcbrhead := setupcellhead OR cbrchanne l28 ; 
d_bus <= setupdata after Tpd; 
head_bus <= setupcbrhead after Tpd; 

else 
casevalue mod 8; 

-- input n orma l CBR cell 

speed 

speed 

speed 

speed 

if casevalue=O OR c asevalue=2 OR c asevalue=4 OR caseva lue=6 then 
channeldata := channelhead AND cbrchannell2 ; 

-- set channel id equal to 1 /2 bandwidth CBR c h a nnel 

d_bus <= data after Tpd; 
head_bus <= c hanneldata after Tpd; 

input ce ll data 
input cell head 

elsif casevalue=l OR caseval ue=S then 
channeldata := channelhead AND cbrc hannel14; 

-- set channel id equal to 1 /4 bandwidth CBR channe l 
d_bus <= data after Tpd; -- input cell data 
head_bus <= channeldata after Tpd; -- input cell head 

elsif casevalue=3 then 
channeldata := channelhead AND cbrchannel18; 

-- set channel id equal to 1 /8 bandwidth CBR c hannel 
d_bus <= data after Tpd; -- input ce ll data 
head_bus <= channeldata after Tpd; -- input cell head 

elsif casevalue= 7 then 
channeldata := channelhead AND cbrchannel28; 

d_ bus 
head_bus 

end if; 

-- set channel id equal to 1 /8 bandwidth CBR c hannel 
<= data after Tpd; -- input cell data 
<= channeldata after Tpd; -- input cel l head 

if data="llllllll" then 
data : = "00000000"; 

end if; 

end caseval ue c hec k 

data := std_ulogic_vector(unsigned(data) + "00000001"); 
end if; 
i:=i+l; 

wait until resetfull='l' or setupcell =' l '; 
fullOO <= '0' after Tpd; 
if setupcell='l' then 

-- end i <4 check 

_______ J 
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e l se 

d_bus <= null after Tpd; 
head_bus <= null after Tpd; 
wai t for 8* Tpd; 

else 
wait until ready='l'; 

e nd if; 
fullOO <= full_signal; 

e nd if; 

exit; 
e nd if; 

e nd loop; 
end process; 

END behaviour; 

insere nt .vhd 

-- wait cell memory is ready 

end oe=oe_value 
reset/=• O' 

end reset =' O' 

File name 
Titl e 
Module 
Purpose 

[ATM Input Round Ro bin Serve r] 
[The Entity of the input server] 
[Define the entity of the input server] 

Modificat ion Hi story 
Date Author 

Bo Yan Tur August 20 1997 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_ logi c _1164 .all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std. textio. ALL; 

USE work.atm_types.a ll; 

ENTITY inputserve r i s 
GENERIC (Tpd 
PORT ( c lkl 

clk2 
read 
write 
reset 
fullOO 
fullOl 
full02 
full03 
full04 
full05 
full0 6 
full0 7 
full08 
full09 
fulllO 
fullll 
fulll2 
full1 3 
full 14 

Time : = unit_delay); 
in std_ulogi c; 
in std_ulogic; 
in s td_ulogic; 
in std_ ul og ic; 
in std_ulog ic; 
in s td_ ul og ic; 
in std_u l og ic; 
in std_ ulogi c ; 
in std_ulogic; 
in s td_ul og ic; 
in std_ul og i c ; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ul ogi c; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 
in std_ ulogic; 
in std_ulogic; 

Revision 
Revl.0.0 

Comments 
Creation 

( _______ ] 
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fulllS 
acceptcell 
en_port_no 

END inputserver; 

Fri Apr 3 10:31:30 1998 

in std_ulogic; 
out s td_ulogic; 
out oe_type) ; 

M 
~ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

inserarc .vhd 
(ATM Input Round Robin Server) 
(Behaviour Desc ription of the input server) 
(Implement the functions o f input server modu l e) 

Architecture behaviour of inputserver is 
TYPE boolean is(false, true); 

BEGIN 
PROCESS 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLE 

c urrentport 
encoderport 
index 
full value 
inputcell 

oe_type; 
oe_type; 
integer := O; 
buf_full_type; 
boo lean; 

-- this program is used to i n itialise the input port round robin server 
-------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE ini tialise(fullblks INOUT buf_full_ type; 

portnumber : INOUT oe_type; 
bufferempty : INOUT boolean) I S 

BEGIN 
for index i n Oto Buffe r Size loop 

fullblks(index) := '0'; 
end loop; 
portnumber := "0000"; 
buf ferempty := true; 

END initialise; 

-- this program is used to get signal from input port 

PROCEDURE getfullsignal(fullblks INOUT buf_full_type) IS 
BEGIN 

fullblks (0) : = fullOO 
full bl ks ( l) := full Ol 
full bl ks ( 2 ) : = full02 
full bl ks (3 l : = full03 
fullblks (4) : = full04 
fullblks (5) : = full OS 
fullblks ( 6) : = full06 
full bl ks ( 7) : = full07 
fullblks(8) : = full OS 
fullblks(9) : = full09 
full bl ks ( 10) : = fulllO 
fullblks ( 11) : = fullll 
full bl ks ( 12) : = fulll2 
fullblks(13) := fulll3 
fullblks (14) := fulll 4 
full bl ks ( 15) : = fulllS 

END getfullsignal ; 

J 
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-- th is program is used to check full s i gnal of inpu t port 

PROCEDURE checkfull(fullblks 

VARIABLE temp_ i ndex 
BEGI N 

currport 
portnumber 
bufferempty 
: integer; 

INOUT 
IN 
OUT 
OUT 

buf_full_type; 
oe_type; 
oe_type; 
boolean) I S 

index := BitVector_ to_Int(To_BitVector(currport)); 
if (index<O) or (index>lS) then -- error checking 

assert false 
report "The input buffer number is out o f scope !" 
severity er r or; 

end if; 

if (fullblks(index) ='l') then 
portnumber : = currport ; 
bufferempty : = false; 
return; 

check current input port full signal 

current input buffer not empty 

end i f ; 
tcmp_ index := i ndex; 
index := index +l ; 

if (index>lS) then 
index := O; 

end if; 

while (index /= temp_i ndex ) loop 
-- c heck rest of input port full signal 

if (fullblks(index)=' l ') then-- check g i ven input port full s i gnal 
portnumber : = 1'o_StdULogicVector(Int _To_BitVector(index, 4 )); 
bufferempty : = fa l se; -- given input por t not empty 
return; 

end if; 
index := index +1; 
if (index>lS) then 

index := O; 
end if; 

end loop; 
bufferempty := true; 
return; 

-- all of input buf fe r empty 

END c heckfull; 

begin -- Process begin 

--check for reset active 

wait until reset='O' or reset=' l'; 
if reset=' l' t hen -- reset state 

initialise(ful l value, currentport, inputcell); 
acceptcell <= •o• after Tpd; 
wai t until reset='O'; 

end if ; 

loop 
if reset='O' t hen 

J 
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if clkl='l' then 
getfullsignal(fullvalue); -- read full signal from input buffer 
checkfull(fullvalue, currentport, encoderport, inputcell); 
if inputcell=false then -- Input Buffer not empty 

acceptcell <= 'l' - - output accept cell signal as true 
en_port_ no <= encoderport -- output encoded input buffer number 

wait until clkl='O'; 
currentport := encoderport; 
if currentport /="1111" then 

currentport :=std_ulogic_vector(unsigned(currentport) + "0001" ); 
else 

currentport :="0000"; 
end if; 

else 
acceptcell <= '0' after Tpd; 

end if; 
end if; 
if clkl='O ' then 

en_port_no <= "ZZZZ"; 
acceptcell <= 'O'; 

wait until clkl='l'; 

end if; 
else 

exit; 
end if; 
end loop; 

END process; 
END behaviour; 

mappkg . vhd 
[ATM Map Memory) 
[ Package Declaration) 

output accept cell signal as false 

end inputcell check 
end write= ' l' check 
outgoing cell stage 

reset /=' 0' 

end reset='O' 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose [Declare the types and procedures for the Map Memory module) 

Modification History 
Date 

Tur August 21 1997 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_ logic_1164 . all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.standard.all ; 
USE std.textio.all; 

USE work . atm_types . all; 

PACKAGE map_pkgOl IS 

Author 
Bo Yan 

TYPE Bit_4 is array(O to 3) of bit; 

Revision 
Revl.0_00 

TYPE mem_type is array(O to MapSize) of Cell_Head_Type; 
TYPE boolean is (false, true); 

Comments 
Creat i o n 

________ J 
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CONSTANT MapWidth integer := 10; 

TYPE map_ e l e ment_ r ec IS 
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define the data s tructure of the channel header 
RECORD 

entryfree 
channelidin 
inputport 
channelidout 
outputport 
emptyqueue 
cellqueuehead 
cellqueuetail 
queue length 
nextentry 
priority 
channel type 
itv 
ma s k 

END RECORD; 

boolean; 
cell_head_type; 
integer range Oto BufferSize; 
cell_head_type; 
integer range Oto BufferSize; 
boolean; 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
integer range Oto CellMemSize; 
integer range Oto MapSize; 
std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 

TYPE map_mem_blks IS array(O t o MapSize) of map_e lement_rec; 

--Ddclare a procedure that initialise Map Memory pointer block 
PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE mapmemblk : INOUT map_ mem_blks); 

--Dec lare a procedure that create a new element of map memory 
PROCEDURE create (VARIABLE cell_head : IN cell_head_type); 

channel into map memory 
INOUT map_mem_blks; 
IN cell_ head_ type; 
IN integer; 

--Delare a procedure that add new 
PROCEDURE add (VARIABLE mapmemblk 

VARIABLE cellHead 
VARIABLE inputPort 
VARIABLE priority 
VARIABLE channeltype 

IN s td_ulogic_vector(l 
IN std_ulogic_vector(l 

--Declare a procedure that remove a channel from map memory 
PROCEDURE r emove (VARIABLE mapmemblk INOUT map_ mem_blks; 

DOWNTO 0); 
DOWNTO 0)); 

VARIABLE cellHead IN cell_head_type; 
VARIABLE width IN integer); 

--Dec lare a procedure that seek given channel in map_memory 
FUNCTION seek (CONSTANT mapmemblk IN map_ mem_blks; 

CONSTANT cell head : IN cell_head_type) 
RETURN integer; 

--Dec lare a procedure that check whether map memory is empty 
FUNCTION isMapEmpty RETURN boolean; 

--Declare a procedure that c hec k whether map memory is full 
FUNCTION isMapFull RETURN boolean; 

END map_pkgOl; 

( _____ ] 
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mapbdyOl.vhd 
[ATM Map Memory) 
[Package Body ) 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose [Implement the procedures whi c h are dec lared in the map memory 

package) 

PACKAGE BODY map_pkgOl IS 

--Declare a procedure that initialise Map Memory pointer block 

PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE mapmemblk 
VARIABLE nextentry integer := O; 

INOUT map_ mem_blks ) I S 

VARIABLE index : integer :=0; 
BEGIN 

for index in Oto MapSize loop 
mapmemblk(index) .entryfree := true; 
mapmemblk(index) .emptyqueue := true; 
mapmemblk(index) .queuelength := O; 
if (index/=MapSize) then 

nextentry :=index+ l; 
else 

nextentry := O; 
end if; 
mapmemblk(index) .nextentry 

end loop; 
:::: nexte ntry; 

END initialise; 

--Declare a procedure that create a n e w element of map me mo ry 

PROCEDURE create (VARIABLE cell_head : IN cell_head_type ) IS 
BEGIN 

END create; 

--Delare a procedure that add n ew channel into map me mory 

PROCEDURE add (VARIABLE mapmemblk 
VARIABLE cellHead 
VARIABLE inputPort 
VARIABLE priority 
VARIABLE channeltype 

integer ;:;;; O; 
boolean; 

INOUT map_ mem_blks; 
IN Cell_Head_Type; 
IN integer; 
IN std_ ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO 0)) I S 

VARIABLE index 
VARIABLE full 
VARIABLE size 
VARIABLE inport 
VARIABLE outport 

integer :=MapWidth; 
integer : = O; 
intege r := O; 

BEGIN 
full := isMapFull; 
if (full=t rue) then 

assert false 

( ______ ] ( 
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repor t "Map Memory is Full !" 
severity error; 

end if; 
for index in O to MapS i ze l oop 

if (mapmemblk(i ndex ) .entryfree 
mapmemblk(index) .channelidin 
ma pmemblk(index ) .inputport 
mapmemblk(index) .channelidout 
mapmemblk(index ) .outputport 
ma pmemblk(index ) .emptyqueue 
mapmemblk(index) . ce llqueuehead 
mapmemblk(index) .cellqueuetail 
mapmemblk(index ) .queuelength 
mapmemblk(index ) .nextentry 
mapmemblk(index) .priority 
mapmemblk(index) .channeltype 

end if; 
end loop; 

END add; 

true) then 
: = cell Head ; 

inpo rt; 
- cellHead ; 

:= outport; 
: = true; 
:= "1111111111"; 
: = "1111111111"; 
:= O; 
:= O; 
:= priority; 
:= channeltype; 

--Dec lare a procedure that remove a c hanne l fro m map memo ry 

PROCEDURE remove (VARIABLE mapmemblk 
VAR IABLE ce llHead 
VARIABLE width 

VARIABLE tempEl ement 
VAR IABLE index 

BEGIN 

map_e l ement_ rec; 
integer := O; 

index : = seek (mapme mblk, cellHead ); 
if (index=- 1) then 

assert fal se 
report "Cell c hanne l can't match ! " 
sev erity error; 

e nd if; 
mapmemblk(index) .entryfree : = true; 

END remove; 

INOUT map_ mem_blks ; 
IN cel l _ head_type; 
IN integer) IS 

- -Dec lare a procedure that seek given c h a nne l in map_me mory 

FUNCTION seek (CONSTANT mapmemblk IN map_mem_ blks ; 
CONSTANT cell_ h ead IN cell_ head_type ) 
RETURN integer 

IS 
VAR IABLE temp_result l 
VAR IABLE temp_result2 
VAR IABLE temp_match 
VAR IABLE addr index 

BEGI N 

cell_head_type; 
cell_ h ead_type; 
cell_ head_type; 
integer :=O; 

for addr_ index in Oto MapS iz e loop 

M 
~ 

temp_resultl := mapme mblk( addr_ index ) . channelidin AND cell_ he ad; 
temp_result2 := (NOT mapme mblk(addr_ index) .channelidin) 

AND (NOT ce ll_head ); 
t emp_ma tch := temp_ resultl OR temp_ result2; 

J 
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if temp_match=" 1111111111111111111111 ll l ll l" 
return addr_ index; 

end if; 
end loop; 
return -1; 

END seek; 

--Function that check whether map memory is empty 

FUNCTION isMapEmpty RETURN boolean 
IS 

VARIABLE bool : boolean := true; 
BEGIN 

return (bool); 
END isMapEmpty; 

--Function that check whether map memory is full 

FUNCTION isMapFull RETURN boolean 
IS 

VARIABLE bool : boolean := false; 
BEGIN 

return (bool); 
END isMapFull; 

END map_pkgO 1; 

mapent.vhd 
(ATM Map Memory) 
(The Map Memory Entity ] 

then 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose (Define t he entity of the map memory] 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_ logic_ 1164.all; 
USE ieee.numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.textio.ALL; 

USE work .a tm_types.all; 
USE work.map_pkgOl.all; 
USE work .mem_pkg.all; 
USE work .cq_link_pkg.all; 

ENTITY MapMemory IS 
GENERIC (Tpd 
PORT( read 

Time 
in 

:= unit_delay); 
std_ulogic; 

write 
head_ bus 
clkl 

in 
inout 
in 

std_ ulogic; 
bus_cell_head_type bus; 
std_ulogic; 

--'----__ J 
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match 
reset 
ready 
a _ bus 
setupcell 
releasecell 
itv 
mask 
count 
e n_port_no 
en_outport_no 
outgoing 
channel type 
chandeliersize 
cq_map_ bus 

END MapMemory; 

out 
in 
in 
inout 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
out 
out 
inout 

maparc.vhd 

std_u log c; 
s td_u log c; 
std_ulog c; 
bus_cell_ mem_addr bus; 
std_u logic; 
std_ulogic; 
std_u l ogic_vector ( 9 DOWNTO 0) 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
oe_type; 
oe_type; 
std_ulogic; 
std_ ulogic; 
chandelier_size; 
bus_cq_map_ bus bus); 

File name 
Title 
Modu le 
Purpose 

(ATM Map Memory ) 
[Behaviour Description) 
(Implement the functions of the map memory module) 

Modification Hi story 

Su n July 
Tue Jan 
Sat Jan 

Date 
4 
6 
24 

1997 
1998 
1998 

USE work.map_pkgOl.all; 

Author 
Bo Yan 
Bo Yan 
Bo Yan 

Revision 
Revl.0 . 1 
Revl.0.4 
Revl.0.5 

Comments 
Creation 
process added 
Modified 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of MapMemory is 

BEGIN 

PROCESS 

-- begin the behaviour of Map_SPAMM 

-- declare variables for map memory module 

VARIABLE dvalue 

VARIABLE maplist 
VARIABLE outport 
VARIABLE key 
VARIABLE mapaddr 
VARIABLE chandelier 
VARIABLE freecell 
VARIABLE celladdr 
VARIABLE celltail 
VARIABLE index 
VARIABLE nextentry 

VARIABLE curroutport 
VARIABLE currmapentry 
VARIABLE cel lheadaddr 

cell_ h ead_type : = "OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; 
- - channel number 

map_mem_ blks; 
integer range Oto BufferSize; 
cell_head_ type; 
integer; 
chandelier_type; 
integer range Oto CellMemSize; 
cell_mem_addr; 
cel l _mem_addr ; 
integer := O; 
integer := O; 

oe_type; 
integer range Oto MapSize; 
cell_mem_ addr; 

( _________ ] 
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VARIABLE newheadaddr : cell_ mem_addr; 
VARIABLE chandeliersizevalue : c handelier_size; 
VARIABLE trigger : std_ulogic : = '0'; 

-- initialise chandelier 

PROCEDURE initchandelier IS 
BEGIN 

for index in Oto BufferSize loop 
chandelier(index) .size : = O; 
chandelier(index) .lastentry : = O; 
c h a ndeliersizeva lue(index) : = ' 0' ; 

end loop; 

END initchandelier; 

M 
l:0 

matching the counter number with itv and mask value . If the numbe r i s 
matched, the trigger signal was set to ' l' 

PROCEDURE triggering(CONSTANT maplistl : IN map_mem_blks; 
CONSTANT portl IN integer; 
VARIABLE entry OUT integer ; 

VARIABLE counter 
VARIABLE temp 

VARIABLE triggerl: OUT std_ulogic) IS 
std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO O); 
std_ ulogi c_vector(9 DOWNTO O) ; 

BEGIN 

counter : = count ; -- get counter value fro m count port 
for index in Oto MapSi ze loop 

if (maplistl (index) .channeltype=" OO " or 
maplistl(index) . channeltype="Ol") AND 

(maplistl(index) .outputport=portl) then 
temp := NOT (maplistl(index) . itv XOR counter); 
temp := maplistl(index) . mask OR temp ; 
if temp="llllllllll" then -- ITV , Mask and count e r va lue was matched 

if maplistl(index) .emptyqueue=false then 

triggerl := 'l'; 
entry := index; 

else 
triggerl := '0'; 

end if; 
return; 

end if; 
end if; 

end loop; 
triggerl := '0'; 
return; 

END triggering ; 

--curre nt ce ll qu e ue not empty 

--current c ell queue is e mpty 

( J 
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-- map a coming cell with c hannel header in map me mory 

PROCEOURE acceptcell IS 
BEGIN 

match <= 
ce lladdr 
freecell 
key 

mapaddr 

'O' after Tpd; -- output match s ignal 
a _ bu s; - - get cell memory address from address bus 

. - BitVector_To_ Int(To_ BitVector( ce lladdr)); 
:= h ead_bus; 

get coming cell head(channe l numbe r) from input buffer 
: = seek(maplist, key); 

map coming cell head(channel number) with map list 

if mapaddr <O or mapaddr>MapSize then 
-- check whether address of map memory is over scope 

assert fal se 
r e p o rt "Map Memory is Full !" 
sever ity e rror; 

end if; 

if maplist(mapaddr) .channeltype="OO" OR maplist(mapaddr) .channeltype="Ol" 
then 

- - check whether coming cell is CBR / VBR channel 
c hann e ltype <= 'l' after Tpd; 

-- channel type is CBR/ VBR c hannel 
ma pli s t(ma paddr) .emptyqueue := fal se ; 

-- assign cell empty queue value 
maplist(mapaddr) .cellqueuehead : = celladdr; 

-- assign c ell queue head p o inter 
maplist (mapaddr) . cellque u e tail : = celladdr; 

-- assign cell queue tail pointer 
maplist(mapaddr) .queuelength : = l ; 

-- assign cell queue l e ngth 
maplist(mapaddr) . nexte ntry := mapaddr; 

-- assign next map e ntry 
ce lltail := celladdr; 
cq__map_bus <= celltail; 

-- o utput current cell queue tail address t o cqlink 
chandeli ersize <= c hande liers izeva lue after Tpd; 

-- output c handel i e r value to output server 
wait until 
cq_map_ bu s 
a_bus 
head_ bus 
return; 

c lkl ='O'; 
<= null after Tpd 
<= null after Tpd 
<= null after Tpd 

else 
coming cell i s ABR / UBR c hannel type 

c hanne ltype <= ·o· after Tpd; 
-- channel type i s ABR/UBR 

outpor t : = maplist(mapaddr) .outputport; 
-- get coming cell o utput port number 

if maplist(mapaddr) .emptyqueue=true then 
-- check whether ce ll queue is empty 

if chandelier(outport) .size=O then 
-- check whether chandelier of c urrent output port exist 
mapli st (mapaddr) .emptyqueue := false; 
maplist(mapaddr) .cellque u e head : = celladdr; 
maplist(mapaddr) . cellqueuetail := celladdr; 
maplist(mapaddr) . queuel e ngth := l; 

[ ____ ___..] 
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maplist(mapaddr) .nextentry := mapaddr; 
chandelier(outport) . lastentry : = mapaddr; 

-- assign current map memory entry as last c handel i er 

chandelier(outport) .s ize := chandelier(outport) .size+l; 
-- increase chandelier size 

chandeliersizevalue(outport) := 'l'; 
else -- chandelier of current output port exist 

maplist(mapaddr) . emptyqueue := false; 
maplist(mapaddr) .cellqueuehead = celladdr; 
maplist(mapaddr) .cellqueuetail := celladdr; 
maplist(mapaddr) . queuelength := l; 

insert a cell queue into channdelier of indecated output port 

maplist(mapaddr) .nextentry := maplist(chandelier 
(outport) .lastentry) .nextentry; 

maplist(chandelier(outport) .lastentry) .nextentry = mapaddr; 
chandelier(outport) .lastentry := mapaddr; 

chandelier(outport) .size 

chandeliersizevalue(outport) 
end if; 

:= chandelier(outport) . size+l; 
increase chandelier s ize 

: = 'l'; 
end check chandelier 

celltail := celladdr; 
else -- current cel l queue isn't empty 

celltail := maplist(mapaddr) .cellqueuetail; 
maplist(mapaddr) .cellqueuetail := celladdr; 
maplist(mapaddr) .queuelength : = maplist(mapaddr) .queuelength + l; 

end if; end check cell queue 

cg_map_bus <= celltail after Tpd; 
-- output the cell queue tail pointer to cqlink 

chandeliersize <= chandeliersizevalue after Tpd; 
-- output chandelier value to output server 

wait until 
cq_map_bus 
a_bus 
head_bus 

clkl='O'; 
<= null after Tpd; 
<= null after Tpd; 
<= null after Tpd; 

end if; - - end CBR/VBR channel c heck 
END acceptcell; 

-- set the new channel information into the map memory 

PROCEDURE setupchannel IS 
CONSTANT c hannelconst 
VARIABLE inportno 
VARIABLE inportint 
VARIABLE outportno 
VARIABLE outportint 
VARIABLE channeltype 
VARIABLE newchannel 

cell_head_type : = "0000000000000000001111111111"; 
oe_type; 
integer; 
oe_type; 
integer; 
std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO 0); 
cell_head_type; 

J ( 
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VARIABLE c hannelin 
VARIABLE c hanne l out 

BEGIN 
wait for Tpd; 
newchannel := head_ bus; 

Fri Apr 310:31:30 1998 

cel l _ head_type; 
ce ll_head_type; 

M 
~ 

c hanne l type : = n ewc ha nne l ( 21 DOWNTO 2 0) ; -- get c hannel type 
inportno : = newchannel(l7 DOWNTO 14); -- get input port number 
inportint := BitVector_To_Int(To_ BitVector(inportno)); 
outportno : = newchannel(l3 DOWNTO 10); - - get output port number 
outportint := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector (outportno)); 
c hannelin := newchanne l AND channelconst; -- get input channel id 
c hanne l out := newchannel AND channelconst; -- get output channel id 
for index in Oto MapSize loop 

if mapli st (index) .entryfree=true then 
mapli s t(index) .entryfree : = false; 
mapli st (index) .channelidin : = channelin; 
maplist(index) .inputport := inportint; 
maplist(index) .channelidout : = channelout;--
maplist(index) .outputport : = outportint;--
maplist(index) .itv := itv; 
maplist(index) .mask := mask; 
maplist(index) .queuelength := O; 
maplist(index) .nextentry := O; 
maplist(index) .channeltype := c hanneltype; 
return; 

end if; 
end loop; 

END setupchannel; 

set current map entry 
assign input channelid 
assign input port no. 
assign output channelid 
assign output port no. 
assign itv value 
assign mask value 

-- release a n o longer used c hannel header at map memory 

PROCEDURE releasechannel IS 
CONSTANT channelconst cell_head_type := "0000000000000000000000000000"; 
VARIABLE inportno oe_type; 
VARIABLE inportint integer; 
VARIABLE outportno oe_type ; 
VARIABLE outportint integer; 
VARIABLE channe ltype std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO O); 
VARIABLE newchannel cell_head_type 
VARIABLE c ha nnelin cell_head_type 
VARIABLE channe l out cell_ head_type 

BEGIN 

head_bus; 
wait for Tpd; 
newchannel := 
mapaddr seek(mapli st, newchannel); - - seek released c hannel in map list 

if mapaddr<O or mapaddr>MapSize then 
assert false 
report "No Released channel in Map 
sever i ty NOTE; 

else 

error checking 

List 1 " 

maplist (mapaddr) .entryfree 
mapli st (index) .channelidin 

. - true;-- set c urrent map entry empty 
:= c hannelconst AND channelin; 

-- assign input channel id 
maplist(index) .channelidout - channelconst AND channelout; 

-- assign output channel id 

J 
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maplist(index) .queuelength 
mapli st (index) .nextentry 

end if; 
END releasechannel; 

- O; 
O; 

--output a cell eithehr from trigger mechanism or chandelier 

PROCEDURE outgoingcell IS 
BEGIN 

wait for Tpd; 
newheadaddr := cq_map_bus; -- get new cell queue h ead from cq link 

--update map memory 

if currmapentry<O or currmapentry>MapSize then 
assert false 
report "Current map entry is over scope!" 
severity NOTE; 

end if; 

if maplist(currmapentry) . queuelength <=0 or 
maplist(currmapentry) . queuel ength>MapSiz e then 

assert false 
report "current queuelength i s over scope 1 " 

severity NOTE; 
end if; 

if maplist(currmapentry) .outputport =0 then 
assert false 
report "current output port is= 0 " 
severity NOTE; 

end if; 

-- error checking 

-- error checking 

-- error checking 

maplist(currmapentry) .queuelength := maplist( c urrmapentry) .queuelength-l; 
-- decrease cell queue length 

if maplist(currmapentry) .queuelength<=O the n-- cell qu e u e is empty 
maplist(currmapentry) .emptyqueue := true; 

-- assign true to empty queue field 
maplist (chandelier(outport) .lastentry) . nextentry 
:= maplist(currmapentry) .nextentry; 

-- remove the channel header from chandelier 
chandelier(outport) .size := chandelier(outport) .size -1; 

-- decrease the chandelier size 
if chandelier(outport) .size=O then 

-- check whether chandelier is empty 
chandeliersizevalue(outport) := 'O'; 

assign 'O' to current c handeli er 
end if; 

else 
maplist(currmapentry) .ce llqueuehead := newheadaddr; 

-- update new cell head address 

( _____ J 
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chandel ier( outport) .lastentry c urrmapentry ; 
- - update c hande lier address 

end if; 

wait until clkl = 'l'; 
a_bus <= null after Tpd; 
head_bus <= null after Tpd; 

END outgoingcell; e nd outgoingcell procedure 

begin -- process begin 

- -ch eck for reset active 

wait until reset= 'l' or reset='O'; 
if reset ='l' then 

initialise(maplist); -- initialise map memory 
initchandelier; -- initiali se c handelier 
a_bus <= null after Tpd; 
h ead_bus <= null after Tpd; 
cq_map_bus <= null after Tpd; 
chandeliersize <= "ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ" after Tpd; 
wait until reset='O'; 

end if; 

loop -- execute foll owing statement until reset='!' 
if reset='O' then 

wait until write='l' or setupcel l ='l' or releasecell='l' or clkl='O'; 
-- Wait for write or read s inal coming 

c handeliersize <= "ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ" after Tpd; 
if write='l' then 

acceptcell; -- coming cell is normal cell 
end if; 
if setupcell=' l' and releasecell='O' then 

setupchannel; - - coming cell is setup cell 
wait until c lkl ='O' ; 

end if; 
if setupcell='l' and releasecell='l' then 

releasechannel; -- coming cell is release cell 
wait until clkl='O'; 

end if; 
channeltype <= 'Z' after Tpd; - - initiali se channel type 

if clkl='O' then 
trigger := 'O'; - - initialise trigger value 
chandeliers ize <= c hande liersizeva lue afte r Tpd; 
cq_map_bu s <= null after Tpd; 

curroutport : = en_outport_no; - - get current outport number 

if c urroutport/="ZZZZ" then 
outport := BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVector(curroutport)); 

-- convert current outport number into integer 
triggering(maplist, outport, currmapentry, trigger); 

-- check whether CBR/VBR channel is triggered 
end if; 

if trigger='!' then -- the one of CBR/VBR channels was triggered 

J 
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( 

match <= 'l ' after Tpd; 
channeltype <= ' l ' after Tpd; 

-- output channel type i s CBR /VBR c hannel 
a _ bus <= maplist(currmape ntry) .cellqueuehead after Tpd; 

-- output cell memory address onto a_bus 
head_ bus <= maplist(currmapentry) .channelidout ; 

-- output re-assembly header of cell 
wait until clkl='l'; 
maplist(currmapentry) . emptyqueue : = true; 
maplist(currmapen try) .queuelength := 0; 
match <= '0'; 
a_bus <= nul l after Tpd; 
head_ bus <= null after Tpd; 
trigger := 'O'; 

else -- the channel wa s selected by c h a nde li er 
match<= '0'; 
wait until outgoing= ' l' OR c lkl=' l'; 

if outgoing='!' then -- outgoing c hanne l was c hoosed by chande l ier 
curroutport := en_outport_no; -- get new output port number 
outport : = BitVector_To_Int(To_BitVec tor(curroutport) ) ; 
currmapentry := maplist(chandelier(outport) .lastentry) . n extentry ; 

-- get current map memory entry from c hand e lier 
cellheadaddr := maplist(currmapentry) .cellqueuehead ; 

-- get ce l l address from current c hannel header 
a_bus <= cellheadaddr after Tpd ; 

-- output current cell address 
head_bus <= maplist(currmapentry) .channelidout after Tpd; 

output cell header 
wait until read= ' l' or clkl='l'; 

if read= ' l' then 
channeltype <= •o• after 
o utgoingcell; 

cel l me mory is ready to read ce ll 
Tpd ;-- output channel type a s ABR / UBR 

r ead a cell from cell memory 
else 

a_bus <= null after Tpd ; 
head_bus <= null after Tpd; 

end if; 
else 

a_bus <= nu ll after Tpd ; 
head_bus <= null after Tpd; 

end if; 

cell memory is not r eady 

e nd read='l' c heck 

end if; 
end outgoing='l' 
end trigger='l' 
initialis e c hann e l 
end clkl='O' 

c hanneltype <= 'Z' after Tpd; 
end if; 

else 
exit; 

end if; 
end loop ; 

END process; 

END behaviour; 

ouporent.vhd 
(ATM Output Port 0# J 

end rese t ='O' 
e nd l oop 

type 

-- end map me mory behaviour description 

File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

(The Output Port 0# Entity] 
(Define the entity of the output por t 0# ] 

___ J 
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Modification Hi story 
Date Author 

Tur Oct. 10 1997 Bo Yan 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164 . a ll; 
US E ieee . numeric_std.all ; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE s td.texti o . ALL; 

USE work.atm_types.all; 
USE work.mem__pkg.all; 

ENTITY output_buf f erOO is 
GENERIC( Tpd Time 
PORT ( oe in 

reset in 
ready in 

:= unit_delay); 
oe_type; 
std_ ulogic ; 
std_ulogi c; 

Revision 
Revl . 0 .0 

d_bus in bus_cell_mem_data bus; 
head_bus in cell_ head_type; 
fre epo r tOO out std_ulogic ) ; 

END output_bufferOO; 

ouporarc.vhd 
(ATM Output Port 0#] 

M 
~ 

Comme nts 
Creation 

Fil e name 
Titl e 
Module 
Purpose 

(Be hav i our Description o f the output port 0#] 
(Impl ement the funct i on s of the output port 0# module] 

ARCHITECTURE behaviour of output_ bufferOO is 

BEGIN 

PROCESS 
va riabl e portfree_signal : s td_ ul og i c :='l'; 
va riabl e oe_ va lue oe_ type := "0000"; 
va riabl e data cell _mem_data ; 
variab l e head cell_head_ type; 
begi n 

--check f o r reset active 

wa it until reset = 'O' or reset='l'; 
if reset='l' t he n 

freeport OO <= portfree_signal; 
wait unti l reset='O'; 

e nd if; 

- -set port free sign a l a nd input cell from cell memory buffer 

l oop 
if (reset='O') t h e n 

( ____ J 
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freeportOO <= portfree_signal after Tpd; 
wait until oe~oe_value; - - wait for priority circuit c heck full signa 

wait until ready='!'; 
data := d_bus; 
head := head_bus; 
freeportOO <= '0' after Tpd; 
wait for 6*Tpd; 

else -- reset/='0' 
exit; 

end if; -- end reset='O' 
end loop; 

end process; 
END behaviour; 

ouserent . vhd File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[ATM Output Round Robin Server) 
[The Output Server Entity) 
[Define the entity of the output server) 

Modification History 
Date Author 

Tur Oct. 10 1997 Bo Yan 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_ll64.all; 
USE ieee . numeric_std.all; 

LIBRARY std; 
USE std.textio.ALL; 

USE work . atm_types . all; 

ENT ITY outpu t_encoder is 
GENERIC( Tpd Time := unit_delay); 
PORT ( clkl in std_ulogic; 

clk2 i n std_ulogic; 
read in std_ulogic; 
write in std_ulogic; 
reset in std_ulogic; 
match in std_ulogic; 
freeportOO in std_ulogic; 
freeportOl in std_ulogic; 
freeport02 in std_ulogic; 
freeport03 in std_ulogic; 
freeport04 i n std_ulogic; 
freeport05 i n std_ulogic; 
freeport06 in std_ulogic; 
freeport07 i n std_ulogic; 
freeport08 in std_ulogic; 
freeport09 in std_ulogic; 
freeportlO in std_ulogic; 
freeportll in std_ulogic; 
freeport12 i n std_ulogic; 
freeport13 in std_ulogic; 
freeport1 4 i n std_ulogic; 
freeport15 in std_ul ogic; 

Revision 
Revl . 0.0 

Comments 
Creation 

J 
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outgoing ou t std_ulogic; 
chandeliersize in chandelier_size; 
en_outport_no out oe_type); 

END output_encoder; 

ouserarc.vhd File name 
Title 
Module 
Purpose 

[ATM Output Round Robin Server) 
[Behaviour Description of the Output Server) 
(Implement the functions of the output server) 

Architecture behaviour of output_encoder is 
TYPE boolean is(false, true); 

BEGIN 
PROCESS 

-- declare variables 

VARIABLE currentport 
VARIABLE encoderport 
VARIABLE index 
VARIABLE freeportvalue 
VARIABLE chandelier 
VARIABLE outportfull 
VARIABLE outgoingcell 

oe_type; 
oe_type; 
integer := O; 
buf_full_type; 
chandelier_size; 
boolean; 
boolean; 

-- This procedure is used to initialise the output round robin server 

PROCEDURE initialise(VARIABLE freeportblks 
VARIABLE portnumber 
VARIABLE bufferfull 

BEGIN 
for index in Oto BufferSize loop 

freeportblks(index) : = 'O ' ; 
end loop; 
portnumber := "0000"; 
bufferfull := true; 

END initialise; 

INOUT buf_full_type; 
INOUT oe_type; 
INOUT boolean) IS 

-- This procedure is used to receive the free signal from each output port 

PROCEDURE getsignal(VARIABLE 
BEGIN 

freeportblks INOUT buf_full_type) IS 

freeportblks(O) 
freeportblks(l) 
freeportblks(2) 
freeportblks(3) 
freeportblks(4) 
freeportblks(S) 
freeportblks(6) 
freeportblks(7) 
freeportblks(B) 
freeportblks(9) 

:= freeportOO; 
: = freeportOl; 

freeport02; 
: = freeport03; 
:= freeport04; 
:= freeport05; 
:= freeport06; 
: = freeport07; 
:= freeportOB; 
:= freeport09; 

(~ ____ ] 
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freeportblks(lO) 
freeportblks(ll) 
freeportblks(l2) 
freeportblks ( 13) 
freeportblks(14) 
freeportbl ks ( 15) 

END getsignal; 

- freeportlO 
: = f reeport 11 
:= freeportl2 
: = freeportl3 
:= freeportl4 
: = freeportl5 

-- This procedure is used to count the current output port number 

PROCEDURE getcurrentport(VARIABLE freeportblks 
VARIABLE currport 
VARIABLE outputfull 

BEGIN 

IN buf_ full_type; 
IN oe_type; 
OUT boolean) IS 

index := BitVector_to_Int(To_BitVector(currport)); 
-- convert current output port numbe r 

if index<O or index>l5 then -- error checking 
assert false 
report "The input buffer number is out of scope ' " 
severity error; 

end if; 

if freeportblks(index)='l' then 
outputfull := false; 

check current output port 
current output port is free 

else 
outputfull := true; 

end if; 
current output port is not free 

END getcurrentport; 

This procedure is used to check whether the current output port is f ree 
The procedure is used here for super mode 

PROCEDURE checksignal (VARIABLE freeportblks 
VARIABLE chandeliers 
VARIABLE currport 
VARIABLE portnumber 
VARIABLE cellready 

VARIABLE temp_ index : integer; 
BEGIN 

IN 
IN 
IN 
OUT 
OUT 

buf_full_type; 
chandelier_ size; 
oe_type; 
oe_type; 
boolean) IS 

index := BitVector_to_ Int(To_BitVector(currport) ); 
-- convert current output port number 

if index<O or index>l5 then - - error checking 
assert false 
report "The input buffer number is out of scope !" 
severity error; 

end if; 

check both current free port signal and chandelier size 

if freeportblks(index)='l' and chandeliers(index)='l' then 
portnumber := currport; 
cellready := true; -- cell is waitting for outgoing 
return; 

( _____ ] 
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end if; 

temp_index : = index; 
index := index+ l; 
if index>l5 then 

index := O; 
end if; 

while index /= temp_index loop -- check reset of outport free signal 
if freeportblks(index)='l' and chandeliers(index)='l' then 

portnumber 
cell ready 
return; 

-- check given input port full signal 
:= To_S tdULogicVector(Int_To_BitVector(index, 4)); 
:= true; -- cell is waitting for outgoing 

end if; 
index : = index +l; 
if index>l5 then 

index : = O; 
end if; 

end loop; 
cellready := false; 
return; 

-- all of output buffer full or no cell for this port 

END checksignal; 

-- This procedure is used to check whether the current output port is free 
The procedure is used here for normal mode 

PROCEDURE checkchandelier (VARIABLE freeportblks 
VARIABLE chandeliers 
VARIABLE currport 
VARIABLE portnumber 
VARIABLE cellready 

VARIABLE temp_index : integer; 
BEGIN 

IN 
IN 
IN 
OUT 
OUT 

index := BitVector_to_Int(To_B itVector(currport)); 

buf_full_type; 
chandelier_size; 
oe_type; 
oe_type; 
boolean) IS 

if index<O or index>l5 then 
convert current output port number 

-- error checking 
assert fal se 
report "The input buffer number is out of scope !" 
severity e rror; 

end if; 

check both current free port signal and chande lier size 

if freeportblks(index)='l' AND chandeliers(index)='l' then 
portnumber = currport; 
cellready : = true; -- chandelier have cell for outgoing 

else 
cel lready : = false; 
portnumber := currport; 

end if; 

END checkchandelier; 

-- chandelier is no cell for outgoing 

( _____ ] 
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BEGIN -- Process begin 

--check for reset active 

wait until reset='O' or reset='l'; 
if reset='l' then 

initialise(freeportvalue, currentport, 
outgoing<= 'Z' after Tpd; 
wait until reset='O'; 

end if; 

loop 
if reset='O' then 

if clkl='l' then 
en_outport_no <= · zzzz•; 

reset state 
outgoingcell); 

accept cell stage 

getsignal(freeportvalue); -- read free signal of output port 
getcurrentport(freeportvalue, currentport, outportfull); 

-- get currentport number and free signal 
if outportfull=false then 

en_outport_no <= currentport; -- output current port number 
else 

en_outport_no <= "ZZZZ"; 
end if; 
wait until clkl='O'; 

end if; 

if clkl='O' then -- outgoing cell stage 
chandelier := chandeliersize; 

get chandelier information from port 

checkchandelier(freeportvalue , chandelier, currentport, encoderport, 
outgoingcell); 

-- check chandelier of current oulput port 
if outgoingcell=true then 

outgoing<= 'l' after 
wait until clkl='l'; 
outgoing<= '0' 

Tpd; -- output accept cell signa l as true 

else 
outgoing <= '0' after Tpd; 

output outgoing cel l signal as fal se 
wait until c lkl='l '; 

end if; -- end match='l' check 

if currentport /="0011 " then 
currentport :=std_ulogic_vector (unsigned(currentport) • "0001"); 

else 
currentport :="0000"; 

end if; 
end if; -- end clkl='O' check 

else -- reset /= '0' 
exit; 

end if; -- end reset='O' 
end loop; 

END process; 
END behaviour; 

J 
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The Program END 
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